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The Supreme Court today agreed to review a state court ruling that the
Madison, Wis., School Board, acted illegally in granting a hearing to a
spokesmaniordissident teachers during contract negotiations. The Wisconsin
Supreme Court rejected the argument of the board that denying a hearing
would have been a violation of the dissidents' freedom of speech. Albert
Holmquist, a teacher who was not a memberof the Madison Teachers, Inc , was
. allowed to addressthe boardDec. 6, 1971* while contracttalkswere In progress.
Grammy awards
:
• Paul Simon was named best pop male vocalist of
1975 and won album of the year konors for "Still
Crazy After All These. Years," and Janis Ian was '!:•;
chosen best pop female singer for "At Seventeen,"
In Grammy^^ Awards presentations Sanjrday night ,
/'Love.Will Keep US Together,", written by Neil
Sedaka'and Howard Greenfieldand performedby
The Captalb and TenniBe, Wa? voted best record.
Simon andGarfohkeli reunited briefly.in 1975, won
for best pop vocal performanceby. a group. Country
honors went to Willie Nelson and Linda Ronstadtas '
best male isnd female singers.
7
Zoo access road bill progresses
A $750,000 bill to finance a temporary access road for the new Minnesota zoo
was" approved today by the state department division of the House
Appropriations Committee. An agreement had been worked Out with the
communities of Eagan and Apple Valley for the state to pay half the cost and
' the two communitiestpshare the remainder.However, the bill was amended to
7 '^ have the state pay one-fourth. ' ;. *
Sbrincrtime

'Buy-Centennial'
Red, white and blue were in, but the:
bicentennial was oiit Sunday as
thousands of people poured into the
small Texas town bf Luckenbach to ";.
V celebrate Non Buy-Centennial •
Awards Day. Awards were handed
out for "the most tasteless exploitation" of the nation's 200th birthday. .. .
¦' ¦ ; Omaha
was dubbed the Bad Taste
City for publicizing a bison named
, ,.
Tennial.
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Probe asked ;
vm
j p m v v w m ^m
mBZi
m . . . -: wisconsinUGov. Martin Schreiber
The Capitol in Washington, D.C., is
has asked Gov. .Patrick Lucey to .
framed by budding cherry blossoms
create a specialtask force to investi"y y —. a sure sign of spring. Warm
gate problems in the- Medicaid .
temperatures in the nation's capital
program in Wisconsin. "Throughout'
" the nation there!, is. mounting eviduring any unusual late February
have brought the blossoms out.early.
detice that Medicaid is not effective- .
¦ ly managed and that VaBt sums-of : .- '
•/fbin&V*e»' whiri
.
^
but of •' . nidney are lost because bf abuses in
, howeveri'asaycold waveswept
¦-. - the west and.began to envelope the : billing or utilization," ! Schreiber
midcontinent and East.
V
said.
:
;'- .. ' 'V '!. 7y C.B. confusion ¦
Citizen, band radio operators are creating a traffic hazard by congesting the
highways during emergencies, the Minnesota State Patrol says. The patrolsaid
the danger occurs when the driver of a car which is stalled or involved in an
accident calls for help over his C.B. radio. Without realizing the hazard, other
C.B. operatorsproceed to the scene, congesting the highways.
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Cloudy sklos tonight could produce
snow, Temperatures will be somewhat cooler, with lows from 15 to 21). .
tonlghtandhlghs TuffSday from 25 to
30. The extended forecast calls lor.
continuation ol cooler air . .
¦ ' v»»ather"dot»ll$, Pago 12
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BOSTON, (AP)— A tally scheduled for Alabama
Gw.GeorgeC. Wallacetedght,the eve of thenation's '
second presidential primary, is helping to keep attention fixedon the volatile and divisiveforced busing
issue in Massachusetts,
; .
.
.- .
^
The state's primary is scheduled
for Tuesday, and
the race is considered so divided.andunpredictable
that a relativehandful of votes could change the order
of finish among the eight
¦ major Democratic;can- .
. ' ' ' . '. ¦' • .- ¦ '¦' .
didates.":
.Throughout the campaign here, candidates have
¦
either exploited or tried to avoid the busing issue.
Today they were fanning out across the state forflnal^
campaigning. . ., '• ." • .
The election here is attracting far more, national
attention than a simultaneous'primary in Vermont: ' •
The major reasonis thaimore delegatesare at stake.
But the busing issue!in Boston is also a factor — the
chance to measurereaction in a citythatfor two years
has beendivided over a court-orderedplanto¦ integrate
: '- . - ' •
itsBchools.
Opponents of forced busing spent much of Sunday
urging. 3,000-marchers to vote for antibusing can- '. >
didateg. Meanwhile, most of the candidates -found
themselves being, questioned about 'the issue on
televisionpanel shows.
Sen. Henry M. Jackson of Washington, who ha^s tried

to capture the antibusingvote here, was qirizlzedabout
Senate votes on: ABC'
and Answers"
¦ ¦s ''Issues
¦
!¦ • '¦ • , - • ';¦ - '"

program. "

' ; '" 'y y " ' y X .

He said be had voted against some legislation
favored by antibusing groups because''the Congress
cannot by statute change a court order directing
busing where that court order.is based; on an interpretationby thecourt of the 14th Amendment."
VJduch of the antibusing vote is expected to go to
WaJJace, the only candidate . mentioned at an antibusing march on South Boston
¦ School on Sun¦ High
day. , - ' ;; ,
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Rep. Morris K. Udall said on the CBS program
"Face the Nation" that he doesn't like to have judges
runningschools!"I think we're all being testedand the
real auction is whether Wre going to have some
presi<tentlal leadershipon this;"
On a local television panel in suburban Needham,
Sargent Shriver acknowledgedthat most people don't
want forced busing of school children for racial integration. But he said he supportscourtdecisionswhen
they decide busingis the only workablealternative.
Sen. Birch Bayb of Indiana, who has criticized
Jackson for "demogaguing" on the busing issue, said
be would seek "an incentive to schoolboards to do the
right thing" by creating magnet schools and
rejuvenating the worst schools to attract students.

Meanwhile, Daniel Patrick Moynihan, newly
returnedto his Harvard teachingpoetafterresigning
as United Nations ambassador, endorsedJacksonin
full pagenewspaperadvertisementslodayand was to
appearwith the senatorat a newsconference.
On Sunday, Shriver appeared with his family and
Cesar Chavez at a "Family Day" at Faneuil HaJU, and
Bayh continued his attack on former Georgia Gov.
Jimmy Carter.
Carter, who received the largest single portion—30
per cent — of the Democratic primary vote in New
Hampshirelast weekiwas in Greensboro, N.C., urging
an end to United States military Involvementin other
nations "unless there Is a direct and obvious threat to
theseciirity eftbeU.S ,"
In other developments:
: —President Ford said after a campaign swing
through Florida that if he beats Ronafd Reagan there.
March 9, it would mean a knockoutpunchto the former,
¦ ¦¦
California governor's: presidential1 ambitions. • ' . ' '
' —Wallace held a slightedge over Carter after South
Carolina's precinct caucuses over the weekend. With
88.3 per cent of the state's 1,644 precincts reported,
Wallace had 27.9 per cent to 23.7 per cent for Carter,
but with the large uncommittedvote — 46.8 per cent—
party leaders said there was no clear victory for any
candidate.

Italy reopens
exchartgein
crucial test

Voters undecided
A recent poll of Wisconsin voters '
indicated about half of them did not
have "someone in mind" for
President in the November election.
Half the respondents were unable to
„ come up with a name on the spur of
the moment,, and 3 percent more
couldn't- say whom they would ,
prefer to see elected, the Milwaukee
Journal reportedSunday.
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ROME (AP) - Italy reopened its official
foreign exchange markets today after a 40day shutdown and after an early dip the
lira held steady, drawing a sigh of relief
from Premier ¦ Aldo Mora's
¦ " ¦' niinority
government. ..'", "
.- . • *
,
Any worsening of the monetary crisis
Could spell disaster for the '. . Christian
Democrat goveramenti Only 19 days old
and already beset by scandals stemming
from revelations of Central Intelligence
Agency and Lockheedactivitiesin Italy.
The lira Slipped to about 778-779.to ttie
dollar in early trading but then settled at
771, unchanged from Friday's late quote in
interbank trading. Monday's trading was
light in Rome, but in Milan dealers said
there" was eVidence of support for the lira
from the Central bank;
How the lira holds hi official trading .is
expected to be a barometer of the
durability of Moro's government, Italy's
34th since World War II.
The lira .already has lost 12 per cent
since the Bank of Italy stopped its Support
Of the currency Jan. 21. The lira now has
one third the buying power it had three
years ago.
In the last 40 days, however, Italy hiked
its reserves,from $60O million to about $2,
billion through a $750 millionloanfrom the
New York Federal Reserve, and: $500
million from West Germany's state bank:
ViTreaisury Ministry sources say the
central bank will intervenein favor of the
lira if its tailspin continues, but its support
will be "flexible" and nowhere close to the
degree the bank resorted to in January, at
times selling dollars at a rate of over 100
million a day.
>
This may also be one of Italy's last
chance's to recover the faith of its
creditors. Treasury• Minister : Emilio
Colombo has acknowledged that the
nation's International debts amount to
about $14 billion, with no immediate
"means to repay them and the bulk of new
loansgoing to cover old ones.
Moro finds his administration too weak
to resOrt to any major economicrecovery
program. Although his government
obtained votes of confidence from both the
Senate and the Chamber of Deputies, they
were . gotten* through the; benevolent
abstention of the Socialist, Republican and
Liberal parties, which can bring down the
government almost at will in substantive
issues in Parliament.
If the lira falls, political observers feel
Moro's ' government will be only a tran,
'
sitional one:

\^arth greeting

Lbck^

President Ford and his wife, Betty/ acknowledge applause from a crowd
as .they appeared at .a rally in Tampa,"Fla., Sunday. Ford was seeking
Votes In Florida 's March 9prir«ary. (AP Photofax)

PHOENIX, Ariz, (AP) — Lockheed Aircraft Corp. and its
competitors made Christmastime cash payoffs and promised
post-retirement jobs to U.S. Air Force, colonels in a position to
steer foreign military business their way, says a former
Lockheedofficial.
"I have a few names,": said Ernest F: Hauser, who left
Lockheedas a customer relations officer after suffering a heart
attack in 1964. But he declined to make the names public,
saying, "It's been a long time and I don't know what good it
. . ' . . ¦«> ' • .
could possibly do."
Hauser, who lives in suburban Paradise Valley, said the
payoffs are "small potatoes compared with the huge bribes you
read about in the newspapers."
Lockheed officials have admitted the firm gave millions of
dollars to government officials in several European countries
and Japan, but Hauser is the first individual to allege publicly
that American military officers also received payoffs from
aircraft firms in connection with foreign contracts.
N
A Lockheedspokesman responded to the allegation Sunday by
saying; "To the best of our knowledge, there is no indication
that Lockheed has ever offered gratuities such as alleged to
'
NATO officers."

Hauser has testified before the U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission and a U.S. Senatesubcommitteeon multinational
corporations about payoffs to foreign officials. On Sunday, the
Arizona Republic quoted him as sayingcash payoffs of $10,000 to
$20,000 were made to the American officers at Christmas as
Pentagon officials looked the other way.
"I wouldn't call it a bribe. It's just keeping them sweet. The
military would get very upset if you called it a bribe," Hauser
said in a subsequent interview with The Associated Press.
"Even big companies, like Hughes Aircraft, every company
triesthis."
/
Hauser acknowledged his information is at least 10 years old,
but added: "It's been going on for years. Officersin the Military
Advisory Assistance Groups (MAAGs ) we have in many
countries are approached by people in the industry. They
become military salesmen."
MAAGs are U.S. units in foreign countries which give defense
advice. The colonels helped to influence foreign officials on what
type of aircraft to buy, and while the cash payoffs were on a
smaller scale than those to foreign officials, the colonels
sometimes exacted a high price for their favors in other ways,
Hauser said.

Israel bidding
for additional
aid from(AP)-Israel
U.S.

Without rebate,
fewer filing ;
returns early

WASHINGTON (AP) - Without the
incentive of a tax rebate this year, taxpayers aren't filing their returns as
eagerly as they did last year, Internal
Revenue Service figures show.
The number of returns filed so far this
year Is 9.7 per cent behind the same period
a year ago, Oif the other hand, Hieaverago
refund this year is up $35.28 to1422.03.
Other1 preliminary IRS figures also show
the taxpayers' option to earmark taxes to
help finance presidential elections Is at the
highest rate ever. Officials say the current
political campaign apparently is encouraging taxpayers to participate, with
26.5 per cent of tbe returns so far each
designating$1 per taxpayer to the fund,
compared to 23.9 per cent at this time last
year, which was the previous high,
Taxpayers havo earmarked $4.1 million
for tbe campaign fund so far this year,
bringing the total put Into the fund since
1973 to :|66.2 million. So far, fD mtillon cl
to
that has already been .distributed
¦
candidates in presidential ¦ ' primary
elections., ' . .. . ' '
Overall, IRS. spokesmen say the filing
pace for (his year appears to be about
normal. Taxpayers , so far . have
mailed In 29 million of' the! 86.2 million
'•
returnsexpected.
This time, last year the agency had
received 31.8 million returns, but that Was
higher than normal, IRS spokesmenrioted
that even though the law providing rebates
to taxpayers wasn't approved until April
30, passage Vas virtually certain by this
time last year and officials were Already
serving notice that the first returns filed
•would6e the first to receive rebates.

Mrs, Richard Nixon and daughter Trlcia Cox clasp hands as former
President Nixon says goodbye to a member of the Chinese delegation as
the Nixohs arrived In' Los Angeles Sunday night after an eight - day China
' ¦* , .
trip. (AP Photofax)

Home, again

•

Nixon rests in seclusion

LOS ANGELES (AP) - Former President Richard Nixon
has returned to the privacy of his San Clemente compound
after a trip to China that drew honors from his hosts but
"criticism from some at home.
y
, .
. "' ¦¦' '•. '
^ Thore was no word whether Nixon would meet
with
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger, who was on tho West
. Coast at the Palm Springs home of actor Kirk Douglas when
Nixon returned on Sunday from the eight-day trip; ' • ¦:, . /
Soveral Ford Administration and State Department officials saidduring Nixon's journey that the former president
would be debriefed upon nls return, as would any-visitor
returningfrom China. However, Kissinger hadsaid he would
not do the debriefing himself.
Nixon Is the only Westerner to havo had extensivecontacts
with the acting premier of China, Hua Kuo-feng. While in
China,;; be talked with Hua for two hours ah* met for inoro
than an hour with Communist Party ¦Chairman Mao Tse-

¦
*f* ¦ ' ¦ ' . ' '• • ' ¦

'• ' ' ' :

¦ , : ¦ '¦ ¦;:' ' '
.
" !'

, Wearing a gray pin-striped suit and his familiar American
flag, lapel pin, Nixon smiled and waved Sunday as he And
Mrs. Nixon descended from the American-mode Chinese
airliner In which they went to and from China, They were
greeted by their daughter, TrlclaNUon Cox.
Two membersof the Chinese mission to (he United States
were also on hand, and the former president chatted briefly
with them before leaving In a limousine. He made.no
statement to reporiere, however, V
Nixon showed no outward signs of the phlebitis In, his right
leg which had reportedly flared up during his trip, but ho
appeared weary after the long flight. He was seenyawnlng.
During the trip, which Was made four years after his
historic 1972 visit to China as president, the Chineseaccorded
the NixonB honors that are UBually reserved for sitting
national leaders, And. from the first, there was criticism
from a numberof people at home, ,

Former President . Nixon
yawns as he starts to enter a
car to hepd for his San
Clemente home Sunday
night. With him Is daughter
Trlcia Nixon Cox; who met
her parents at the Los
Angeles airport. (AP Photofax)

WASHINGTON
is bidding
for an extra $560 million in U.S. aid as the
House this week takes up the Ford
administration's $3.3 billion proposal for
aid to Middle Eastern countries.
The money for the Middle East was the
major item in a massive forei*fnsatd
money bill to come this afternoon before
the House Appropriations Committee.
Then, the full House is to vote on a $3.5billion authorization for foreign aid
Wednesday and vote Thursday on the bill
appropriating the money.
In other action in Congress this week: ,
—The Senate takes up a proposal to
declare Oklahoma Republican Sen. Henry:
Bellmon's seat vacant because of a 1974
election dispute.
—The House takes up a bill to expand
black-|ung-dlsease benefits for coal
miners at a cost of some $200 million the
first year.
'.' . ' .:
—The House may vote on whether its
investigation of the leak of the intelligence
committee report should focus on the
source of tho leak or on correspondent
Daniel Schorr, who arranged te have the
.report published. '
—Maneuvering continues on how to go
about restructuring the Federal Election
Commission. The Supreme Court last
week gave Congress another 20 days to
amend the law that the court held to be
partially unconstitutional.
-:
On foreign aid, the Israeli government's
requost for an extra $560 million In U.S. aid
was rejected last month by the House
appropriations subcommittee on foreign
operations. But an effort Is likely to «e
made en the House floor to put It in the
appropriationsbill Thursday.
It's already in the foreign-aid
authorization bill, up for House vote
Wednesday.
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DeSr Abby ! By Abigail Van Buren

Strum AL CW
SfRUM, Wis. -The ALCW. of ImrnanueK Lutherah Church.'
will meet Wednesday at 130
pm

Choate's

J

Physiques rate first

Early painting
'.- . . ' ¦ Advertisement

i

Mary Olson displays a landscape painting done by
her grandmother, AAarglt Mindrum, in the art car
of the. ''freedom train"! created by fifth grade
students at Houston Elementary School. The eight
cars of the frain depided various aspects of 200
years of history in America . Students, dressed in
early, American costumes, conducted the exhibit in
the school's music room.

Ruptured Men
Get $8.95 gift
for trying this! f Your horoscope—Jeanepixon j
¦
• -. ' - .

. •

¦

¦

. Kansas City, Mo.-Here is an
„ improved V means. , of holding
• rupture that has benflfitted
- tKoviaands of luptured men in
" the last year.

Inconspicuous , without leg
straps, elastic bells, body enVcircli pg springs or harsh pads,
' il has caused many to say, "I
; don 't see how il holds so easy.
1 would not have believed , had
1 not tried
• it."
. . - ¦
i
.

.

. So comfortable - so easy to
wear - it .could show , you the
, wiy. to joyous ' freedom . from
'.your rupture trouble: ¦¦
.¦
J You : can 't lose by: trying. It is
sent tq, you on 30 days, trial.
: You receive a separate S8.95
,'• truss as .a gift just fpr trying
'. -. . - •
' Ihe invention.
¦
* 7 Write for descriptive circu, lar. It's free, lust address the
I Physicians Appliance Company,
'- 2225 Koch Bldg.: 515 W. 75th
¦""St.. 'Kansas "City, Wo. 64114. . "'
*V But .dp it today before .you
.
; lose the address.

vyon'1 work. Fix any errors that
FOR TUESDAY,.MARCH :*
YOUR BIRTHDAY TODAY: It's surface.
hard to understand the leverageVIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept.ft).: You'reyou'll eventually have, thanks lo a , not easy to, please, and ' associates
long period ol relatively quiet . ' don't seem to know what they want ,
:
growth. Concentrate . on learning either. ¦ Leave them lo their own,,
complex skills thoroughly. Today 's devices aSmuchas possible.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Your
natives are sometimes overlooked
(and let It pass without resentment), drive and enthusiasm In work and
even though they make: large con- play Is noticeable; People go along
with your Ideas even If they have
tributions to progress.
ARIES (March 31-Aprll 19): proiectsofthelrowh .
'
Technica l Information fsgreat II you . SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Don't
can get it without going to extremes. experiment,- use conventional
Compare notes with those who have methods. Make ma lor purchases .
similar background. Romance only If you expect to stay put longr
. enough toget yourmorey'sworth.
thrives. .
SAOITTARIUSINav. 22.Doc.21):
TAURUS (April 20-Miy. . -. 20):
:
Nobody wants to exert .himself, Map out prolects • and gel them
going.
Impatience erupts on. every
beyond usual. Do your share - In'
to your side. Don't take fancy shortcuts!
group ent erprises.
. Tend
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦' - ..
' ,.' .
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jin. 1»):
health.
. ' . 7
GEMINI (May 21-June 20) 17 You Don't procrastinate; ligure out the
approach your peak- In efficiency. details today. Work on what you can
Your efforts now attract attention. while the time is r|ghl. Catch up on
Gist together with people who have correspondence and sort out
records.
more experience than you do..
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. la):
CANCER (June 21-July 22): Sail,
calmly through cross-currents Stop putting off essential ' duties. '
Resist
the temptation to branch off
.
today. 7 Disposing of unfinished
business pays off. Survey your hornet into untested schemes. There Is :no
and workplace lor shortages, and . substitute for traditional methods.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 2»: Let
hazards. ,' ¦- '
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): If there: others rush around while you bring
are any flaws In your schemes, standstill. - deals' , ,to - sensible, conaccounts or .budgets, they should clusions. Don't /fo rce.' immediate
turn up today. Passing the buck issues, Long '.. range , plans are
favored, ' .

Nelson Ladles Aid
NELSON, Wis. (Special) —
The .-..Ladies Aid of Grace
Lutheran . Church will meet
Wednesday at72 pm in the
church basement The Rev R
T. Beckmann will present the
"
topic lesson. .

Shoppers get
break on prices

. * , ¦' ¦'m^^ ¦'¦ ¦ • -^^ x^L Wx'
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ABRAHAM
LINCOLN
"THERE IS NO CONFLICT REGARDING
FREEDOM. IT IS GOD'S GIFT AND NOT THE
RIGHT OF MAN TO TAKE AWAY. "

.

The Man from Illinois made many state- . . ¦ ' -.
mentjj about freedom during his abbreviated life. His famous ' Gettysburg '
Address , written on the back of an
envelope while on a train en route, is
recognized as. one of the greatest
speeches ever made. Dead at the
. hands of John Wilkes Booth, Lincoln
became a martyr to the cause qf freedom, . Home Federal honors the herpes of
America's Bicentennial Celebration
with its 1976 Freedom Accounts, Home
Federal, reminds you that thrift and
savings is the American Way and forms
•
the cornerstone of our future security.
All Freedom Accounts earn maximum
!
interest allowed by law for insured sav- .
;
ings. Six different Freedom Plans are
available at the sign of the/Golden
j
:
Eagle, including the Tax-sheltered In- »
:;, ' dividual Retirement Account.
: Build your financial independence by
!¦¦ ¦ ' building a 1976 ' Freedom Account at
;
Home Federal Savings, there's an ofr
?¦ . fice near you.
'
.. •' \,

X
Dedare your
financial independence

By LOUISE COOK .
: Associated Press Writer
Supermarket shoppers got a
break on prices during
February, but : the declines
failed to offset months and
months of steady increases over
the . last .three years, : an
Associated Press marketbaskct
survey shows.
The AP drew up a random list
of 15 commonly purchased food
and nonfood items, checked the
price at one supermarket in
each of 13 cities on March 1, 1973
and has rechecked on or about
the start of each succeeding
month.
Among the highlights of the
latest survey :
—The marketbasket bill at
the checklist store declined
during February in 12 cities,
down an average of 27 per cent.
The Only increase — 2.2 per cent
— was at the checklist store in
Seattle. During January, the
marketbasket bill declined at
the checklist store in lOcitics.
. — The marketbasket totals
have declined from levels of a

gj Winona Paly News '
Monday, March 1 , 1976
Vol 120, No. 85
: Published dally except Saturday
and certain holidays by Republican
and Herald Publishing Company,
601 Franklin SI., Winona, Minn.
55987 . . .
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Single copv, " 15 cents dally, 35
cents. Sunday,
Delivered by carrier — Per week,
65 cents; 13 weeks, SI 1 05; 26 weeks,
1Z1 65, K weeks, 143.30
By mall strictly In advance; paper
stopped on oxplrallon date:
. - ¦' •
Local area - Rates below apply
only In Winona, Houston, Wabasha,
FJIImore and Olmsted counties In
Minnesota ; ano" Buffalo, Trempealeau, Pepin, Jackson ahd La
Cross'e.count les In: Wisconsin ; and
armed forces personnel with
military addresses In-thecontlnenlal
United 5tates or overseas will) APO
or r-poaddresses.

1 year

135.00

year ago, but prices remain
considerably, higher than they
were at the start of the survey
.. Comparing marketbasket
totals at 'the start of March 1976
with those three years earlier,
the AP found the bill was up at
the checklist store in every city,
with an average increase of 29
per cent.
The increases hit hardest
during 1973 and 1974, then eased
fast year as sugar prices
declined. The AP found the
marketbasket total at the
checklist stor< decreased
during the last 1? months in II
cities. -^Much of the savings in the
early part of this year has been
due to, declining dairy prices
Butter and egg costs rose
steadily during late 1975, but the
trend was reversed In January .
The price of a pound of butter
decreased at the checklist store
in nine cities during January
and in. eight cities during
February. Medium eggs
declined at the checklist store in
10 cities during January and ll
in February;
Trying to figure out wh*dt will
happen in the year ahead is
difficult, even for the experts. .
.-The . . U.S. ' Department of
Agriculture, which reported
that food prices rose 8.5 per cent
in 1975 and 14;5 per cent in each
of the preceding two years; says
last year's large grain harvests •
should keep increases to about 1
per cent in each of the first two
quarters this year.
Food price Inflation in the
second part of the year depends
in part on the size of crops.

l year.
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A rehabilitation workshop on
"Body Mechanics, Lifting,
Moving and Transferring
Patients " will be held Tuesday
at Community Memorial
Hospital
The workshop is open to staff
personnel pf convalescent and
rehabilitation units.
Mjss
Merle
Knutson,registered nurse and field
educator for the Sister Kenny
Institute, will conduct the
workshop
The y Sister Kenny Institute
provides patient care and helps
rehabilitation professionals and
health care institutions to update their patient care by conducting seminars, and . workshops. Sister Kenny is a nonprofit rehabilitati on, center
which receives financial support from the United Way of
Greater Winona.Area.

\.,

•
Equitable Reserve
Assembly 241 of the Equitable
Vlteserve Association will meet
¦Wednesday at 8:30 p.m. at the
Bert Bergler home, 1520 W:
KingSt.
Eagles Auxiliary '
The Eagles Auxiliary will
meet tonight at the Eagles Club,
the drill team will meet at 7
p.m. and the regular meeting
will beat 8 p.m.
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Umbrella's keep you in style come drizzle or downpour! Solids,
prints an d stripes Many styles and many, many colors

$ 6 to $11
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Munslngwear 's famous quallty
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t
l lJL'eHT •
features; 50% polyester , 50%
Kangaroo boxers, crew neck or
cotton for Ipng-lastlng comfort
V-necli shirts, Regularly six fqr
;
and easy care washing after .
. $13,00, NOW: $9.88
'
washing. Special feature s like the
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c-omfort pouch and horizontal fly
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in Kangaroo briefs, and the
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. Kangaroo briefs pr athletic shirts.
Polyrib, no-sag-bahd in the
: " . Regularly six for $11.00. ,
T-shirts. It's a limited time offer,, '.
NOW: 58.88
y
so hurry in fpr best selections.
MEN'S WEAR - MAIN FLOOR
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by Lorraine. Nylon tricot sleepwear with
herbal foliage embroidery Peony Pink or
Neptune Green In sizes S-M-L

A Boutheaetern Minnesota
, Regional Development Commission (SRDC) board of
directors meeting was incorrectly listed as a Wednesday
night meeting in . the Winona
Sunday News.
The board meeting, ' wliich
will include appointments to
three major committees, will
begin at 7:30 p.m. Thursday .in
Suite 301. Holiday Inn Downtown, Rochester.
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Rehabilitation
workshop set
at hospital
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DEAR READERS Last week I published the reBuJts of my
reader survey on what men firstnoticed about women (Bosoms
were out in front by a wide margin.)
Hert are the resultsof what women notice first about men
A whopping 58 percent of the women who responded said, "His
physicjuer But nearly every female who wrote that It Is the first
tilling she NOTICES about a man also wrote that it was certainlynot
the most IMPORTANT.
One Beverly Hills reader who described herself as a "29-year-old
liberated working'woman," wrote. "I polled tbe opinions of the
women with whom I work and came up with the consensus that it's
wise to avoid the body beautiful-type man because men with great
bodies and bulging muscles are usually conceited, dull or bisexual."
On "men's physi<jues More than 5* percent of the women wrote
that they prefer to have their men at least as tall as they are. A 6foot Syracuse woman, signed "Amorous Amazon," wrote- "Give
me a little guy. They overcompensate in ways that more than make
up for their size!"
An Indianapolis woman wrote. "I notice how a man. is built first
The thin ones arc usually penny-pinchers Fat men are more
generous, and better dancers, and they don't object to a gal who's a
little on the heavy side herself ''
A Las'Vegas, Nov , woman wrote, "Now that men are wearing
their clothing more form-fitting, they can't hide a beer belly or a
flabby fanny as they used to " (From South Dakota "I'm big, and l
like the convenience of being a ble to wear my guy's clothes '')
" Second to a man's physique (and a close second at that) came
, "grooming," with emphasis on the hair Oddly enough, the women
said they care less about whether or not a man has hair than what
he does with what he has.
More San Francisco, Los Angeles and San Diego women wrote
that they are turned on by men with FACIAL hair "if it's neat and
Well cared for," From Seattle: "I like my men bald — and the
balder the better!" There were any number of women who stated
that they see nothing wrong with men who "touch up" their hair
and wear hair pieces if it looks "natural "
The 23 percent of the women who rated grooming No 1 got right
down to the nitty gritty Mid-western women noticed fingernails,
taste ih clothes and general cleanliness. Fvrom every state came the
comment that the men who "look" -well-groomed have to "smell"
clean, too..(From Tulsa, "Spare me from the man who reeks Of
perfume! I'd rather have the honest odor of perspiration ")
Immediately following physique, grooming and attire in order of
female reader popularity were "the eyes " From every state in the
U.S.A. , and from Canada and abroad (including Belfast, Ireland
and Rome, Italy, as well as Rio De Janeiro) came mail saying,
"The eyes tell everything," or, "The eyes are the windows of the
soul!" '
From Eugene,-Ore "Our women's club took a vote, and 20 out of
24 voted that a man's eyes are (he first thing we notice-abouta man
You can tell more about a man's character f l om his eyes than from
anything else. His mouth can lie, but his eyes can't"
s
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Mobileihome resident,8J
dies after explosion,fire

beathcar

4 hurt in
Jingle-Gar
rural ctesh

The wreckage of a Stockton, Minn., man's 1968
car stands in the ditch off ,the westbound lane
of Highway 14, on Stockton Hill* where it came
to rest early Sunday morning after its driver,
Larry Brown, 19, failed to round a curve. The

car collided with a 1973 International mall
transport. The roof of the sedan was peeled
away and the left side was sheared off. (Daily
Newsphoto)
.

Crash kills Stbckton man

Larry Brown, 19, Stockton, toward Stockton.;
- Baumgartnerwas en route to
Minn., was killed instantly The mail transport;which left Winona with mail for Winona
'
"
early Sunday morning when the several feet of' skid marks, ahdLaCrosse.
Estimated front-end damage
Two area persons were car he was- driving collided came to'rest niostly in its lane.
hospitalized ' and two others almost head-on with a tractor- The state patrol reported the to the mail truck, mostly to the
received minor injuries Sunday semitrailer carrying mail on three-lane, blacktop highway left side, was $1,000 to $2,000!
In a one-car crash on CSAH 18 Stockton Hill, just ; west of was dry and the weather was . The left front wheel of the cab
Winona.
claudy at the time of the ac- was dislodged.
nearUticaTownshipRoad 15.
Kurt R. Weise/ .19; Sprhig • He was the son of Mr.' and . cident, However, persons who y Brown was the fourth young
arrived at the scene within man to die of injuries received
Valley, Minn., and Judy K. Mrs. Melvin Brown, Stockton!
Schroder, 19, Wykoff, Minn., . ' The death boosted Winona minutes of the accident said a ; in traffic accidents oh Stockton
were hospitalized in St Marys County's traffic fatality count slightdrizzle had started to fall. Hill in less than a year.
for the year to five.
; Two men died after a twocar,
Hospital, Rochester, Minn.
head-on crash in April 1975, not
A hospital spokesman said '¦; . The State Highway Patrol
too far from where the Brown
Miss Schroder is in fair con- ¦;' said the mail truck was driven
accident, occurred: Thomas
Jr.,
23,
dition with multiple, fractures . by Fred Baumgartner
He . was not
Sweet, 26, Stockton, and Daniel
and Weise in satisfactory La Crosse^ Wis.
,,
injured!
7
Beranek, 18, 529 Lafayette St.,
condition"With a head injury".
¦' ' '. Brown, '¦ who was en route
Winona. . ; ¦ . ¦ '. '¦;• . .
The spokesman said Randy .
James , Bellows,
24,
Ness, 17, Spring Valley,.the son home about 1:05 a.m., was
Claremont, Minn;, a freshman
of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Ness, and pronounced dead at the scene
at Winona State University, was
Steven Oeltzer, 18, Spring by Dr. Robert Tweedy; Winona
killed Jan!- 27 in a one-car acValley, were treated for minor Countymedical examiner.
cident oh a curve:on the other
injuries at St. Marys and He died-of multiple injuries,
Dr.-Tweedy said, t . 7 /
side of the hill; oh a downgrade.
released. -, '.. . . Brown's death raised MinAccording to Winona County The investigating state
nesota's 1976 road toll to 7t,
sheriffs deputies, Weise was patrolman reported, that, as
which is the same as on this
drivihgvhls 1974 compact car Brown;traveled west on High, date last year. .
south oh 18 at 2:45 a.m. when he way 14, three-tenths of a mile
Larry M. Brown, an employe
apparently lost control on a west of Winona, he failed.to
of Stender's Modern Mobile
curve, skidding 123, feet and negotiate a curve. ¦'. - •. Larry Brown
Cabinet Service, Winona, was
plunging . over an eight-foot ' .-' ' ' Brown's 1968 two-door sedan
embankment just west oKJhe , collided almost head-onwith the
oncoming 1973 International :
township road.
Thecar rolled once and came tractor-semitrailer, which, was
to rest against a fence 74 feet traveling east in- the left ,
from the roadway, deputies downhill lane.
'C X-Upon impact, the Brown car
said.
Road conditions at the time was literally torn apart. It was
A police search was c«r)Jtinuing today for a shotgun-wielding
were wet, according to thrown, into - the 'westbound
, ditch; and Brown was ejected, bandit who reportedly took an undetermined amount of cash
deputies.
Miss Schroder was seated on landing in the ditch about 25feet Saturday nfght from Erickson Oil Products, 217 JohnsonSt.
Poliee said the suspect entered the station about 11 p.m. and
the passenger's ' side, of the from thewreckedvehicle, . ¦
vehicle in. front and Ness and The roof of the sedan i was ..- ordered attendants. William Garry and Carl Parpart into a rear
Oeltzer in the hack, ¦deputies peeled.off, and the entire left . room, threatening tokill them if they cameout.
¦» "
The men told police they heard the . suspect putting money
side Was sheared away.
reported.
' •• All four were taken toy St. Wreckage was .scattered on from'the cash register into a bag and that the man then fled.
. He was described as about 5-feet-10, weighing about 140
Marys by Lewiston Ambulance. both sides of the highway, at the pounds
wearing' a. green, army-type waist length jacket,
No damage estimates were first .curve past .St. Mary's green «rJnd
brown pantsand a red ski mask,
College
while
traveling
uphill
.
available.'
^

Guri-wielding bandit
robs service station

..

born June 12, 1956, in Winona to
Melvin and I^uth-Elaine Every
Brown; He graduated in 1974
from ; Winona. Senior High
School and was a member of
Grace Lutheran Church,
Stockton;
Survivors are: his parents,
Stockton; twin brother and
sister. Dean and Dixie, at
home; ' a brother, Wayne
Blaschka, Lewiston, Minn.;
maternal grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs, Howard- Every ,
Lewiston ; paternal grandfather, Walter Brown, Stockton,
and two nieces, Wendy and
Heather Blaschka, Lewiston.
Funeral services will be,
Tuesday at 2 p.m. in Grace
Evangelical Lutheran Church,
Stockton, the Rev. James
Larson officiating. Burial \vill
be in Oakland Cemetery..'
Pallbearers will be. Ralph
Benicke Jr., Wayne Stender,
Stockton Mayor William
Proksch, Wesley Randall ,
David Mueller and Guy Hansen.
Friends may call at Martin
Funeral Home, Winona, this
evening after 7 and at the
church Tuesday after 1 p.m.
There will . be a devotional
service at the funeralhome this
.evening at 8:30,
A memorial is being
arranged. "y

Local-state
road funds
earmarked

Four area counties will get
state aid totaling almost $3.6
million for , county-state aid
highway projects in 1976.
According to a press-release
from the Minnesota' Highway
Department, Fillmore County
will be one of nine counties
getting more than $1 million this
'
year,.
.
The allocations represent 29
percent of available funds from
A 24-year-old Winonan , the Minnesota Highway
User
rescued Sunday from a narrow Tax
Fund. Gas taxes and motorledge on a Garvin Heights cliff, vehicle
registration fees make
was in fair condition today in up the fund. •' . .'Hospital.
CommimtyMemorial
Money is allocated to each of
Kim Girardin, 617i4 Dacota Minnesota's 87 counties
St.; was being treated for a cording to a formula basedacfractured kneecap, a hospital miles 6f roadway, number on
of
spokesmansaid.
drivers and need, a regional
Girardin, was hang-gliding highway spokesmansaid today.
Winona County 'will get
off Garvin Heights opposite
Huff St., at 4:54 p.m. -when'he $899,512 from the fund this year.
lost control and hit the cliff west Fillmore will receive $1 ,198,823,
of and about 200 feet below Houston County; $702,640, and
lookout Point. The glider Wabasha County, $791,371. .
hooked onto a tree. Girardin
A total of $68,892,512 will be
was able to free himself from distributed to all counties.
tho harness, and he fell to the Hennepin County.(MLnneapolis)
will get the largest piece of the
ledge.
Officers from the Winona allocation pie, with $4,159,823
County Sheriff's Department, available to it this year,
City Police Department and Death injections
Winona Fire Department were MILWAUKEE (AP) --Plans
called to the scene.
to use drug injections for killing
using a life line, life belt and unwanted cats and dogs instead
stretcher, officers eased the of putting thenrto death in a
injured man off the ledge. He high- decompressiorl; chamber
was taken to the hospital by have been announced by the
Praxel Ambulance.
Wisconsin Humane Society.

Winonan
hurt While
hang-glicling

Four injured

Four area persona Vyere Injured Sunday when this
compact car plunged down an embankment In
Utlca Township and rolled over. Kurt R. Weise,
Spring Valley, and Judy K. Schroder, Wykoff , are
hospitalized at St. Marys Hospital, Rochester, as a
result of the accident. (Dally News photo)

-,' An 81-year-old Winona
woman was killed Sunday night
when an explosion and fire
rippedthrough her mobile home
at Sugar Loaf Trailer; Court,
according to police and fire
officials.
;
Mrs. Hilda Sladen was
.pronounced
dead
of
asphyxiation and burns at the
scene shortly after the 11:17,
p.ni. incident by WinonaCounty
Medical Examiner Dr. Robert
Tweedy.
Police said Patrolman
Douglas- Partyka was in the
area of the trailer court and
heard the initial explosion,
arriving to find the Sladen
home in flames.
Partyka was twice driven
back by heat and smoke while
attempting to rescue the
woman. The body was
recovered by firemen wearing
protective clothing, police
reported.
Mrs. Sladen was ¦found lying
on the floor of the living room
near an'exterior door, officials
said. She lived alone in the
mobile home and was alone at
the time . of the fire, officials
said.
Three Winona Fire Department units remained at the
scene for more than an hour,
with one unit returning at 4:42
a.m. today to extinguish a blaze
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Brother George will continue lo serve as president until
Brother Peter moves to Winona.
The new president said this morning that undergraduate
liberal arts colleges, like St, Mary's must anticipate that
enrollment declines *iow being folt at the elementary and
seoondary levels ultimately will be experiencedin colleges,
Tho college, then. Brother Peter believes! must assume a
role of more actively seeking ways to serve the older population
who are Interested ih continuing studies, in continuing education
and providing orientation for liberal ar|a graduatesentering the

TV/ nronram on snfir.ifll eri cot

"Is Anyone Listening?" a 80minute television program on
special education, will be aired
over Winona Channel 12
Wednesday at¦ 8 a.m., 1, 4, and

Wimma Stato University
educational psychology and
counseling department. Jack
Rltzcr, WSU television -centerj
directed the production.

Children . from Washington'
KoeciuBko Elementary School
and tho Winona Day , Activity
v
Centerarcfeatured,
Program consultant
And host
¦
Is Dr. James Kern of the
«WMM

' TlM program was produced
by WSU Television Production
Center for the Cooperative
Educational Service Agency,
Onalaska, Wis., and videotaped
'• ¦ '
at Madison.
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nounced last fall that he wished to relinquish the post he has
lield for the past soven years at the end of the current academic
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A 21-year-old Winona State
University student hasreported
to police that he was stabbedin
the chest by an unidentifed
assailant early Saturday in his
Morey ShepardHall room:
Steven Abrahamson, a Center
City, Minn., native, told police
he had returned to his room
shortly after midnight when he
heard a knock on the door as he
was speaking on the telephone.
Abrahamson said that as he
opened the door he heard a
noise at his first-floor window
and that the door then flew
open, hitting his head and
knocking him to the floor.
He said he felt a blow to his
chest and briefly lost con-

sciousness. When he awoke, "he
'discovereda wound in his tipper
right chest about an inch deep,
Abrahamsonreported.
He toldpolice he didn't report
the incident immediately
because of the possible
"hassle" involved, but sought
medical attention at Community Memorial Hospital the
same Tevehing because of in-'
creasing pain.
Abrahamson filed-a similar
police report Nov, 20, 1975. In
that incident, he stated that an
unidentified man lacerated his
chest with a sharp instrument
while he was walking in the
area of West King and Harriet
streets.

WSU student tells
of dorm stabbing

AArs, Hilda Sladen, 81, died Sunday when the living
room of her mdbile home at Sugar Loaf Trailer
Court was destroyed by an explosion arid fire. Fire
officials 'are investigating the cause of the blaze,
which caused heat and smoke damage to the rest of
the home's Interior. (Dajly Newsphoto )
-;

DFL county secretary to
seek District 34B seat

ByMARK PLENKE
Staff Writer

• -/.- ' ¦

DFL County Secretary Tom
Stoa has announced his candidacy for the District 34B seat
in ' the Minnesota House of
Representatives now held by
Independent-Republican M, J.
"Mac" McCauley.
Stoa, 24, 763 E. Front St., is a
construction worker and a
county party activist. He's
campaigned for area ' candidates in recent elections and
served as campaign manager
for Bob Hughes' successful city
council bid in December.
. District 34B includes the
cities of Winona and Goodview
and Winona Township.
Stoa said today economics,
environment and faith in
government will be the importent issues in his campaign
against McCauley, a three-term
Incumbent.
"I think surplus funds in the
state budget should be rebated
to taxpayers and, if we. see we
have a permanent surplus, then'
we/heed a permanent tax cut,"
Stoa said.
.He said environmental issues
particulary apply to the Winona
area.
"With the Twin, Cities
metropolitan area asking to
dump a billion gallons of
sewage into the river and PCBs
a constant problem , en-

job market, acquainting. them with the concepts of the occupations they will be assuming aiid the skills necessary for
success in their work.
Such responses to need must become ancillary to the regular
liberal artsprogram, he feels.
Philosophically, Brother Peter says he is a believer in a
strong Catholic education,
"1 believe that it is the responsibility of the college to give tho
student the equipment he or she needs to direct his or her own
life and that the inculcation of values is essential to any
. ; ,
educational program,"
Brother
Peter &ld that in his brief visit to Winona to meet
1
with the college Presidential Search Committee he had little
opportunity to evaluate either the college or the Communityand
that his knowledge now of both is drawn mostly from fellow
membersof the Christian Brothers.
.
,
"Since I returned to New York last weekend I've told my
associates here that my first impression is that St. Mary's is a
I beautiful small campus In a scenic setting near the Mississippi
River and I'm looking forward with anticipation to becoming a
'
part of the community.'*
He said he was aware, although not in detail, bf the tri-collego
- program of cooperative effort that has been developed between
Winona State'University, the CoUege of Saint Teresa and St.
Jtfary's and that he-U a strong believerin this concept,, explaining he has participatedin similarefforts among colleges ln
-tho New York area.
''

Martin Funeral Monte,
Winona, is in charge of funeral
arrangementsfor Mrs. Sladea.

Fire fatality

New SMC president: enrollment key challenge

By C. GORDON HOLTE
¦¦ < StaffWrit«r - . ;.;. - ,•/ ' . ; : ,
Anticipation of the probability of a decline in the number of
collegeboundyoungadults is seenas ono of the prime challenges
facing a college administratortoday,the president-designateof
St. Mary's Collegesaid this taornlng.
Speaking from hurofllceat St, John's University, Jamaica,
N Y where he Is associate dean of. the school of education,
Brother Peter Clifford said he felt St.. Mary's, |lke other undergraduate liberal arts colleges throughout the notion, must be
looking for new sources from which to draw future enrollments.
Brother Peter was selected Friday by the college board of
tmateft^.to serve as the 10th ¦president of St. Mary's¦ since¦ it¦ was
; .'
foundedM years BRO.. . .
\
- He plans to assume the presidency sometime after July 1
Winona again sometime early
to visit
but said that be expects
¦ ¦
• ¦ •, : , "¦" . ¦ .V'
thii spring,
Brother Peter will succeed Brothflr George Pnhl, who an-

weredamaged, officials sail*'
Mrs. Sladen was the second
elderly woman In Mkmesota'tQ
die in Sunday flames. Margaret
Scheper, 73, Morrill, Minn., d$pd
about 3 a.m. when her wood
stove exploded as she was
tryingto start it with gasoline"

in the trailer's ceiling.
Fire officials said the living
room of the home was destroyed
and ' tbe-V' resl extensively
damagedby heat and smoke.
: Officials said an investigation
into the cause of theexplosionis
continuing, but an unofficial
report to the Daily News today
indicated the blast may have
been caused by a spaceheater.
No other trailers in the area

~- ..w»«ttn.»»w riw»»*f*««(M.. '¦.. ' .

Tom Stoa
vironmerital issues tie into this
area directly," Stoa said.
He said making legislators
more accessible will be one of
his goals and said candidate
personality may be one way to
restore people's faitli in local
representation.
He added that facing a longtime incumbent has its advantages,
"I'm starting out as an underdog," Stoa said, "but incumbency has its disad-
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vantages. There is a tremerh-;
dous dissatisfaction with
government and he (McCauley)
had completed a voting recoj-d
•
with serious flaws,'"
Stoa declined to identify the
"flaws," but said he'd outline
them during the upcoming
campaign.
;Stoa served as a ,legislative
intern in the Minnesota Hou$e
during the 1975 session. He is a
graduate of Winona Senior High
School and Winona State
University. :
;\
He was born in Britton, S.D.,
and came with his family to
Winona in 1961. He served in the
Merchant Marine from 1970 to
1973, after which he returned to
Winona.
He is a member of the Winona
Athletic Club, the , Winona
County Historical Society ,
Volunteers in Court Serviced,
serves on the pesticide task
force ' of the Minnesota
Environmental Quality Council
and on the Winona Human¦ Rig- *
' .' ¦ '. " '
hts Commission.
Stoa is also affiliated with
laborers International Union
1316, a local labor union.
I
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FULL SERVICE
Carpet Cleaning Firm:
• Steam cleaning by
Steam Qenle
• Rotary machine .
• Furniture cleaning
• Re-tuftlng
• Fire renovation
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'- . ' - ' Today
NHL . Hockey, North Stars vs.
Maple Leafs.7:00, Ch, ll. "
U.S.A.: People and Politics.
Examination of abortion as a
Presidential-campaign - issue,
plus a report on campaign
strategists; 7:00, Ch. 2; 8:00, Ch.

?!¦ ¦¦ • •: ' ' "¦ •

Movie Special. "Yoting
Pioneers" is based on a best
selling book by Rose Wilder
Lane, daughter of Laura IhgaUs
Wilder. Roger Kern and Linda
Purl star as newlyweds. . who
leave their, native Iowa to settle
in raw North Dakota territory,
It is a story of young love and
love for the land. 7:00, Chs. 6-9¦ - ¦
19'.' . '
..
Julie on Sesame Street. Julie
Andrews hosts a musical tour of
Sesame Street along with Perry
Como and the Muppets. 9 :00,
'
"- X
Ch. 3. :. ¦
Black Journal. - Debate over
whether or not blacks should
participate in Bicentennial
activities. ld;O0, Ch.2.
International
Animation
Festival. All-Canadian program
*
salutes the National ' Film
Board of Canada. 10:00. Ch. 31.
Academy of Country! Music
Awards. Marty Bobbins hosts
the annual show. Performers
include Loretta Lynn, Conway
Twitty, Torn T, Hall, Crystal
Gayle and comedian Jerry

Clower. 10:30, Chs. 6-19. ,;. '
'"'"' ' •. . -' .Tuesday; • •
Target. "The Incredible
Machine, " an hour-long
documentary, returns to TV;for
another look Inside the human
body. 6:30, Ch. 31-' Adams Chronicles, Chapter 7.
"John
Quincy
Adams:
Diplomat" John and his wife .
Louisa live in St.-^ Petersburg
where Adams is Minister to
Russia and later heads the
peace commission in Ghent
ending the War of 1812. John
becomes the second Adams to
serve a^ Minister to Great
Britain. 8:06, Chs. 2-31.;
Massachusetts Primary.
Results , analyses and interviews. 10:30,¦Chs, 3-5-6-8-MO' '":¦:
:

13-19.

•

Mpviesv

(

y

"Young Pioneers," Linda
Purl, western ( 1976),.7:00, Chs.
6-9-19. . .- . . '
"Letters from Three Lovers,''
'Martin Sheen, drama (1973) ,
10:30, Chs, 3-8.
"To Kill a Mockingbird,"
Gregory Peck, drama (1962) ,
10:30, Ch. 9.
"A Cry tor Help,'* Robert
Culp, drama (1975 ) , 11 :0O, Ch, 4.
Tuesday "Flying Tigers." John
Wayne, adventure 0942 ) , 3:30,
Ch.4. " - . ' '. ' :
"Let's Switch." Barbara

RgyrUrawB''5'-$i .so-si 75 IG^yrMHB ''*1 - " - 7B
X. xj fe^W
• ENDSTUESDAY•

'
IBARNEY GOOGLE AND SNUFFY SMITH' -bt FradUmmii

Feldon, comedy (1975)., 11:00,
' Chs. 3-8.
"Letters from Three Lovers,"
-V
11:00, Ch.4. ' ;:

(Local programming)

'¦. Tuesday , - ' ' ' V-V . .- '
S.O.S, Ron McGuirediscusses
"Factors Contributing to
Delinquency: A Different
Look.*' 10:30, Ch. 3.
Daytime. New York City
Deputy
Mayor
Stanley
Friedman
discusses the
financial situation in New York
CJIy.lL-30 and 8:00, Ch. 3.
The Adams Chronicles. Land
Use • growth, use, limits.
William Gernes, Director of the
Winona County Historical
Society; is the panel moderator.
9:00, Ch.3.
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FORBES, Minn, (AP) - Fouf
Minneapolis-St. Paul .area men
returning from the Minnesota
Odd Fellows Grand Lodge
bowling tournament at Evcletft
which they had won, were killed
Saturday night when their light
plane crashed about 20 miles
south of the airport in . northeastern Minnesota,
The St Louis County sheriffs
office Identified Ihe victims
Sunday as Fred A, Schmulske,
49, White Bear Lake, believed to
have been piloting the plane;
James R. Anderson 37 , Blaine:

•
OPENING
^
^
|NIGHT 1
WEDNESDAY
MARCH 3

EVERY TUESDAY
4T0 8P.M.
ALL THE

m

BAKED CHICKEN
YO0 CAN EAT

Includes . French Fried of MwlHd
Potatoes, Cole Slaw, Soup or Jiilcj
lee Cream. Bevurafle extra. .

STEAKSHOP
125 Moln

engine trouble and then heard
the crash, However, the FAA
said the Eveleth airport had no
radio calls from the plane,
Sheriffs deputies who went to
the vicinity couldn't find a
wreck, So the sheriffs rescue
squad and citizen volunteers
from Forbes began searching
tho woodson foot and found tho
wreckageabout ll p,m.
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Leslie A. mdehar, 48, St. Paul,
and Charles A. Horton, 54,
Circle Pines, a former grand
master of Minnesota Odd
Fellows,
A
Federal
Aviation
Administration spokesmansaid
tho single-engine Beach
Bonanza had taken off from the
Eveleth-Virginia Municipal
Airport about 6:30 p.m,
Saturday en route . tol Minneapolis. There was intermittent, light snow when the
plane left the airport, the FAA
said.
The FAA said the men had
won a bowling tournament held
by the- Odd fellows Grohd
Lodge, Tbe sheriff's department said the plane crashed
about 6:4} p.m. in a heavily
wooded area about two rnlles
southeast of Forbes, on' land
owned by the Eveleth Taconite
Co.
'
Officials said witnesses ln the
area heard an airplane having

wxmatem;
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Plane crash kills
four Minnesotans

St. Mary's was established In
1912 by Bishop Patrick Beffrdn,
then bishop of the Catholic
dloceseof W inona. V
Today 1,100 students ire
enrolled, in more Vthaii 60
academic programsand career
preparations, ran college; has 1
been coeducational since' 19$
and is considered a residential
campuB.' - - '. '
The College Chorale will
provide special music for a
Founder's Day liturgy at noon.
' " . ' : . ¦ y . ; "¦;¦ ¦ ' . ' ' '
Brother Gabriel Moran,
author and theologian, will
address a meeting cf faculty in
midafternoon arid wUl discuss
"A 'Nation of Outsiders :
,
Cohhmunity;1970'8Style ' at7:30
pm. in the College Center.
He also will speak March 13 at
1:30 p.m. in the center. y.
Founder's Day is observied ;
annuall y to honor Bishop
Heffron and explore the history
and tradition of Cathol ic
!¦
education.

I
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• BLONDIE -byChlc Young

. NANCY — by frnlo Bushmillw

The 6Ab -anniversary of the
founding of St; mty 'sJMege
will be observed at an annual
Founder's¦ DayJ program March
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Turn your basement
Into a rec room
just for the fun of it.
All this week all our wall, celling and
, floor tiling is specially low priced as
an Incentive to all you home handymen who've been loqklng for a goopl
reason to turn basement floor space
into a recreation room the whole
family can enjpy. Just bring us your
floor plan and let us 'show you how
. easily and Inexpensively you can do
the job. We've got everything you
need — plus the pedplq who can
,
show you how to get it done; So stop
• In this week and save — for the fun
of it,

I
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H^LCORPORATION:

y M For all tho ihtwoiito your building, rtdecotatlnrjgr nmodallno
¦
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By GERRY NELSON
ST. PAUL, Mirm. (Al1) - The
Minnesota Legislature
, once
criticized for. not haying enough
staff, now has 2,3 staff aides foe
every lawTBaker.
V They run the ^ gamut from
pages who run errands, to
skilled Jawyafe who. '-./draft legislative wishes into Complicated bills.
The Senate has ite own $35-aday, photographer,: buBily
snappingpictures of Senators in
thoughtful poses V during
". committee sessions.
The H«ise recently hired a
director <of research at a salary

.: f
o£$33,50Oayear;
/The growth of the staff has
been one of the major changes
m the legislature over (he past
10 years. It Wasn't long ago that
most V of the staff evaporated
between sessions, leaving onlya
nudeus r 'rfV pemiinent employes;/ ' 7 :V7V .: ^y i.V . .777 .'; ¦
There is still a buildupof staff
during legislative sessions, but
the biggest change hag been in
the retention of permanentstaff
on a year-round basis, ' y i
. In 1971^ the Minnesota
Legislature was ranked No. . 10 •
in the nation by the Citizens
Conference
on
State

Legislatures, a privately- funded
group which called state
lawmaking bodies "the heart of¦
. .-' - ,'government.'- ' ..;
The - Conference offered
suggestionsfor improvement in
all 50 states, citing inadequate
staff In Minnesota as one of the
reasons for : the 10th place
rating." " ;' '"' 'V
Increased state spending for
legislati ve staff has been
evident under both Republican
and DFL control /of the
legislature, but has been most
pronounced since DFLers took
control of both the Senate and
'
House in 1973.

Figures V (supplied by the
Senateand House show:
SEJ*lATE-22<) employes
duringthe 1976 session, cost per
month, $225,667.
HOUSE— 245 employes
during the currentsession, cost ,
permoflth, f)221iSOO.
Last fall, before the session
began, the Senate listed 95
employes, at a salary cost of
$125,916 per month; The between sessions staff in the House
totaled 121, at a cost of $145,561
per month.
On- both sides of the Capitol,
the bulk of legislative employes
are mainline Staff , that Is,
assigned to operations of the full
Senate, Bur each political
group, DFLers sind Independent-Republicans, also has its
exclusive staff , including
writers, researchers and
lawyers'.'- '. . '
House Majority Leader Irvin
would be a state commission Anderson says.he's not worried
With a . member from each about V tire" size or cost of the
congressional district . and one staff, calling it "just about •

Stenvigwits everyone
:XMiiel0 builB stacliurh

• MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. (AP )
— Mayor Charles Stenvig of
Minneapolis said he would like
to see people from throughout
MinnesptaV participate in
building ahd operating a ' new
multipiirposestadiuni:
The Minnesota Legislature is
• currently considering bills for.
constructionyof. a new stadium
to house the.Minnesota \ikings
: and the Minnesota Twins, which
now use Metropolitan Stadium
in Bloomington.

Among proposals being
considered are a-.new stadium
at Industry Square in downtown
Minneapolis and a new stidium
adjacent to the current facility
in Bloomington.
Backers of the proposalshave
said they believe Income from y
gate receipts, concessions, rent
and parking would pay for the
stadium. However, . . backup
financing must be provided for
toguarantee payment ef bonds.
"The ideal : arrangement

atlarge member appointed by
the governor, "- Stenvig said.
"That would -make financing
safe
and
simple, y ; .
economical—as foolproof as you
can make it,
"No general property tax.
that's a dead issue; Nobody
anywhere in the state would go
for that. But if the state came in
on the proposition, you could
have an item ' tax, I'mV not
picking on cigarettes, but use
them as an example. One cent a
pack, would bring in $4.5 million
a year. More than enough. :,;
' "And we 're talking about
state resources when we talk
about tl^ese teams. They're the
T-win9i . the
Minnesota Vikings,
the
Minnesota
University of Minnesota." .' "? ' .
If state participation cannot
be arranged, financing "has to
¦
be ¦&¦ matter for the whole
metropolitan area, " Stenvig
said. " . ':- " '
The mayor 6aid be has only
one ' qualification in his support
for a stadium: "It has to be built
so that a dome can be added if it
isn't put on right away. ". ".
' Stenvig said he favors the
'
Industry Square site;
"I'm not trying to kid
anybody* "- he said. "I want the
stadium for Minneapolis. I think
it -would be wonderful. I think
we have . the . best possible
location 'in the whole metro
area. But I want to see a
stadium built in a central
¦
location. " ; ' - . '
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Many fishermen
Il is estimated about 2W
million California residents go
fishingevery .year. 7
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X- WHEN YOU RUN AN AD , YOU WANT
if DONE BY PROFESSIONALS! LET
OUR AD DEPARTMENT SHOW YOU
HOW WITH LAYOUTS PLUS COPY
THATsCAN GET YOU BIG SALES RESULTS!

Anderson said the DFL
majority in the House will hire a
photographer to take campaign
pictures, but will pay the cost
out of political funds raised by
thecaucus.
The Independent-Republican
minority -in the House does not
have a photographer on its
payroll. "We wish we did," said
a spokesman.

The highest paid legislative electedsecretary ef the Swfitt .
employe is Edward A. Buirdick, when DFLers took control;¦
V.
chief clerk of the House.since 1973,iG the highest paid Semte
1967. and a 31-year employe of employeat $32,850. >
the House. His annual salary is The current two-yearr if>
propriation for operation of toe
$34,300.
Burdick has served as chief legislatureis slightly moretha«
clerk when both DFLers and $23 million This is more that)a
Republicans controlled the sevenfold increaseover the $8.1
millibn legislative budget ID
House. .
',
Patrick Flahavcn, who was yearsago.

100 arrestedin fencingfuse

U.S. Atty. Earl J. Silbert, in celebrate the fencing ring s
WASHINGTON (AP)- A
fencing operation Secretly disclosing the scheme Sunday, success, drew a stylish crowd to
operated by police and IfBI said'the loot also included $1.2 the warehouse and many of the
agents did $2.4 million worth of million in checks signed by the guests were wearing expensive
business before the lawmen Department of Housing and jewelry ^
tuxedos
and
ended their ruse and arrested Urban Development and sold to boutonnieres and arrived in
more than 100 persons, in- the fencing operation for $750. expensive cars, according to
cluding «6,guests at a party to The checks were- reportedly police.
celebrate the ring's prosperity. stolen from an Unattended HUD
Upon entering the warehouse,
Those arrested included vault during office hours. "No the suspects were asked to
been filed to check their giins and were told
assistant U.S. Atty. Donald E. theft report has
,L
Robinson Jr., who was chargerj date by HUD, Silbert noted.
they were going to get to see the
with, accepting two bribes and
Silbert reported that tran- "big biss, the Don," who "is so
sactions in the five months the proud of what you did for us;" 7 '.
fired from his post. .;
' .- "' ," '
The bogus fencing opbration, fencing operation had been
right. " . V , - .
One guest who did not have
"We can't build it up too fast, dubbed by police "The Sting" under police auspices totaled time to . change for the party
¦we haVe to learn how to use the and.based in a local warehouse, more than $2.4 million, although arrived in handcuffs having just
staff," Anderson said.
also resulted in the recovery of police purchased, the stolen escaped from the metropolitan
Is the legislature staff- I,5O0 stolen credit cards, 460 items for only $67,000.
police robbery squad. He asked
On Saturday evening, police an undercover policeman to
dominated?1
government
checks, V225
'
Anderson thinks not, but says typewriters and <jalculators, 70O began their crackdown when saw them off for him.
". - ' ¦
the danger is there.
sayings bonds, 18 cars and some 60: unsuspecting guests
The guests were then:ushered
7 "I. think that's one of the trucks and an electrocardiac were arrested at a "party" for. into'a room where^ they were
reasons we need a salary . machine stolen piece-by piece the warehouse's clientele.
introduced to helmeted police
The party, ^supposedly to wearing flak jackets who
increase,"' h e said in an in- from a local hospital.
that
terview. His reasoning is
ah adequate salary, enough for
a lawmaker to. live on if he
enable
would ,
chooses,
lawmakers to devote more tiirie
to their own research and thus
depend less on being spoonfed
'¦ by a staff.
, Ironically, while lawmakers
have been hesitant about
traffic offenses. Felonies involving Indians will
KESHENA, Wis. (AP) - The Menominee
raising their own salaries,- they* nation-takes a giant step back to history today
be turned over to the FBI and thosecases will be
have handed out regular and with the opening of a tribal court that will handle
heard by U.S. District Court in Milwaukee.
generous raises to. legislative Indian misdemeanors and traffic tickets.
The tribal court can levy fines of Up to $500.
,
employes.
Persons' requiring tighter ¦security than that
It is a milestone act bf surgery by Menominee
- . , There has been no ' open County on the often uncomfortable links that
jails
:. available in the Keshena lock-up may go to
' :' ¦ ¦ ¦• .
debate within tbe legislature on have bound the tribe to the state and to neighin other counties.
whether the.staff has grown to boring, predominantly white Shawano County
The court staff , with former sheriff Wilmer
ihe point of adding grills to the for about 15 years.
'
'
Peters ^presiding, has completed a judicial
.
legislature.
Menominee complain of racial hostility in the . training program inDenver.
a schools and courts they have shared with
. The
additi on
of
The next steps on the road . to reservation
photographerin the Senate was Shawano County since terminating reservation
restoration include creation of a tribal conone of .the more visible additions status in 1960V stitution, election of officers and completion of a
to staff this session. The lenNeighbdrly harmony reached a nadir a year : census of the Menominee population.
sraaiCGharies Geer, was hired ago when a band of dissident Menominee ocThe tribal roll is expected to reach 5,500 perfor. the duration of the session cupied an unused mansion in Shawano County.- sons, more than half of them still living in the
only, after having.been around for 34 days, antagonizing White farmers while: economically lean county.
legislative halls for about two. adding tointratribal political frictions.
The tribe, Wisconsin's largest, was the
years oh a- privately-funded
nation's first to take advantage Of experimental
Shawano County 's arrests of the take-over's
project
congressional legislation allowing tribes to end
participants added fuel to an Indian desire to
James Pirins, public in- restore some sort of tribal independence under
their reservation status.
formation officer for the Senate, federal auspices. *
But the absence of federal money was mi:re
's
said Geer job is to develop a
than the Menominee could handle, despite efCreation of a tribal court In a two-room
file of candid photos Of all 67 building in Keshena, with ajail in a nearby tribal . forts to generate tribal revenue with a sawmill
Senators,, for use in Senate headquarters building, is accompanied by. the and sale of vacation home sites to non-Indians.
publications and for take-home reclassification of Menominee County 's sheriff V
Disenchanted with the 1960 experiment, the
use by Senate members. '
tribe Won state and congressional permission to
and his deputies as . Bureau of ind'ian Affairs
¦ ' ¦'. '. ' . . ;• '
"A lot of senators call and say deputies,
return, to the financial protection of the goverthey want a pioture to send, to
nment.
The deputies can handle misdemeanors and

-i^& YOUR BUSINESS!
X

their newspaper back home, "

Piriussaid.
Some Senators believe the '
photographer was added
mainly to supply pictures for
use In campaign brochures
later this year,
"It's just another gimmick to
help incumbentsget reelected,"
said Sea Charles Berg, Chokio
Independent.
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advised them of their rights,
placed them under arrest apd
herded them into rented trucks
for a ride to the police statkm.j
''They were stunned, "" fi^id

Police Lt. Robert Aracott.
"They went into an. abrupt
:v
shock. "
Silbert told reporters that the
stolen goods were kept with «
RF.F. Inc., a warehouse: in'
northeast Washington. . i .
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Menonriinee nation takes
a step back into history
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Unusual Rhenomona explained
goal of North Dakota project

GRAND FORKS, N.D. (AP)
— Most people may try to avoid
unidentified flying objects, the
occult and other strange
phenomona, but Larry Ritso of
the University of North Dakota
wants to be as involved as
possible.
Ritso, a 23-year-dld student
assistant - in the geography
department, joined forces In
October with instructor Larry
Faflak to create the Center for
Unusual Phenomona (CUP) , a
volunteer ' organization that
investigates and records data
on strange occurrences in the
Minnesota and
Dakotas ,
Montana,
"As far as I know, no one else
does It, " Ritso said. "Wo get
some pretty strange, stuff , but
some down to earth calls, too."
Rltso, Faflak and a staff of six
volunteers accept calls at the
rate of five or six a week in their
offiqe.
. "We started studying cattle
mutilations and are expanding
from there, " - Ritso explained.
"There are more cattle
mutilations, than anything else.
We 've Investigated six of those
incidents since last fall. "
News accounts of the cattle
mutilations started appearing
two or three years ago.
Witnesses said specific ports of
the cattle were removed from
the animals with surgical
precision. . ' . ' - '
The CUP official is skeptical
about
attributing
the
mutilations to animals as some
agricultura l officials havedone,
although he Isn't sure what
theory to offer as an alternative.

_ "From what we've seen, the
work is precise," Ritso said.
"Whoever or whatever did It,
did a nice job. "
One of CUP's result will be
maps recordihgmutilationsand
other phenomona over the
years. Rltso has spotted what
he terms as a "general
direction" In one series of
Minnesota mutilations.
"There was a whole line of
them, " he said, noting eight or
nine were reported in the area.
"One of the ideas is that they
occurred on the same ; night,
although It was five or six days
wore
before '. they
all
discovered."'
The 75-100 mile line of
mutilations started at Warren,
Minn., and proceeded northeast
to Warroad.
CUP has obtained a gelger
counter recently, but has not
had chance to use It at a cattle

2 die in Wisconsin
I»y The Associated Press
Two weekend deaths raised
Wisconsin 's 1970 highway
fatality toll to 9(1, compared
with 1 lfl on this dale last year.
Cindy J, Arneson, 19,- of
Superior died in a two-car crash
early Sunday along U.S. 2 about
three miles east of Brule, ¦
Douglas County off Idols said.
Mrs. Curz Perez, 00, of
rJelglum suffered fatal injuries
In a two-car collision Saturday
at a rural Ozaukee County Intersection about one-hall mile
east ofBelglum,
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mutilation site. Questions and
photography are a major part of
their research.

Annual Town Meeting

TOWN OF WISCOY
• Tuesday, March 9 •j

TOWN HAIL,WISCOY VALLEY— i:00 to 4:30 P.M. :

-TO ELECT -

. « ONE SUPERVISOR: for term of 3 years, to
fill the place of Harold Pflughoeft.
:
• ONE TOWN CLERK: to fill the place of John
Waldo.
And to do any other business proper to bo done at meeting. '

John WaldO, Town Clerky
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Letters
How Huff Street
was chosen for
fishing pier
I was surprised to read that the Lake Wiriona
;
Gommittee had chosen the Huff Street dike
culvert as the site for the new fishing pier, Surely
their decision did not come about through random events. Indeed the choice of the site must
have required mtich planning and compromise. I
offer the following "Fish Story " as hypothetical
evidence of such planning :
" ¦ '- .. ' . ¦ '
"I think that we should place the fishing pier in
a quiet part of the lake near a quiet road so that
children, the elderly and the disabled can have
easy, untroubled access ; free from the din of
traffic and the congestion of swimming and
picknicking," said one member of the cortiniittee. "Fortunately we have 3.6 miles of lower
lake shoreline to choosefrom."
"I say we' put the pier right over the dike
culvert on Huff Street, " said another.
"TTie Huff Street dike culvert! " responded the
first , man. "That's about as inappropriate a
place as could be. I'd appreciate hearing your
rationale for choosing that site. ""
"It's quite simple, gentlemen. We all agree
that we'd like to get as much use of the lake for
as many people as possible."
"Of course," was the muffled group reply,
"Well then, here 's my rationale. The. dike
culvert is ' the only access by boat between the
upper and lower lakes. If we want people to learn
patience and understanding, the site is; ideal.
Think of the boater approaching the dike culvert.
He'll need to talk to all the fishermen on the pier
asking them to reel in their lines so he can pass.
And think of the fun the pier fishermen will
have watching a grown man trying to squeeze his
bulk and that of his boat underneath a three foot
high obstruction. It should provide about five
minutes of fun per boater that will more than
make up for the resulting frightening of fish from
the pier area."
"But won't that cause conflict between boaters
and pier fishermen " responded a committee
member, "especially after a few beers¦ In the hot
yy / .
afternoon sun?"
"Nonsense," was the reply. "First, because
fishermen on piers or in boats don't drink and
secondly, because they are more than willing tp
haul in their lines fpr
1 a comrade no matter how
many times they 're asked to do so. Where 's your
faith in human nature?"
"Continuing with my rationale, the dike
culvert site has a second major advantage in
that it's located on a,major access, road to the
city with- four full lanes to accommodate
traffic. "
,
"But shouldn 't parents be reluctant to let their
young children near such a busy street? " said a
committee member. "And won't the lack of
nearby shade coupled with the reflected heat of
Four wide lanes of asphalt make it unsuitable for
older people as well?"
. "Listen, where have you been lately?" was the
defense, "Most parents aren't worried about
traffic in such a quiet town as ours and senior
citizens who can It take the heat or the (raffle
poise would simply not use the pier. "
"The third major advantage of the site, "
continued the proponent, "is that it is nearest to
the area of shoreline, bounded on Huff to the west
and the swimming beach to the northeast, which
is the most heavily used part of the lake for
swimming sailing, drifting, picnicking and
general hell raising. If the fishing is not so hot
because of the swimmers, boaters passing
through the culvert or what-have-you, the pier
fishermen can • entertain themselves with the
unfolding human comedy about him. "
"But I thought fishing was a get-away-from-itall sort of pastime, " intei jected another. "Aren't
we sort of defeating the purpose of the project by
plac ing the pier In.the most busy quarter of the
lower Take, near a major city, access road and
directly three feet above the one and only
passage for boaters between the lakes?"
"We may be, " respondfed the site proponent,
fhe motion carried ! As the committee adjourned one member con/jded to another that he
was beginning to believe there was 8ome truth to
the legend that the giraffe is a horse designed by
8 committee,
PRANK ROCCO

Right of center
th^'s pdpuiar
political srjot
William Safire

]

WASHINGTON - The , New
Hampshire primary proved that the
political excitement this spring is
centered on the men of the centerright. . - .'.' • '.'
',. On the Democratic side, all the
liberals were trounced. Bayh labored;
Harris pbpulisted, Udall progrtssived
and Shriver name-dropped, to no
avail: the victory of Jimmy Carter
was a triumph of evangelical pseudoconservatism,
Carter's gospel drips compassion as
it inveighs against waste and innefflciency; he ' preaches love and
asks for trust, and — though it is only
coincidental that his initials are "JC"
— his preachment is that the middleroad meek shall inherit the party. . . ¦';
Carter's opponents now lamely
suggest that the total of their vote
shows that liberals are still in the
Democratic majority. That's nonsense; in a two-man race, Carter
would have breezed in.
Shrewdly, this first actual "peanut
politician" now sets his target on
knocking his only center-right rival,
Scoop Jackson, out of the racg in the
next two primaries in Massachusetts
and Florida. Carter tries . this by
claiming tp be in a two-man racewith
George Wallace in those states, and
argues that a vote for anybody but
Carter is a vote for Wallace. (In 1968,
the Nixbn message . was "a vote for
Wallace is a vote for Humphrey" —
same technique.)
Thus, the crucial struggle in the
Democratic ranks overVthe next two
weeks is not between Carter and the
liberal pack, or Carter and Wallace,
but between the two Democrats of the
center-right;: Carter and Jackson.
The Jackson people must go all out in
the next two weeks, or be knocked off
the turf that covers the party's center
ofgravity. 7.
If Jackson hoards his campaign

Bicentennial
proposal
It seems to me .that this Bicentennial year is the opportune triomenl
for the American people ' to make
doubly secure ;ythe separation of
powers and the personal liberties
inaugurated by the American Constitution . It is my hope that a historic
docume.it will be produced expressly
designed to hold in check;the power of
the American presidency, no matter
how ambitious or greedy for infallible
power the White House¦ occupant may
be. .
- . . ' ,' ¦' ' :- :¦ '
Why; it may be' ashed, should a
Japanese journalist be so greatly
concerned today about morality' and
arrogance in American politics?
Because the basic idea of political
democracy is now suffering a serious
crisis. It is beleaguered and beset in
Portugal, Greece, Italy, India, the
Philippines, and South Korea. I
believe more countries might follow
suit if the Arab countries take more
drastic action.
In an era such as this nothing is
more vital for democratically •
oriented nations than the exaihple of a
healthy and vigorous morality by,the
prototype of democracy, the United
States. If Washington should lose its
attraction as a symbolic center of
freedom, affluence, idealism, efficiency ahd drive — if this is lost, the
democratic nations are likely to
crumble; — Yukio Maysuyama,
Washington bureau chief for a Tokyo
newspaper, at a conference in Racine,
Wis. ' . '
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money, he will doscover that he has
lost , his constituency. That would
make possible a Democratic ticket of
Jimmy (Darter and Frank Church
which would have wide appeal, as
many Americans enjoy a combination
of peanut butter and jelly.
On th'e Republican side, we pave the
healthiest horserace in 24 years; In his
first contest outside Grand Rapids,
President Foifd won, and nothing
beats winning. If the President, had
not :squeaked'through, the Reagan
forces would have tried for a;one-twothree knockout in Massachusetts and
Florida. Strange to say, the President
must now be considered a serious
contender for the nomination.
The Ford staff showed itself to he
nervous; their leakage of a variety of
possible alibis as the primary approached was;the mark — to old pros
rr of lack of confidence. Ford's
campaign is still overly influenced.by
national media; if it adopts a
Rockefeller : -vocabulary, talking of
"mainstreani, " abandoning the
challenger of ".extremism" .that
"can't win," abandoning the cehterf
rightj it will achieve what all such
campaigns have achieved at
. Republican - conventions:', a great
press and a decisive loss.
Reagan s showing was undeniably
impressive. He more than doubled
Barry Goldwater's percentage in the
1964 campaign in New Hampshire,
picking up moderatesv - looking . for
firmer leadership, He ran more
strongly against Ford than Eugene
McCarthy ran against , President
Johnson; and most people think that
McCarthy "won."
Most important ^for Reagan, he
found the,issue that works for him.
For awhile,, he had been derailed and
defensive, explaining a new idea for a
domestic program that Was red meat
to the "idea killers. " Then, at Phillips
Exeter Academy, with a speech based
on a first draft prepared by former
Defense • Secretary
Japes
Schlesinger, Reagn ripped into the
false illusion of detente, denouncing
the "one way. street" that only
profited the Soviets.
The Republican challenger now
finds he strikes a responsive chord in
critJci2Jng the. administration 's
weakness toward Moscow, and the
President's unwillingness to become
the "dominant voice" in U.S. foreign
policy. In . support of this angle; of
vision on the primary campaign,
Jimmy Carter is seeking to steal the
"no one-way street" issue from the
one rival who .can diminish his
strength right of center, 1 Scoop
Jackson.
And so we have a rootin-tootin
campaign under way on both sides.
Colorful men (like Pat Moynihan in
New York) will bow out; and other
colorful men (like Frank Manklewicz
in Maryland) will declare -their
candidacies. But most of the races
will be fought in that area which FDR
might have described as "just a little
right of center."
New York Times News Service
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With public spending, the links are
tenubus or nonexistent If you go to the
doctor, you may be' aware that the
taxpayer is paying for his time and
that you are' & taxpayer, But
Professor Cedric Sandford put It in a
lucid survey of public spending in the
Banker las', November. ''While the
benefit is real, personal, and tangible,
the detriment its problematical and
diffusV'
This is the central problem of.
controlling public expenditure. , ' .
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- The long shadow oyer the Democratic primary season belongs to
Minnesota Sen. Hubert Humphrey,an
undeclaredcandidate whogives every
impression thiat he will jump at his
party's nomination for President if it
Is of fered to'hiinnext July.
A recent in-depth public profile of .
Humphrey Indicates the public has a
highly favorable >opinion ' of this
veteran Deniocarticcampaigner.V
Here are the attributes that Humphrey has going for him,, according to a
recent Harris Survey' of 1,394 adult
Americans:- :
The Harris Survey recently asked:
"Let me read you some statements ,
some; people have made about Sen.
Hubert Humphrey. For each; fell me
if yoii tend to agree or disagree.
. '

'
„

^

¦
-.
Positive He Is a warm , decent,
9
1«
frlendiyman........ '•.., -TV
He
Intefl- .¦
¦ Is a. man 'ol hirjh.......
'
.63
13
24
rlty......'.. ...,.. ..'
.¦
¦He Is unafraid to speak his .- '.mind on controversial
sub¦ lecft..-, ..¦;,-..:¦.'..'.¦' ....'..'.¦.•..a .-'. 23. . 21 -,
He reilly cares about what
happens to ¦the u'namploy'- • ' .- ' '
29 ¦
- qd.7. ..¦.;,- .. .•;, -. :..' '.'.- '.' ...55 ' 16
His long experience . Iri government qualifies him lor . ', ' .'
the presidency............53
32
1J

..

NeBallve ' - '

..

He Is loo long % winded when
.-Sl
- he-speaks...- .-....- '
He.belongs more to the past
than to the future ol Amer,. lean politics...,.
7:44
Even though he says he knew
" nothing about It, It Is
worrisome that- his l«6
campaign manager was
7. lound guilty of taking lller
gal campaiBb contrlbu,
lions from the milk lobby.. 4\
He was too closely connect- ', ".
ed with. President .Johnson's mistakes in Vietnam.3 1
As President, he would be a
big spender 7!
31

7
31 , ;18
23 -

33.

'•
22

37

36

30

29

iJ.

—A 72-9 percent majority feels that,
Humphrey is a "warm, decent, friendly man."
—A 63-13. percent majority views
him as ¦'a man of high integrity." This
has particular significance for Humphrey, since his former campaign
manager was found guilty of taking '

platitudes designed to sooth*.'the
¦y- Xy .: .
electorate.
—)H 53-32 percent majority believes
that'his "long experience ;in government qualifies him for the - presiden<|y, " TWB is a slight improve«fM«
ovei* the 51-58 perient majority who
agreed with this claim in 1972.
Dtepite the overwhelmingly positive reactionsto Humphrey, therear*
negatives in (he recentsurvey:
¦¦some
-By 51-31 percent, a majority still
believes that "he is tob^ long-wind6d
when-he speaks," a slight improvement1 over the attitude* of four year*
¦*•©*¦ ,

'
'
''
¦ :.
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. - "¦ SENATOR HUBERT H, HUMPHREY ' .
illegal campaign contributions from
the milk lobby.'' - ,
. . —A 41-22 perceht plurallty in the
survey found the conviction of this
former Humphrey aid "worrisome." ¦
—A 55-16 percent majority believes
that Humphrey "really cares what
happens to the unemployed." This
could be an important'advantage for
him if unemployment continues to run
• at high levels. It is also significant
because a . 63-29 percent majority
believes that President Ford holds no
- such compassionfor the jobless.
—A 56-23 percent majority credits
Humphrey with Being "unaftald to
speak his mind on controversial
. subjects." This feeling takes the sting
lout'- '. pf the public charge that
' ' Humphrey 's rhetoric is full of

'

- ':.;. - '

- . '. •¦ - ¦' , ;

~K 44-33 percent .plurality agrees
' with' : the serious ' charge that "he
belongsmore to the pastthan td tbe
futufeof American politics.',' A higher
46-3?percent felt the same way in 1^72
when he ran and lostthe DettocraHc
nomAnationtoGeorgeMcGoveni.
f<
-4 47-27 percent phitaji^ peopfc
undey 30 agrees with the , above
charge, which accounts for HUB*
phreif.'s consistently weak - showinjg
among youthful voters.
—By. a narrow 31-29 percent
plurality,7the publip believes that "M
Rrtsixienti Humphrey would be a big
of the margin
spender." The thinness
is a ^surprise; for It means, that
President Ford's constant attacks on
the Democratic Congress for excessive spending has not hurtHumphrey;
although he is a leading Democratk
senator. If he becomes,a candidate,
however, he ivill be a target for Any
Republican who wants to pound away
on the spending issue.
-The old - charge that -haunted
Humphrey in 1968 and 1972 that he was
"too closely connected with President
Johnsoh'-s- mistakes In Vietnam" is
now denied by a razor-thin, 36-34
percent plurality Four years ago, a
46-31 percept plurality believed this
charge, but as time passes, the
Vietnam handicap appears to be
fading away.
..
Hubert Humphrey may have become a fixture'on the American
political scene, but it is now apparent
that he is a formidable figure to
potential Democraticand Republican
opponents. . . '•' - .' "¦'

Wanted;more goodleaks

WASHINGTON — AJmcst everyone :
living outside Washington believes
thateVery newspaperman hi Washington has close's full of classified- and
secret documents leaked to them by: :
bureaucrats, congressional aides or ,
ex-employes of ¦the Lockheed Aircraft
Cpi'It's ture;." . ' '
Those of us whb report the government's , business are judged not by
how much money we have in the-bank
but how hiany documents we have in ,
,
the safe.

The problem in trying
to end the free lunch

There js no such thing as a free
lunch, that Is one of the great basic
principles of economics, but post-war
governments have devised an
ingenious way of disguising this
fundamental.truth. It is called public
expenditure.
The crucial difference between
private and public spending is that
with private spending you get what
you pay for and you pay for what you
get. If you buy a bar of chocolate, you
pay roughly what it costs Cadbury Schweppes fo make it, and you benefit
directly from the money you spend. ,

"¦ ' '
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It is very easy to say that public
expenditure is too high. It is much
more difficult to say that school
classes should be bigger, or that
people should wait longer for hernia
operations.
That is what makes- it so disturbingly easy for the same people- to
advocate spending cuts one. moment
and to dream up projects that will cost
more public money the next. .
There are plenty of signs that people
nowfeel overtaxed. But if peoplewere
made aware of what public services
really cost, would they want cuts?
Would they want- more doctors but
fewer teachers? Would they simply be
happier about paying for them? .
Without making the beneficiaries of
public services pay for them directly,
it is noUeasy to devise a way of answering these questions. We know
exactly how much people , are
prepared to spend on their dally
newspaper,but we have no idea how
much people are prepared to spend on
having their ingrowing toenails cured.
— From an article by Frances
Cairncross in Mancheste r Guardian

K : Ari Buchwald j
The only exception to this rule is
myself.,For reasons thiat I have been
unable to explain, no one ever leaks
anything to me and it's very embarrassing to be an accredited
correspondent and not have any
confidential papers in my briefcase to
show for it. '.;' . - '
Occasionally I do hear from
someone in the government, but I
really can't
call.it a leak. Last week
Secretai^ of Transportation Coleman
sent me his decision on the Concorde
SST,. bqt only AFTER it had been
made pubiic,
,
7
Every once in awhile I'll receive a
hand-delivered brown envelope from
the White House with a short note
from Ron Ncssen saying, "I thought
you would like to have a personal copy
of the President's speech to the
Veterans of Foreign Wars." Once I
showed It around at the Sans Souci
Restaurant, but Dan Schorr just
laughed at me;
It's really ho fun at all to " live, hi a
town where everyorje Is dealing in
secret, documents and all 1 get is
newsletters from congressmen and
press releases from the "Shriver for
President" comrnittee addressed to
"Occupant,"
Every morning I. come Into the
office and say to my secretary, Ellie,
"Did anyone leak anything to us
today?"
She always replies in a kindly
manner, "No, but the afternoon mail
hasn't come In yet."
I then get on the phone and Start
making calls. I telephone Ihe Pentagon and say, "Do you know if
anyone ; plans to leak anything
today?" Tho Pentagon operator puts
me in toiiph with a colonel.,"Colonel,
this is Art Buchwald, the syndicated
columnist, and I was wondering if you
had any confidential or secret papers
you didn't want?" Ho always ' says
he'll call me back, but he never does.
' Then I try the CIA, "This is
Beaver, " I- say, not identifying
myself, "I want to talk to Wolf Two." I
usually get a secretary, "Tell Wolf
Two to meet me on the corner of 14th
and Now York 'Ave , with the
package, " Then' I hang up hoping
they'll trace the call and consider me
a source worth leaking, too,
7
I see a lot of Henry Klsslnjier at
"
parties and everyone says he s the
best leak in Washington, , The other
night Kissinger told me, "With the
exception of" Angola and SALT,
detente Is going very well."At last, I
said to myself, r have something1 can
sell to the Village Voice. The question
was, could I get it ln the paper before
Jack Anderson heard about It? But
when wo sat down to dinne* Barbara
Howar said to me, "Henry Just told
mo with the exception of Angola and
SALT, det ente Is going very well, "
Rowlond Evans and Bob Novak , who
speak With ono voice, said together,
''Kissinger just told us that with the
exception of Angola and SALT,

detente.'isgoing very well." .
AfterV the dinner the parking aU
tendant, at the garage said to me, "Is
it worth 16 bucks to you to know what
Kissinger thinksaboutdetente?" ;
• "Just give' me my damn car," I said
in disgust:
In order to get tenure at a university
you have to write a book. In order to
remain accredited in Washington you
have to publish, secret papers. I've
been warned byail my colleaguesthat
unless I come up with something soon
I will be vdrummed out of the
Washington press corps and lose my
right to be tappedby the FBI.•
It's a very tough .position to be put
in, I hate to beg, but if anyone out
there,hds any confidential or secret
report they would like to contribute,
you could save a journalist's life.
Los Ahgeles Times Syndicate
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(EWTOR'SH NOTE ; — favorablefo* people seeking Twin City tyetro complex-, T*
Albert MarsfwH is a rettretfy work m processinginduslries, with over 51 percent of the
(Bettor ief tote Red Wing * such as those engaged in food state's, labor -force — and a
, COOVCTS&Ii of wood relatively high dependence or)
ijkipubU ^hx Bfigie -- -Mw i productioi!
•^prfctngf ,<M ';', «, /ree-tartMi alto pulp aad paper, leather industrial payrolls. :
There were 13,000 less people
,' procewfag, Oopry:mffling, etc.
miter.) ¦
The**were two applicants for gainfully employed ¦ In non-,
By ALBERT MARSHALL
every positionopening in this agricultural pursuits in tbe
classiffcatioB.Domesticservice state, and even on the farms
5pecitfl to the DaHy News
offered a little less than half the where there had.been an up' Mimesotans.;have evidently jobs applied for. In sales, the turnin I974,ya slight drop.cf TOO
'fared bette* than their fellow' ratioof applicants to Jobswas 4 workers waB.estimated. ¦
countrymen in imost sections tf i tol; inthe-clerical fleld--6tol.
The , statewide drop In monthei nation in this last year efl
With continued growth in thly average employment for
ecoriomjc advfersify, but as! population and consequent 1975 amounted to a trifle less
Rudy Pinbla, 'who heads thei increase- in the size of the than one percentage point', In
research and planning division! productive age group; .' op- the nine •,- county Twin City
of. the state Employment Ser-] portunitles for employment rttetropolitanarea the drop-was
vipe* pepartndent, stated twoi have to becontinually expanded dose to two percent (with 17,535
weeks ago, we may be slower ini to bold evea with, let alone jess employed). An estimated
rtJMveringfrom thesliomp. 1 make a dent iri, thearmy of the 1,540 less people were on the
At the -year¦'' ¦ .'. end, thei memployed. Last year with employment rolls in the 25
•imeraploymenl rate for Muvi less peoplegainfully employed major out - state communities
nescte was running just short ©fl than in 1974, the adverse effects where the Employment Seresix percentage points — com-i of the recession were felt in vices Department maintains
pared to the national rate ei-i almost all centersof population, offices-' a decline rate of about
ceedfageight percent But tbe] especially in the sprawling 7-10 of a percent) ; although a
grim fact remains that we had
some 1,05,700 unemployed this
past December compared to
1.89,200 for the same month ofi
!1974, (according to data
developedby ftinola's staff.
SOUTHBURY, ConnV (AP) -,Theapparentsuicide of Norman
Figures assembled by tbe John Rees left his family and friendsbewildered.They are Indepartment {torn information credulousat a report that the retired oil company engineer
gathered by its offices scattered passed industry secrets to the Russians and was a a double
across the, state depicted the agent for the FBI.
¦:. . _ . ' - ,.
urarhploymenfsituauoncounty
"This is IncrediMe," John Warren Rees said Sunday as he
by county in October. In mosl read a news story saying his father fed oil Industry secrets to
instances, rural couritiesin the Soviet Intelligence agents and became a double agent for the
southern; s«lthwestern, and FBI in 1971 when federal agents told him they knew of his werk
, ,. . . , . - 7;
westernparts of the state were fortheRussians.
suffering less than the more
Rees was found shot to death Sunday, hours after the Dallas
'industrialized. Three of these TimesHerald exposedhisallegedespionageactivities.
purely agricultural:counties -<,
"He was absolutely the last person in theworld I wouldexpect
Lincoln, Norman, and Wilkin—
that of," said a woman neighborwhoaskednot to be identified.
had unemploymentrates of less
The younger Rees said the family had no idea of his father's
than twopercentageprints. 7 alleged industrialspy work. Tbe newspaperstory said the 69The nine - county Twin Cit.7 year-old former engineer with the Mobil Oil Co. admitted talcing
money for industry Information, and that the Soviet Union also
Metropolitan area, togethe r
with Kanabec and Morrison jgave him a medal and a $5,<)00 pension.
y
7
counties) in central Minnesoc a
Dr. Marcus Cox, an assistant state medicalexaminer, saidan
'
reported a rate of 5:9 percen t.
autopsy he performed Sunday showed Rees diett of a single
bullet wound to the head. Cox said the gun was placed against
With'Duluth'r*economy still "in
Rees* right temple and the bullet anted from the other side of
the doldrums! the rate there
Ws head.
was one of 8.2 percent; while th e
His body was foundby his wife Ann on the couch in his study at
remaining part of St. Low s
about7:45 a.m., about 15 minutesalter the shooting,statepolice
County, stretching up to tfof
said. Authorities reporledshesaidshedid iiothearashot.
Canadian. border, posted a 3. j
percenfrate. In WinonaCounty^
unemployment, stood at 4.2
¦ ; - ,'
pencent. . - . . .Slackening , demand for
consumer goods and service s
accompaniedby a severe dro p
in construction has had its
impact on ' occupations to
varying degrees: A deparfjWASHINGTON (AP ) - of light just above the eastern
mental . bulletin issued - ipi
December counted 92.0U7 Those getting up before sunrise horizon, slightly . south of . the
"active"' applicants for 12,21 H thisweek should be able to see a ; rising sun. On Wednesday, the
jote openings — or more.ttrein bright, newly discovered comet comet should appear about 5
seven unemployed fpr every jt \to as it swings back . into deep degrees above the horizon,
available. Among people with space7following a rendezvous rising higher each day so, that it
thesun.
appears', at 14 degrees by
professional) technical , -or ¦ " • with
'
managerial skills, howeve rr, . Comet West passed within 75 . . Sunday.
Marsden said the planet
there were almost 12 applicants million miles of the earth
fbr . evejjy opening, The sarpe Sunday oh its closest approach Venus will appear in the general
is in a position the rest of area but should.not be confused
adverse^oddsfaced those out ^f and
this week for good naked-eye with the comet. '
work seeking opportunities as viewing
from the northern > ''Venus will be brighter and,
machinists
and
me'lal hemisphere.
- ,
of course, won't have a tail," he
fahruKftorB;
Brian Marsden of the said.
Dr.
.
•jne situation was moire ^
Center for¦ Astrophysics in
Marsden said observers using
Cambridge, - . Mass., says, the binoculars or small telesc'opes
comet will be best visible from should be able to see the comet,
Wednesday to Sunday about an the brightest in the northern
hour before sunrise.
hemisphere since Coniet
Comet West should appear Bennett in . 1970, for the rest of
like a bright, elongated streak the mon'h.

Slici^

Newly discovered
comet is visible

Man held
in slayings
of Anbkans

smallgaininDuluth of the same
proportion, and an indicated net
gain of almost 6,000 jobs In the
smaller? "•" • communities
throughout the state partiallyoffsettheselosses.
¦While most categories of
employment suffered set-backs
in 1975, two groupings were
hardest bit Employers in industry and those engaged in the
buildingand constructionfield
were forced to lay off substantial numbers of their employes.
Manufacturing , employment
statewide was off'by 6.8 percehl. There were 4.2 percent
fewer jobs In construction.
These declineswere even more
severe ln the Twin City Metro
arei.
In all but four of the 25 major
out - State centers (excluding
Duluth) the number of those on
manufacturingpayrolls shrunk.
There were also fewei em-
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Bearsjt trial enters what
may j belts final week
be Dr, Margaret Singer, a San
Francisco clinical psychologist
who administered a battery of
Intelligence tests to Miss Hearst
afterherSept.18 capture.
Dr. Singer, who testified
earlierat a hearingoutside the
presence of the Jury, was
expectedto tell the Jurors that
she has studied the tapes Miss
Hearst sent from the underground after her Feb. 4, 1974
kidnaping."
Her conclusion, she has aald,
is that the defendant . was
reading from a script and that
the tone and Inflection of Miss
Hearst's voice Indicate the
words were not her own. ¦- ,
Miss Hearst testified that she
was ordered to make the topes
or bo killed, ln the recordings,

'75 employment

SUte police said they were investigating the death as an
"apparentsuiclde."
,V
.. Rees' son, a bearded 31-year-old junior high school science
teacherfrom Ashfield, Mass., said he thought bis father shot
himself because "be was depressedabout getting older and sick.
He had lost his memory a couple of times. This is a total shock.''
Neighbors in the cluster of one-and two«tory,condominiujiis
in the fashionable retirement community of Heritage Village
said Rees was a quiet, friendly man who loved good books and
classical music.
"He didn't seem depressed," said Eugene Kiernan, who lives
across a driveway from the Rees home. Kiernansaid he last saw
Reesa week ago and "he seemed in excellentspirits."' / • ¦¦
, Kiernan added: "The questionVthat comes.to my mind Is:
'Who blew his cover?' He was working for the FBI; did the
Russians get ¦onto that or was it the FBI or. the Dallas Times
Herald?" - . .
Rees was semi-retired, friends said. But he continued to travel
around the country doing engineering work on a consulting
basis, several friends added. Kiernan said Rees' wife told him
theengineerwas in Dallas last week but hedidn't know why.
Reeswas foundwith a .38-caiiber revolver iri his right hand.
No notewas found, saidDr. Cox.
The Times' Herald said Rees asked several times that the
story about his past activities hot be published or that be not be
identified. "We did not feel that we could repress the story," the
newspapersaidSunday, ' •

, ANOKA, Minn (AP) - A-te£
year-old . man charged wfith
first-degree murder in the
shotgun slayings of his parents
andJBister wasrlbeingheld in Jfieu
of $150,000 bond Wttay, pendsng
action by>a grandjury.
Gary 'Fossen, Anoka, -rvas
arraigned Saturday beitore
ST. PAUL; Minn. (AP) — An 80 million-year-old dinosaur
Judge Hhomas Forsbcrg ' of . seemed safe enough when it was brought to its new home in St.
Anoka CJounlyi District CoiiirL
Paul in 1965, but now it's holding upa $31 million construction
The judge said Fossen's rjsxt
project.
appearance would depend ' on
The skeleton of the trlceratops, a 'huge, horned, plant-eatirig
action o( a grand jury, wlfcich
reptile found in Montana, began developing cracks recently
will be called to hear | inbecause of blasting for a redevelopmentproject across the
formation about theshootinf [s. :
street from the Arts and ScienceMuseum.
Fossen>is accused of murThe blasting was halted after one day and museumofficials
dering his father, LeBoy
say more blasting could cause the skeleton, one of three
triceratopsIn the United States, to crumble into dust eventually.
Foesen, 57; his mother, Mutjiel,
48, and sister Linda Helm, 1 25.
John Hoeschler
, muSeum attorney and a member of the
* at Ramsej In . museum's board, said the skeleton rests on the floor of the
The victims lived
*
^jMS&uBi, which rests on the same layer of limestone the
'Anokacounty*
f.
Policefoundthe bodiesowJJie excavators had been blasting.
Some hairline and *«me ''substantial 1 ' cracks developed in
first floor of the Fossen hcine
various bones, including the lower Jaw and vertebrae, because
Wednesday evening. Ghry
Fossen had reportedthe deaths , of the shocks (hiring oneday of blasting, Hoeschler said.
The skeleton must be hoisted off the floor and a shockto his father 's business
cushioning system installed to protect it from the blasting
associate; who called policp. A
vibrations, he said.
20-gaugcshotgun was foun d at
Hoeschlersaid an engineer Is working on the project, but no
thescene > ' costestimates were yet available,
not
AtithociUesi have
, Developers and museum officials estimated the task would
speculated 019a motive fori the
mean a month delay in the construction project.
•sheetings.

SAN FRANCISCO (AP I The Patricia , Hearst 'jiank
robbery trlak Is entering %vhat
may be Its IM week, ancUhe
defenseIs expectedto wrap up
its case today with an atUrmpt
to discredit Miss Hearst's /own
taped vow oft allegiance tof her
kidnapets.: ,
Chief defenw counselF,i Lee
Bailey, who has spent U days
challenging the governmlent's
contention that thr33-year-old
defendant willingly Joined^ her
Symblonese Liberation , f ittmy
kidnapersin *bank holdup/toald
Friday he expected to wind up
his case-today.
The prosecution will the n present rebuttal witnesses i n this
|.
sixth week of tbfi trial.
Ballerfs 1Mb witness «»MB to

This . taconite boom, has mitigating the effectsthatcould Albert Lea and Winona) were
brought about an almost be attributed to the national harder hit tha*i those less
complete recovery from the recession. For instance, , the dependent
¦ on thy type of acdepressed conditions that af- completionof tbe Prairie Island tivity. . ' ' .
Winona was one of fourcities
fected most Range cities over miclear plant lastyear deprived
the past two decadesas higher Red Wing ol a source of em- where empJcymentwas off by
grade ore bodieswere depleted ployment tot had provided more than Ave percent Coraand most open - pit and all 1,300 jobs at its peak stage in piled from monthly reports,
undergroundmines shut down. 1971. Owatonna, on the other there were, on the average
In Hibbing, total employment is haitd, benefitted from a big 11,751 people gainfully emback to where It was 15 years increase ih retail trade em- ployed during the year, 655
ago. In Grand Rapids and ployment with thecompletion of fewerthanin lfl74.
Virginia, the job situation was its Cedar Mall shopping center
(The table shows the
with 13 new stores. The more
never better.
cities
— number employed in 1975
The only employment industrialized
category where gains in em? especially those where and the changes from 1974 ,
and , metal for all the 35 cities.
ployment were widespread was machinery
that sustained by the taxpayers. fabrication are big factors (like
More'pebple were employed by
federal, state, -and local
governments in 1975 — about
seven thousandmore statewide. ¦ ¦ •-: -.-•- . •Average
The state accounted for about ' '
Number
Job Gains
2,000 new jobs; local govern^
Over 1974
Employed
ments, including the public
60
schools, nearly 5,000; while ROCHESTER . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 4 ,653
-641
. ....25 ,217
those .employed by the federal St. Cloud
165
VXV... X . . . 19,331
government numbered slightly ,.' MANKATO
''
'
:¦ ' '
-128
more than during the preceding , Austin .:. '.. •..": , •. .. . , . .-'. -:i2,332
-655
Winona...
.7. ......11 ,751
year. . '-' •
.' 7,
T~
-552
Data gathered by state em- AlbertLea . . . . . . . . . : . . ; . . 1 0 ,068
. . . 1 0 ,044 7 181
,...
ployment officesin the 25 major MOORHEAD
'
' '
-176
out - state communities showed V WUiihar .; .-.... ;. -.•:. '.- . ; .. . 9,071
:
269 :
OWATONNA......
.... .. .8,929
that in all but five of these
'
places, the number of people on Faribault ... . . ; . . . . : . . . . 7 ,532 . ¦' V -88
- -614
government payrolls this past R e d W i n g . . . . . . . : . . . . . . . . 7,503
617
7,161
year exceeded that registered VIRGINIA..........
580
7
. .- . . . 6,968
HIBBING . ';.....
in l974.
¦ •'
33 , ¦
: . . . . . 6,561 .
The total oveY - all em- BRAINERD..
¦
'
'
.
.
-514
N
e
w
U
l
m
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
7
.
.
.
6,209
ployment situation was on the
471
plus side in 12 of the 25 cities: GRAND RAPIDS . . . . . . . . 5,992,
-180
Fairmont.......
. . 5 ,262
Besides Grand Rapids, Hibbing,
FergusFalls . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 ,238
-135
and, Virginia, as noted, job gains
19
5,127
were also posted at Bemidji, THIEF RIVER FALLS...
' '
4,989 .
48
Brainerd, Crookstbn, Mankato, WORTHINGTON. . . .,
111
7
Moorhead ,
Owatonna , BEMIDJI...... ;.: ; ^' :. ,.: 4,957
-207
Rochester, 1 Thief River Falls LittleFalls.......... ... "..: 4.624
-199 .
Marshall.........7:...... 4,534
andWorthingtpn.
28
Losses in employment oc- CROOKSTONV y:.:..:. ;.: 4,086
-33
curred at Albert Lea, Austin, Montevideo . : . . 7 . . . . . . . . . 2,435
Fairmont,, Faribault, Fergus
Falls, Marshall, Montevideo, TOTAL25CITIES ... ...230 ,574 • -1.540 (Declineof0.7pet.) '
-17,535 (Declineof 1.9pet.) .
Twin City Metro+ .. V.. .883,868
New Ulm, Red Wing, St, Cloud,
' . '.' ..:. .42,798 7 -¦. 284 (Gain of 0.7 pcU .- ¦• . .
DULUTH.. .
Willriiar and Winona.
Conditions peculiar V to a . State of Minnesota . 7,. . 1.474,000 -13,000 (Decline of 0.9 pet.)
(Note : Capital letters indicate communities . where em- ¦
particular ' community were
' • ':,.,
trend in 1975 was better tlian state average)
observed to ' have had a ¦' ployment
¦
'
.
'
:
City
Metropolitan
Area
figures
now
include
Anoka,!
+Twin
measurable impact on the job
situation , accentuating or Carver, Chisago, Dakota, Hennepin, Ramsey, SCott,;
Washingtonand Wright counties.

ployed in the construction field
in 15 of these cities.
The only place where construction activity proceeded
Wllh increasing intensity was on
the iron ranges where two
gigantic new taconite processing plants are in the
process of erection, and expansion projects- are being
undertaken at almost all of the
six plants that are already in
operation.
' 7
Glenn Groriseth, research
analyst at Duluth, says about
4,000 people are being employed
during tbe winter months on
these projects. Furthermore,
more and more jobs " in the
taconite . plants have been
coming on the line as mining
and ore processingoperations
expand. Taconite . plants now
employ .;. about 11,000 people,
with another 3,0(90 to be added
when all present construction
plansare completed.
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she renounces her family,
boasts of her participation in
the April 15, 1974 bonk rebbery,
arid later eulogizes six SLA
members killed in a shootout
with Los Angelespolice,
All seven tapes were played
for the Jury, some at the request
ot the prosecution, others as
partof Ihe defense case.
Bailey 's associate, Albert
Johnson, said Sunday that
"depending on wluat tho
prosecution docs, I expect the
case ' In go. to tho rury by
Thursday, '
Johnson said additional
defense testimony In response
lo the prosecution's rebuttal
appeared Jlkely:
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Fighting Saints fold; players ' futures in doubt
^
^

"ST. PAUL, Mina (AP) -The
Minnesota Fighting Saints'
winter of discontent finally has
ended, but the future of the
folded franchise 's players
remainsin doubt"
-The Saints had fought off
financial ruin since December
but -withered into nonexistence
Saturday noon The players,
seeing no chance of the club's
survival, voted not to go to
Cincinnati for a scheduled
Saturday night game.
"Saints President Wayne
Beliste then gave all players
their unconditional releases,
making them free agents
"Their contracts have been
breached, " said Belisle, an
attorney. "If the league wants
to claim them, they'll have to
piiy their back salaries "
But the World Hockey
Association league office
doesn't see things that way A

Vf^

WHA spokesmansaid the Saints,
franchise had merely "temporarily suspended" operations
and had not folded
Players were told there would
be a dispersal draft, said
defenseman John Arbour, tfho
said he was "waiting for ttie ax
tofaB "
But Keith Hanzel, attorney
for players Bill Butters and Pat
Westrum, told The Associated
Press he would file, suit to
ensure his clients free agent
status.
"Take Billy Butters," Hanzel
said. "He's a good player and
probably would go high in a
dispersal draft. But that would
mea'n a team low in the standings would draft him, and he
could negotiate only with that
club. He'd go from a contender
to a nobody, with no chance to
do anything else "
Hanzel said National Hockey

League President Clarence
Campbell had told NHL general
managers to leave Saints
players alone until they had
beat waived through tbe WHA
"This is a case of antitrust
violations," Hanzel said. "I'll
sueboth leagues if I have to."
• Officials of both the NHL and
WHA could not be reached
Sunday for comment on Hanzel's charges
The Saints first missed a
payroll Dec 31 and the players
voted to keep skating in hopes
that a franchise-saving deal
could be worked out Payrolls
due Feb, 15, and Feb. 28 also
were missed, and last-minute
attempts to salvage the club
failed.
Title to the franchise is held
by John 0. "Jock" Irvine, who
was reportedly in Boston
attempting to sell the franchise
title to a group headed by

North Stars,with a
new look, win 5-3

*• BLOOMINGTON, Minn. (AP) - Once agam
Eje orily show in town, they National Hockey
eague Minnesota North Stars have got a new
¦
li)Ok7 ; " '• ' :. '

' '. :

. ,

!; Wth the help of its two latest acquisitions, the
North Stars swaiitiped the New York Rangers 5-3
Saturday night for their first victory on home ice
Inainonth.
7 V
X '1 think we're on ajj^iayi " said rookie Minnesota. Coach Ted HarnsT "Everybody.:said we
had to do something. We did something and it's
benefittingus." • '•" .
Dave Cressnjan, JErn.ie Hickej Craig Cameron
^ Pierre Jarry scored second-period goals to
and
help Minnesota wipe but a 2-0 first period deficit.
The Rangers took the lead
on goals by Greg Pojis
¦¦ ¦
.. 'x' yy
and Carol Vadnais. ";¦ ¦
': r '-'Our> youth program is paying; off," said
Minnesota President Walter. Bush. ; "We knew
Sieve Jensen was a good hockey player and the
ifear . vvith the Olympic team paid off. Playing
against the Russians and Czechs wouid be good
for any player. ".
> Jensen , assisted en one of the second period
goals as did Billy Hogaboam, who Was acquired
the. day before from Detroit in exchange for
iJennls Hextall.
. -Hogie played a heckuva game," said veteran
North Stars goalie Cesare Maniago. "You get a
new face on a line and it motivates the other

Pp^

forwards. Arid it's contagious. It gets the whole
' , -.
"' ¦ '¦ ' ,, ¦.¦ '•tearhgoing."
..
Hogaboam also assisted in the final period on
Bill Gbldsworthy 's JOth goal of the year.
And with the passing of the rival Minnesota
Fighting Saints Saturday following a lengthy
financial illness; the Stars are once, again the
lone pro team in the area. They never missed the
playoffs when they were, the only pro show iri
;¦'¦
town, - . '
"I've been In hockey all my life and l hate to
see any team fold, " said Bush.. "We've got
enough problems to take care, ol ourselves
though,, and can't7really worry , about , what
" ¦] ¦
somebody else is doing, " . *
"¦' Bush will be able to Start .tonight when the
to
Star^vlsliYToronto meet the MapTeLeafs.
'
The North Stars were idle Sunday,- but there
¦
was plenty of action around the rest of the NHL: ¦
the Washington Capitals defeated the Chicago
Black Hawks 4-1, the Philadelphia Flyers
trounced the California Seals 6-1, the Boston
Bruins downed the Vancouver Canucks*5-3, the
Buffalo Sabres whipped the Los Angeles Kings
5-1, the Montreal Canadiens ahd . New York;
Rangers battled tc a 1-1 tie and the St. Louis
Blues turned back thePittsburgh Penguins5-3,

*"

W
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and
former •- Atlanta
Philadelphia - President BUI
Putnam, who wants to start a
new team next fall at
Hollywood, Fla.
The Saints' folding was a blow
to the City of St Paul, which
long has suffered under the
shadow of its livelier sister city,
Minneapolis The Saints were
St Paul's first professional
sports franchise
"The Saints were vital to the
city, " said Mayor Lawrence
Cohen. "It's a terrible indictment on the St Paul business
community "

Snarling

—Mid-American Conference : Western Michigan arid
Miami of Ohio are tied for the: lead with 13-1 records. '
They'll: pjay Wednesday night, at Miami." If Western
Michiganwins, it's all over. Miami must-beat -Western
Michigan, then defeat Eastern Michigan Saturday to
clinch an NCCA berth. '
^-Missouri Valley: West TexaSi 8-3, can clinch a tie by
beating Southern Illinois',. .8-2, Thursday in the Texans'. .- .
final game. But Southern Illinois could still tie if it loses
Thursday by beating New Mexico State on Saturday.
Wichita State is a darkhorse and could throw.it into a
three-way deadlock with some help,
—Big Eight: Missouri and Kansas State are tied for
the Big Eight lead with 10-2 recprds and each has two , ,
conference games left. They playeach other Wednesday .
- y . ',. - . V ';V". - : -7 "
light.V
VV 'V " , "
—Southwestern Conference; Texas A&M has won the
regular-season championship and is sitting out the SWC
post-season tournament waiting to meet the winner for
an NCAA, playoff berth. •
: —Atlantic Coast Conference: North Carolina is the
regular-season champion, but must go through 'the
agonizing ritual of the ACC playoffs, starting this week.
Still, even if they lose that the Tar Heels are an almost
certain selection to go the NCAA party as an alternate,
selection,
.i
,y '
V s,.
—Big Sky: Weber' State will host the league playoffs ,
next weekend. Weber, which finished in a three-way. tie
for the Big Sky lead, won a drawing for the right to host

"This city needed a victory
but instead we got kicked,"
continued,
"The
Cohen
Chamber of Commace can sit
around and see -what went
wrong—too late."
Among debts left by the World
Hockey Association club is a
$94,000 bill for back rent due the
St Paul Civic Center, which
now has nosteadv tenant.
"I don't know where I'll go or
what I'll do, said Mike
Antonovich, who joined the
Saints in the club's beginning
four years ago "I'm in shock "
"A lot of guys worked an

Jack Nicklaus 'snarls as he
watches a putt miss the cup
during the third round of the
Tournanrtent'Players Championship ;at the Ihverary
Country Club. (AP Photofax )

Bobby Clarke scored two goals as the Flyers
stretched their unbeaten streak to 16. games.

, -'• By The Associated Press
.- . Indiana and Princeton have landed, UCLA, Arizona
and Alabama are dose, but just about everybodyelse is
S.H1I up in the aii- in college basketball ihese days.
- ; Those .are the positions\as the nation 's best teams
shoot for the National Collegiate Athletic Association
playoffs. ; "- ' . ¦'
?'With Indiana having won the Big Ten title last week,
Princeton became the second team to secure-an NCAA
playoff berth' by winning the Ivy League championship
Sahirday night with a 70-59 victory over Brown while
iPenn was lbsing4$-44 to Yale,
'
> • UCLA, meanwhile, clinched at least a tie for its Wth
{straight Pacific-8 Conference championship with a
rousing 12fr 74 victory over Stanford. -TheBruins could
Svrap up the title neatly this week'.by beating.Southern
pal, even If runnerup Oregoii State defeats Oregon. ¦: - "' V
*.'.. Arizona, the pre-season , favorite ih the. . Western
Athletic rConference, has clinched at least a tie for the
championship. A victory in the finale next Saturday at
home against Arizona State will give the Wildcats , the
pile outright.
t 'Alabama; a 93-90 double-overtime winner over Tennessee Saturday night, needs only one more victory to
flinch a .tie for the Southeastern Conference crown
'Tennessee and Vanderbilt are barely in contention there
?irice the Crimson Tide has a two-game lead . In the loss
'
tjolumhwith three to play.
•¦¦ Here 's the way the other, conference races shapeup;

8

awfully long time here in St
Paul to try and get something
done for the community," he
continued. "This hurts, it hurts
a lot of us bad. Now what's
left?"
Wayne Connelly, another of
the original Saints, was heartsick. "This is just terrible, you
can't imagine tiow bad I feel at
this point," he said. "Minnesota
has been my home for nine
years and I know how important
this club has become to a lot of
people."
Veteran Dave TCeon, who
joined the Saints this year after
15 years playing for the Toronto
Maple Leafs, plans to return to
Toronto where he maintains a
home.
Several other players are
headed for the minors, hoping to
stay in shape the remainder of
the season unless they can
make a deal with a major

«.»«» i« t/wm ttriffc Mbit
m, _d- game
« town with the
the only

Saints' demise But North Stare
President Walter Bush, wfae
crowds had withered tin last
. two years, sadd, "I've been ta', hockey all my life and I hate hf'
, see any team fold, "
A busload of FightingSame*.
fans who traveled 7W &&& &>
i Cincinnati to watch the Satofek
play the Stingers Saturday
I night, had little te cheer abaft
•when they discovered, upojri
their arrival, that their club haft
• folded.
i
"AU we did today was dro*n
, our sorrows, " said Jerry
Goracki, president of the
/Fighting Saints Booster Shots.
"'It's going to be a long trip
' , back. "
The group of 50 sat glumly to
' the stands as Houston replaced
' the Samts as Cincinnati 's op»
iPOnent
,
,
i

Veeck figures he'll
get edgt pn Qthgrs

'
V - " ,: ' : - ; : l y
" %¦ ' ¦:. ¦. '. :
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla. (AP)7- Baseball ¦self-serving.
¦' ¦ But Veeck sa^d, "I couldn't careless.Ifowean'
marked its traditional opening cf spring training
you damage it (jrelationshipwith other owners)?
today with owners and players sitting around a
bargaining table here and all - but one trhining; : '. . Obviously, it wits not very good to start" with, It
toe*two or thre,| votes to get ownership, •. ', •
camp completely closed.
Major league hierarchy agreed to keep camps ;' ''Thdy say thtt want unity and to do what they
want," he .adde,fi. • 'I want unity too* but why not
closed while negotiations are under way with the
do what T want t If everybody started training,
players association on the reserve clause, which
binds pjayers to, teams for life unlesstraded, sold ¦ ' we'dhaveunityJWhat's the difference?/'
yxXyy y
. ".. .';. • ¦'.- Veeck Is not at .member of the owners' Players
or released.
Relations CohiiBjittee holding " its 23rd. session
Only Bill Veeck has Opposed
the
plan
to
keep
;
withV players' •representatives1 here, and;: he
catnps closed; opening hls Chicago White Sbx
admitted, "notprivy to what they'redoing. "
camp in Sarasota to25 nonroster players... r y
,
,
,-' This is as far as rcan,gp,' -Veeck said SijhQay V What they're doing is the same thing they've
night. "To do anything elsewould.be subjected to ; 7 already done uri Los/Angeles; Chicago,
' . ' ; fnuaaeiphia andtNew York. The last session, wi
who knows whatunknown terrors^'
New \ork Fridiiy , resulted in a cautious 6*3Veeck; who got permission from fellow owners
to buy' the White Sox late last year, figures his . praisal by both j sides on the progress made
on
toward a compromise
solution on the reserve
move wili^give him anedge otper clute;¦'
'
. v :• ¦ .; ' '. '¦ ;- .
"Of the 25 players, 10 had been invited to our : rules. 'V -yy ; ".: . : .
The
owners
ap
barently
are
waitingfor a threeregular ca%," he said.- ''We felt those 10 had at"
judge federal c hurt panel to decide on their
least an outside chance of making our club or¦we
appeal of :arbillrator Peter Seitz' pecemter
¦; .V ' .- ¦ -,
wouldn't have invited them.
upheld by a federal court in
"If this thing is settled ina few days ... then jve '. rulingv which; wits
'
'¦:
will be able to put a team on the field to play - KansasCity.;.;- } ¦. . scheduled exhibition games without risking . Seitz said th»l renewal clause, part of all
starting fellows too early and Uie.'rlsk of Injury," 7 players' 1S76 Individual contracts and the expired general labor pact, allows a player to
He has created furor among fellow executives,
such as Minnesota's Clark Griffith who called become a free ag jent one year after he fulfillshis
the action "stupid .;; very.;narrow-minded .:.*¦ • '' • contractualcomi nitments,

the four-team tourney.
—Ohio Valley Conference: Regular-season champion
Western Kentucky .will host last-place East Tennessee in
one of four first-round games tonight. Western Kentucky
earned the top seed by. defeating Austin Pcay 76-75
Saturday night
-Southern Conference: TheSouthern started its postseason tournament Saturday night. VMI;,William and
Mary, Appalachian State and Richmondadvanced to the
Wednesday's semifinals;' '*
—West Coast Conference; ' The University of San
Francisco and Pepperdine are tied for the leadand each
has one game left. If they wind up the regular season in a
tie; a one-game playoff-will determine the league
¦' '-"
championand a playoff berth,
y
>,,
" —Pacific Coast Association: A .four-team tournament
starts next Saturday between Fullerton: State,. San
Diego State, the University of Pacific .arid San Jose
:. - . ': •- . state.- .
/ ; :: , .
—Metro-Six ; This new conference also starts from
scratch with a playoff tourney at Louisville Thursday¦¦
Saturday .
7 • . -' '• ' • .
7. '
/
—East Coast Conference; Lafayette and St. Joseph's,
Pa., won the division titles and a spot in Friday night's
conference semifinals at Philadelphia against the
survivors of games Tuesday between Temple and Rider
and Bucknell ahd Hofstra.
In other rcsulteSaturday, No. 2 Marquette tipped No. 6
Notre Dame 81-75; No. 3 Rutgers routed Long Island

University 103-87;' No. A' North .Carolina walloped Duke
91-71; Oregon State upset No?8 Washington 73-64; N6; 10
Maryland whipped Virginia 81-73; No. 12 Missouri was
upset by Oklahoma 68-57; No. 13 Michigandowned Iowa
88-74; Providence shocked No. 14 St, John's 67-53; No. 15
North Carolina State lost to Wake Forest W-96; No. 16
Western Michigan crushed Ball State :93S7; No. 17
Oregon stopped Washington State 70-56; No. 18 Cincinnati defeated San Francisco 89-88 in overtime and No;
19 Centenary was tipset by UNC-Charlotte 79-78. Cincinnati also beat Duajuesne80-73 Sunday, yy
The Alahama-Temessee game was-'decided on a jump
shot by Ricky Brown with one secondleft In thesecond
overtime. The field goal provided the Crimson.TJde with
a 91-90 lead Then Greg McElveen connected on two free
throws — one a technical because Tennessee called one
timeout toomany—for the final margin.
Marquette held Notre Dame's AdrianDantJey to just
six points In the first half, then withstoodan explosive
second half by the All-America forward and Duck
Williams totbeat the Fighting Irish in theirhome arena.
Rutgers, 25-0, moved within a step of an unbeaten
season by whipping LIU behind Mike Dabney's 19 points.
North Carolina closed out its regularseason by crushing
Duke behind Phil Ford's 28 points ahd Mitch Kupchak's
15 rebounds, boh Smith fired in 23 points while Rooky
Smith added 20 to lead Oregon State's upset of
• 7 -7.
Washington. •
.
,

X - District One field reduced to four teams
The -Winona. State , portion of the District One
Basketball Tournament concluded Saturday night
with Wykoff trimming Peter son 50-44 and Caledonia
edging Preston 46-45: In fhe photo at left/ Eton
Christiansen of Preston goes up for, a shot' as
Caledonia's Bob Conway (30 ) looks on, In the photo
aboVe, Chrlstianson, Conway and Dave AAenslnk
(55) of Preston scramble for a loose ball. Ih tho

league team somewhere
University of Minnesota
hockey Coach Herb Brooks, who
groomed several players for the
Saints, said the city would
suffer for theclub's failure
"We're Joftag some temporary and possibty'permanent
citizens in St Paul," said
Brooks. "That's the shame of
all of this. They have given us
Classthe past four years."
The Saints, coped , with its
financial woes all season —
until Saturday. Twice payrolls
were missed and players-voted
to keep skating, and a third
payroll was due Saturday Just
minutes before they were tq
leave for a scheduled game at
Cincinnati, the players voted to
quit:
The Minnesota North Stars of
the NHL, who play in
Bloomington, a Minneapolis
suburb, regained their status of

photo at right, Peterson's Mike Benson appears to
have an easy basket, and Wykoff'9 Steve Elckhcff
(45) Is unable to prevent It. Caledonia will meet
Mabel • Canton and Wykoff 'Will meet Harmony In
the District One semi-finals Tuesday it Rochester 's
Mayo Civic Auditorium. (Dally News Sports photos
by Karl' Belflhley )

Hawk-Rocket
game tickets
are on sale

i Tickets for the Winona
\High-ItoehesterV John
iMarshall Sub-Regioa One
•basketball tournament
¦game
scheduled for
VTuesday >at Rochester
jCommiinity College went
i.'bnsale,today.
¦!¦ The -, tickets
were
.'available today from 8 a.m. '
4o 4:30 p.Th. and wiH be
available again Tuesday
from 8 a.m. to hoon at hoth ;
*the junior and senior high
school principles' off ices, y:
} The WHS-JM game Is
scheduled to start at 7 p.m.
and will he followed by the
JRochester Mayo-Red Wng!
ycontestat9p.m.
; No tickets are available
(n Winona forV the Red
IVingrMayO game. RCC's
Ifym has a Seating capacityV
<lf2,2O0 .

Scoreboard
National Basketball
Association .

-

!

' '7BASt*gRHCONi=BRB**CB
- Atlintic OlviUsn
¦
' " " ' - , : '- • ¦ ¦ -¦ ¦
' W . 'L. ,r»ct. OS
. .
'Bottom..,. , . :"
"..40,IB '.690.
BulialQ....... I
,.35 26 .574 »/,
pmi8<Jelr)hl«', . : . . . . . . . . . 35 J7. m 7 '.
Ntwv.ork
...30 w .484 M
¦¦ ¦ ¦¦ ¦ .,;
¦
'
¦: ¦
.
CnttralOMilM
,
WMHIrt(|ton........,...3a 25- ,«03
Cleveland....,.' .,.., . . . . 3 4 24 .*00
v>
Houst o n : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 0 31 i > .471 ' 1 ¦
27 33 ,450 . .fivi
S«w Orleans
t|anta .
. . . . . . . . 2 4 3i .426 11
. ' WEiTERN CONFERENCE
¦¦ '
' Mldwut Dlvlilon
I
..
:MllwBukeo...
.2« 14 .433
D ll r O i t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 4 35 '.407 ,1'A
¦
'
:¦
KensasClty . ¦
22 39 Jsl
4V4
18 41 .305 JVi
CWcoejO. -. . ..- . . ..;;
Pacific Division
¦Golden Stale . . . . . . . ....43 17
.717.
Seattle. ....'. . . . .:.. .. .31 31 JD) . 13.
,:. -.. .31 31 - J00 13
Lot Angeles .
¦ PhoenlK.,.7.. . . . . 2 7 32 . .4SI 1514
Portland ".
.:
27 35 .4M 17 .
Saturday'!ftawtti
. Ne* VofkW, Ctilceoo85
' Washington W, Phoenix e»
Milwaukee 112, New Orleans W , '
Portland119, Kansa5Cltyl05. •
- Sunday '!Remits :
¦ . Philadelphia 130, SeattlellS
*" Boston 119, Golden State 101 • '' '
WasWnBlonllO, Hoesloniw . ¦ • • '
Phoenix 109, Detroit »8 - . .
- Los Angeles 108, Cleveland 97
Portland 102, Atlanta 98

.

.

Boys ' basketball

.' ' TUHDAVf OAMW -" ' . ¦
M»mi ClassAAMayoW
. .: . <
SUMfeOION' ri- ' ' '
, Wlnot»jvs. Roch.JMatRCC.Tp.m.
Roch. Mayovs. RedWinJet RCc, 9 p.m
. . . ."
MiHIL ClassA Playoffs
¦
D11TRICT1- :• ". -;. :'..
:•:Hirmony vs.WykoH,;p.m. :• '
Celecsgojiv».Mabel Canten,B:SOp.m.
-WIAA Class• PlaycHs
ATON/WJWK*> GE-Tys. Onalaska.
.
HOImcn vs: Royall
ATOUB»NI>--- -. , . . "".
.
. Durand vs. River Fells
' .
BaldwIn Woodvllle vs, ensworlh
AT ARCADIA— .
Cadottvs. Arcadia '
AT MOfiDOVI—
Mondovivs. Black River Palis, 7p.m.
: ' Colbyvs.Stanley.Boyd,,8:SQp.m. ' . ' .

College basketball

¦vitg®
^^'*™ 1":
¦ -,
" - '

RlpOflSS, Uwr»nc»70 - . .
.
Carttiage 12,Carroll al
MIMN. MHOOUV¦«*enwtost.
o2;MonilhosldeK .
'EAST—.' ' '
¦•' - Arrriy7»,Navytf
Coa&t'Guard 88, New England 4e
Connecticut 76, Rhode (slendeo
. Oarrmouth66, Cornell63- . . .
. Oeoroatown/ D.c.73, Pord)i»m«» ,
. '- . • • •
.. Harvard 92, Columbia13
Holy CrossO,BostonCol.77
7 Maln»B1,Northeastern75' :
.
Man*aflan68,st. Francis, N.Y.eO
' Mass»chusettsa7,Boslon *JS4
• Princeton 70, Brown 59.
: Temple58, Drexel 54 Vlllanova71,5t; Joseplt's, Pa.60
' . Virginia Tech 92, Syracusajl.:
¦
. ¦ Wesieyane2,Wllllama76 .
'
'
w , L;' pti. ' " fi»V,
Yole 46, Penn44 '7
Denver.. .
4 3 - 1 6 .730
SOUTH¦
¦ Alabama St. »9,Aibany' '
IWi# Y o r k . . . . .¦;. ¦ .. .' .. ' .' ,•. 411 23 .635 6
st.,Oa.75
San Antonio,
: .34 2* .400 8'/i
Aubum89, FlorldaSO
Kentucky .'.
.3) 30 .531 12V>
, -f 101716aSt. 90, Mercer?6
Indiana . . . . . .. . . . . ... .. 31 34 .477 la '
Grambllng88, Alcorn SI. B4. 0T .
SI. LOUIS ... .
2? 3» .446 18 ;
Jac»oorlvlllea4, Marshall St "'
Virginia .- ...
1! 51 .190 34
Kentucky 94, Mississippi 87 .
Saturday'iReuilts
LSl> 69, v/enderbill75
Kentucky 1J6, New.York 100
AAarylandBI,Vlrglnle73 .
VlrsJnlaW,Indlana W
Rdlllns«,Cnleego <2
1
¦
Sen Antonio 134,'Denver.122
i
Stetson75, Arkinsas St. 71
Sunday's Reulti .
UT-iChattanooga 97, ArmHrpttg St. 75
; ¦'. ; TulBne95, G*orgla St.63
. New York130,lndlana llB- - 7
'
1
•; . . - ' }
.Denver IM, Kentucky 111- , -' . ONCCharlotte7>,eettfenarv78
St, Louis 113, Virginia 109, OT
WestenvKentucky76, Austin Peay75 ,
mlDtrVfST—T
'i
Bol«i St. 67, Montana 66
. Bow/Ins Green 79, Northern Illinois 62.
ColoradoM, Kansas 64
Oayton 77, Cincinnati Xavler 75
DetroltB9, Loyola, ChlcagoBS
Nortt Dakota St. 86,SoutliDakota St. 81
¦ '¦ ' ¦
INewOrleani79, Utah St. 75
.
' CLASS *
<.North Texas SI.108,
.

American Basketball
Association

Minnesota state
wrestling champs P

Bradley 83
. 98-Doug Sowers (Staples) p. ftlck
OklalwiriaM, Missouri 57
Krlewall (Blue earth) 1:55 ; 105—Jeff
Oklahoma Clly 68, St. Lou ll 55 ¦
Merrltt (Caflby) dec. John Nadaau (St. •
Oral Roberts 79, Crelghtor 70
Bernard) l(Mi 11^-Stivn Carr;(Battle
Lekol dec'. Bernie Brailar (Oreenbush) 4,. .
i? *^Pi,E- A0[chl,a8r, „
0, OT;.u«-Todd Kriewaii iBluo Earth)
K
'.MK'W?. 5'^,
W ' ' Sf"j!?.1.l,S?"'i A ?.TC
dec. Bruce Wilsonrwbe»ton> > aOT124-Fred Full (Canby) dec; Paul
.50
^M'SJIJ8' Loulsvllle74,
„,
Anifarson (Wmesvillel 7.3.- 132-Dai ^ .
"™™"^.
.,
Zlmroer (Wabasso)'dec.-.John P^nfflngs ^^^iSy^^' 'S?^ >. ' '
^ Drake 5S
(Mimspta) 10-e^ 138-Jlm ¦ Johnson, 7 West Texas St. 79,
,
^ lJ™SL ,„,„,:,.„, ,;
(Staples) dec. Paul OI»n ICanbyl B-Ol- F
.„,,4 ,»,.
'
0
145-Paul Llppert (Olivia) dee. Les
S^i
l^
J
a
^K
.
i
?
^
''
^ .
(Wlnlhrop) 6-3;Werner
S??i20,? ?' N,£rlJ°,n,? ?..'
¦'
-M
¦
l.SS-Oah Peterson (LuveVne) dec. Paul
' S2!?» wff iSl&.'i'lf SI
'
Kenner (Roseau) 1.0; 16J-ftoger Knutson
uZZuL£7^«;S?~ V * l,, i,4 '¦ ' '
IStewortvllleJ dec. Rick Ties (Lewiston) 3'&5ILWJ,8F ''
o^«?^
J; 110-Oreg Berg (Oaylordl. p., Bob
S
K '
r r^ln w^?3&
n
Spaeth (Mahnomen) i:48.- Hwt.-Stan
L?m«S's 7* -f f 8
«2iS»
i
S « or
Werner (Norwood- Young America) p.
fiffi? iSn i. ^iS
!
! ^ ' '
RlckPedersonlS^^n: ;
7 : l .
tM'ISShS'sV
^
^ .'I
0 4 ^71
W^Wh Barron ( "
pis. Central).dec , r^SS^^H
"
Vic Martinet (Osseo) 7-3; 105-John
c.,,^,%?{SrUmi ,.rA B ,
Frelsy (Forest Lake! d«. Gary Letebvre
vfroESsi re M%555?«2»
OT
0T
lEIk River) .-4-1; lU-Bllf Meyers -.
; ,
JD
K E
!
„"
(Frldley) - deo.. Scott WMrlev (RobIm ^fkn "^^
*,
blnsUalel 10.1;
llff-Oaten
u/osmund
WralntoMmtI?v71'
virsmia
D.?i£%M . ;
Military71. OaviOson69
IWorthlrWon) ¦ dec. Owlaht Glnerleh
IAIber1 Loa)4.2;
124—Ken Saba (Spring Lake Park) dec.
/Hard Potvln (Osseo) 4-3; i3»^Dan
W L r Pt» OF OA
ScaweII IMpls.' Edison) dee. Kevin KIHMlChlflan Tech.... .23 7
O U 177 124
meyer (St. Cloud T<pt) 4-1; 138-Scott MlchljanSI. . . . . . . . 1 9 11 0 38 142 129
Berwer (RObblnsdalel dec Tim Tatarek
Minnesota ..' ^u^W 12
1 35 .123 .111
Ulberf Lea; 53; l4J~ScofT Median Michigan .. .77..... 16 14 O
32 147 .129
IMankato West) dec: John Elton
No'tro Dame . , . . 7 . 1 5 . 13 2 32 IJ9 130
.
I Bloomington Lincoln) 30;
, Colorado Col; .. ....13 16 I 27 119 125
.15^-Merk Obryckl (Frldley) dec. Tom
Ouluttln...........12 18 0 . 2 4 122 1<7
Coolon (St. ' Peter) 4-5; 167—Kurt
Oenvar. ..¦'.; . . '
12)18
0 24 112 1a
Keckhlesen (Mankato West) dec. Norm
North Dakota.;.... 11 19 0 22 11V 149
Mitchell (Spring Lake PirkV5.1i 180-Jeff
Wliconsln.
10 19
1 21 128 147
Hohtrti (Mlnnetonka) dec. Mike Prahstel
Saturday's Results
(St. Cloud Apollo) 42; Hwt.—Greg Sanyo
Mlchlgen Tech 9, Wisconsin it Michigan
(St. Louis Park) , p. KtKh. - Tabery
St 6, Colorado College 4; Notre Dame 10,
( Wai|ene)2:l6. . UM Duluth 4; Minnesota "7, Michigan 4;

''

K,

WCHA standings

Dcnv«r 7, North Dakole » (ol): .

• Wisconsin state
wrestling champs

Pro hockey

NHLNew York Islanders 4, Chicago 1
Montreal 3, Atlanta 2
Toronto4, Calltomle!
¦
PIHiburgh 5, Vancouver^ - . - . • ':
LoaAngeIes3, Detroit I - ' ¦ .
(lie)
Bu«alo 4, Kansas City 4
Minnesota 5, New York Rangers S _
Philadelphia 2, St. Louii 3 (tie)
WHA»Indianapolis 4, New England 4 (ot, tie)
Winnipeg 4, Quebec J (ot ) . Houston4, Cincinnati !
SUNDAY'S REtVLTS
'
NHU-^
Washlngton4, Chlcego l '
¦
Montreal L New York Rangers I (tie)
Philadelphia 6, Calllornla f
St. Louli5, Plttsburoh 3
Butralo s; Los Angelas.l
Boston¦ 5,¦Vancouver]
.
' ¦
: - .¦
WH»Toronto 11, Wlnnlpep7
Indianapolis!, Cincinnati
Phoenix 5, Calgary 2 Cleveland 5, Edmonton 2
SATURDAY'I RESULTS

' " ' " TEAMSCORES .
? Sfoughton. 51; Mineral Point 49;
Milwaukee Juneau . 45)^,- ' OePorest 31;
R iver Falls 29; Loyal IS'^i Evansvllle
27"r,- Muskego ' 25, Fond du lac and
Milwaukee South 23; Lancaster 22;
Luxemburg.Casco 21W; Oregon and
Strolford zti Peshtlgo W/i; AAoslnee and
Park Palls. 19; Madison East ltv>;
Shawano 17; Greendalt 15<^; Ellsworth,
Fennlmora and Wast Allis Central 15;
Merrill end Richland Center 14; Brilllon
13; Waterford H'l/ Colby and Rice Lake
12; . Brookfleld East, Hartford and La
Crosse Central ll'/»i Cedarbtirg, AAenasha
and Orfordvllle It; New Richmond end
Watertown 10; Arcadia, East Troy,
Hamilton and Wayaywega >i West Salem
1; Racine Case, Osceola/wavseu East and
WlKonaln . Rtaldi 7; Madlord, Racine
Horllck and River Valley 6: Milton 5V>;
Whlteriall 3; AppletonEast Readsburg, St.
CroK CentraG Stanley Boyd Waukesha
North 4; Annuo, .Boycevlllo. Cameron,
Campbellsport, Cochrane.Fountain Clly,
Eau Claire. Memorial, -Edgar, Green Bay
Wesl, . Hudson, Manitowoc Melrose.
Mlndoro, Milwaukee ' (/adIson, Monroe,'
Mukwonago, PlttsvIHe, Voiders, Wild
Roseand WisconsinDell»2.
INDIVIDUAL CHAWPICNtHIPJ
98-Bob Meyer (Loyal) dec. Dan May
(Mineral Point) 5 0; 105-Scoft Orudilrokl
(Milwaukee Juneau) die. Jlm-Mathlas
(Greendale) 10-3; 112—Nick Ball (Fonddu
Lacl.dec. Doug Branlpin (River Falls) 3
1; ll»-Guy Grbney (Origonl p. Bill Bero
(Shawano) 4:38;
124— Bob Potter (Milwaukee Juneau)
dec. Phil : Gllnleckl (Stratford) »•!;
132—Andy Rein (Stoughton) dec. Chris
Leclinlr (Moilnee) . 10; )3»- Stove
Spongenberg (PesWIoo) dec. Randy
Tieians (Luxemburg.Caico) Mi 145— Ken
Herman (Madison Eeill dec. Olen Spies
IM»kego)4J;
155— Brian Benaih (Evansvllle) dee.
Tom Froat (West Allis Central! 3-2 ;
l<7—Rick Rabansdprf (OaForeill dec.
Merk7 Gunderson lltougtiten) 3 1 1
185-Tony Udelholen iLincasterldK. Jefl
Peterson (Ellsworihl 421 Hwt.-Chuck
Goldsmith (Milwaukee Soulh) P. Oeni
Rdwell (Pehnlmore) 3:11,

North Star stats

I:' }' J-}
NBWY«iRK
:i t I—J
MINKESOTA:....- ...
'
First perlpd-1, New York, Polls 7
(Coll Ins, Stemkowskl), 3-.al. 2,, New York.
Vadnals 15 (Middleton, SIINrt), 7:45. 3,
Minnesota, Cameron 7 (Cressman,
O'Brien), 10:55.74, Minnesota, Jerry 17
(Blaiowas, Youhg), 12:39. PeneltleSrReld. Mln, 6:58; Collins, NY, ' 8:54;
Vadnals, NY. 19:48.
Second Perlo*-5, Minnesota, Cressman
3 (Jensen, Hicks), 3:31. 0. Minnesota,
Hlcke 23 (Goldsworthy, Hoooboeml, 1<:08.
penaltlea-Vlckers, NY, B:M; Hlcke, Mln,,
9:22.
Third Perlod-7, New Vork, Maloney I
(Polls, Esposlto), 11:52. «, Mlnnesote,
v •,*».,
Golcuworthv20 IHIcke, Hoooboam),
¦
J
Penallles-Goldsworlhy. -Mln. ¦ 1.4:5S
' .¦
Vadnals, NY,14:S5.
Shols on goal: New York it |417-42.
Minnesota li 10 »-31.
Goilles: New York. Davidson.
Mlnnesote, Maniago. 4: 11,01],

Youth basketball
p«e wee ' :

WL
W L
3 4
Ramblers
7 0 Brawea
Warriors
6 1 Bruins
34
BullelS .
4 3 Knlcks
'34
1- 6
Celtics
4 3 Bulls
Lakers
4 3 Bucks
0 7
Saturday's Results
Bullets 42, Bruins 3»
Ramblers 28, Breves 26
Warriors 40, Knlcki 17
Lakers48, Bucks 44
' Celtics 70. Bulla 19
BANTAM
Wl
Wl
Oentlmn
t 1 OoodSpts
14
Hustlers
5 3 Eager Bvrs 1 4
1 8
Team Men
5 2 Oood GuysSaturday's Results
Team Man 29, OoodSports>7
Oantlemen 21, OoodGuvs II
HulleneO, lager Batwm]S

r ' :^aaaaaamaaaaaaaaaa
^
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"Now Location"

SHOP
BODY
., „¦¦• Brtie?vAcr*>» ? '

¦

2 bloolia fiast 7 / '
¦' ;l - ken 's Sales &\SorviQe v:
¦
'
CallUlirf¦ • ¦- ¦' - . ¦
' 452-1284 ', . . [¦ ;¦. . '

|tougl^

V MADISON, Wis,. (AP) -r Stoughton, a coni^fr'Wi-bebjtad
winner last year, turned to Andy Beta once again tojpot awaya
second consecutive Wisconsin public Ugh school wrestling
championshipduring the weekend;
V ' ,
R4MAthe only returahgchampionto winanothertitlethisyear,
decisioned Chris Lechnarof Moslnee 1-0 in the 133-pound class
and provided the three points that boosted Stoughtonfrom a 4M8
deficit to a 5W9 victory over Mineral Point in Saturdaynight'
¦ :¦s
finals. - '" .
.
Third place for a second year insuccessionwent to Milwaukee
individual
champions.
Juneauat 45%, the only team to have two
DeForestwasfoijrthat 3l and RiverFallsnextat29.
Last year, Rein's victory, in the 12ftlKMnd class had provided
Stoughton with a36-35 victory over WtewmsinRapids.,
This time, VReln's victory on a one-fjoint escape bettered his
season record to 3Mv exacUy matchinghisundefeatedrecord of
.
lastseaBon,
Alsoflnifihingwith an unblemishedseason's markwasJuneau's
Bob Potter, 4vho gained his 38rd victory by dedsioning Phil
GlinieckibfStratford'M for the title at 128 pounds. W
' Scott Grudzinski of . Juneau improved his seasonrecord to 32-1
with a 10-3 decision over Jim Mathias of Greendale in tfie 105'"-/ " - .V' poundclass.
Among the losers in final matches. Saturday were two champions from last year: Doug Branigan of River Falls wto was

..

Fuglestad ties
lor WBA Ieai

Ron Fuglestad's 146-pin
handicap came in handy oyer
the weekend as Fuglestad
moved into a first-place tie with
Dick Kahn ih the singles event
of . VV the Winona Bowling
Association Menls City Tour-,/
nament at Mapleleaf Lanes.
Fuglestad earded single
games' of 216, 173 and 193 for a
scratch 582 count, and he wound
up with a score of 728, Kahn
rolled a scratch 694 ' Friday
night to go with a 34-pin handicap.
Steve Finch jmbved into third
place with a 676 count, which
includeda 606 series', and Denny
Speltz toppled a 601 and is how
in fifth place with a 671 total.
Cave Jumbeck and Dean
Aarre, the previous leaders
with a scoreof 1,277, tumbled all
the way to fifth place by the
closeof Sunday's session,
Jerry Rogers and Lynn
Bakken jumped - into the lead
with a score, of 1,280, which
included a combined handicap of 216 pins, and Steve
Nelton leveled a 6<*7 to lead him
and . his-partner, ' Ray Pozanc,
into second place with a 1,235
count,
7Swede Banicki ,and Hermie
Schuh climbed into third place
with, a 1,231, and Mike Ramer
and Wayne Stockman are now
fourth with a 1,229.
Fuglestad took over the lead
ih all-events with handicap with
a combined score of 1,994, 64
, pins more than his closest
challenger,Rodgers.Kahn, who
slipped 'to third, is still the
scratch singles and all-events
.pacesetter with his. scores of 694
and l,810.
LeRoy Kohner' - . turned in
scores of 658 and 610 over the
weekend, Dick Ozmun and Ken
Peshon managed 608's and
Banicki'B 247 was the top single
game. .
WESTGATE! Guys & Dolls Mike Overing led the men with
243—606, Jean Schrandt and Sue
Thompson . topped the women
with respective scores of 183
and 497 and Thompson-Overlng
paced team scoring with
83&—2,340.

Scratch — Dave Ruppert had
a 226, Rick Gatzlaff came in
with a 583, Rod Storm's 547 and
Bob Skeels' 541 were errorless
and Five Less Two combined
for 619—1,636.

Nicklaus tied
forTPd lead

Kings 4 Queens — Pat Hill
tipped a 201, Donna Kramer
finished with a 472, Gerald
Amiindson rolled a 199, Harvey
Kane came in with a 556 and the ACK's forkedfor 775-2,199, '
MAPLELEAF i
Classic
Senior High — Carol Lelwica
had a 198—620, the R|nky
Dinkies teamed up for
981-2,834, John Walling and
Russ Prenot had 222's, Lon
Kanz finished•with a 543, the
Classics hit 1,208 and the
Fearless Five wound up with
2,964. ¦ -.
:^——-~' - . SINGLES
l.-' DIck K a h n- ; . . . . . . : . . . . ,
.- . . '. : .128
j. RonFugleslad. . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . : . . n >
3. Steve Finch . . . . . : . . . . 7 .: .7., .. . .676
(. Stan Doebborl
7. .675 . ..7.671
5. Denny Spelt? .'
.'
.666
6. Clwi-llisKfifmor . . . . . . . . . :
...,,.' .666
7. Pst Skroch

:....,- . .iii '
8. Les Kant .. . . . .'. , , . . ;
9: Jtrry Rogers .- ..,.-. . . . . . . . . :
664 .
107 Dick Ormun.......,...:.
V
664
-DOUBLES
I. Jerry Roger &
¦
. . Lynn B»kkw, . . . . . . . ; . . . . .. '.
1!B0
1. RByPowne&
:
- . SteveNelton

I!35

3- Swetfe Banicki 9.
tiermleSchuh..:.. .. . . . . . . 1*31'
¦4. . Wayne Stockman & .
• . /wlkeRahief ¦ ¦¦
:.7........;..1!29
5. Dave Jumbeck A .
CeanAarre

6. Pete Polus &
"• Roy Hawlton

. . . . . ...7 ...U3> :.

-. .. - ,'..mi

7. Rojer Stlsver & . .
;' JimKammeror
.-:. -. :.: . \lf\ ,
J: Jerry Tobln &
Veh Lcttner
1JIB
9. Dave Ruppert a, .
' . Oemli Daly ...' .".
Wl
'
10. Hollls Donehower &
Denny Kowaiewikl...
.1310
' ¦¦- •
ALLJIVBN-n
1. Bon PuglMlarJ
. 1994
...1930
1. Jerry Roger* .........
1912
3. Dick Kahn .- ... . . . . . . 1884
4. KenPeshon '. . . . . ,.
5. DIckFlatttn
.' . . ; . . . . ,1W0
6. Dave Jumbeck . . . . . . . V . . . . .,. . . . 1 B 6 0
7. Ralph Heaser . . . . .
7.
IMS
. . . . '.
.1(36
8. Lou Bljek
o. Steve Nelton . . . . ;
.1834
107 Louie Boehmke
L.. .. •' . - ¦ ¦ - . . 1833

Anguish

Caledonia Coach Ward Huff
displays his frustration during the Warriors District One
Tournament game with
Preston Saturday night.
Caledonia won 46-45. (Daily
News Sports photo)

Jimmy Connors scored an
easy 6-2, ,6-1 victory over
Manuel Orantes of Spain in a
$250,000 tennis challenge match
at CaesarsPalace In las Vegas.

LAUDERHILL, Fla. CAP) —
It looks like a replay.
"I think we're lost in a time
. machine," one tour official
said; The third Tournament
Players Golf Championship
appear#tobe a duplicate of the
first one.
. . . •''
J.C. Snead and Jack Nicklaus
are fighting for the title — just
as they did in 1974. There's been
rain, storms and muggy beat—
just as there was in 1974, And,
just as in 1974, the cham'jpionship of the touring players
is ending a day late.
But there are differences. In
Atlanta fa 1974, the rangy Snead
ranked among the game's long
hitters. NOw , suddenly,
mysteriously, he's lost 40 yards
off the tee.
"I don't know what the
trouble is," he said, a puzzled
look on his face. "If I knew, I'd
correct it.
"But I'm hitting my irons the
best of ray life. If I can justget it
someplace that I can put some
: iron on it, I'll be okay."
He hit irons six feet or closer
to the cup on sbt holes Sunday
on his way to a 68 that gave him
a share of the top spot with
Nicklaus at 204, 12 under par on
the 7,128-yard Inverrary
Country Club course, a layout
still partially flooded from the
rains and storms that washed
out Saturday's play.
Nicklaus, who beat Snead in

Warriors break 4 records

U CROSSE, Wis. - Winona
State, sparkedby four recordbreaking performances,
finished sixthin the fifth annual
La Crosse Indoor Track apd
Field Invitational ' h«e
Saturday.
Host UW-La Crosse won team
honors wltb 148V points,
followed by UW-Stevens Point
with 81, UW-Eau Claire with
73'^, UW^shkosh with 69, UWWhitewater with 65, Winona
with 62, Loras with 27, Luther
with IB, UW-Milwaukee with 8
andUW-Stouf with 5.
: Larry Wright was WSU's only
winner. He won the 60-yard
dash in 6.4 seconds,, breaking
the school record previously

shared , by Mark Alschlager
(1974) and James Washington
(1975).
Washington turned in a 32.4second clocking in the 300-yard
dash, breaking his own school
record by 1.4 seconds, but
finished third behind Oshkosh's
Esrold Nurse and La Crosse's
Larry Sitte, who tied at 31.9,
setting meet and Mitchell Hall
' *\
records.
Washington and Wright
teamed wjth Dave Stensland
and John Surrency to clock a
1:34.4 in the 880-yard relay, but
finished secondto a Whitewater
quartet clockedat 1 ;34.0.
Stensland also set a school
record when he clocked 26.0 in

Connors romps to
win over Orantes

, Arthur Ashe downed Bob Lutz
6-3, G-3 in a WCT tourney in
Rotterdam; Guillerrab Vilas
took a 6-7, 6-1. 6-1 WCY .victory
over Australia's Phil Dent in
Fort Worth, Texas; IlleNastase
of Romania beat Ken Rosewall
of Australia 6-0, 6-2, 6-2 to win a
WCT match in Keauhou-Kona,
Hawaii, and Chris Evert won a
women's tennis tourney In
Sarasota, Fla,, with a 0-3, 6-3
win over Evonne Goolagong of
St, Mary'i ofW;li»naavenged Australia.
.
prior I0BM8 this M«wn by
Richard Petty , barely
beating the Amta Travelers in
the championshipgamesof both missingan eight-car pile up that
the seventh and eighth grade hospitalized Bobby Allison and
dlvlBloni of the Winona left Richard Childress . ;and
Parochial School Basketball Bruce Hill slightly Injured,
Tournament held «t 6t Stan's oasUy won the Carolina 600
stock car race, finishing two
and Winona StaUSaturday.
St, Mary's, coachedin partby laps ahead of DarreUWaltrip.
Ron Drew andDu«ePeterson,
edged Austin 27-J4 for the
Allison, whose Mercury
seventh grade title and trim* tumbled end-overenddown the
mewl the Travelers43-37 for the back ' straightaway, bitting at
eighth grade crown.
least two cars and . spewing
Cathedral of
Winona parts Itito the paths bf others,
outiastM St. Pat's |jf Onalaska was reported in Satisfactory
In overtimebeforebowingto the condition at Moore - County
TravelersIn the seventh-grade Memorial Hospital In Southern
se*rl(inals, and Bt. Stan's Pines, - N,C. The HUeytown,
clubbed St. Martin's 4744 Ala., driver suffered chest
injuries, but no brokenbones,
beforefallingtoSt. Mary'8.

St. Mary's wins
two cage titles

decisionedM by Nick Bell of Fonddu Lac at 112 pounds, andGlen CrobcCentralin bisfirst match. He wound upwith a 26-3 mark.
Spies of Muskego who. lost a 4-2 dedslon to Kea Herman of
Ctehrane-Founfain City 's talented 145-pbuncler, Paul
MadisohEa8t at 145 pounds. •;'
Jaszewski, started out with a 9-7 victory over Bill Howard of
Another returning champion, Jeff Brundldge of Wisconsin Milwaukee King, but then he lost a tough 5-4 decision to Ken
Rapids, hadbeen eliminated ln Friday's preliminaries.
Hormanof Madison East, theeventualchampion.In wrestle-back
A fifth-plaice finish by Arcadia's Tom Lambert was the best matches, Jaszewski whipped Tony Azarian of Racine Horlick 7-1
but was beaten by Paul Needhatn of Loyal and JohnFehlberg of
effortbryanyof the five entrantsinns tbe Daily News area.
Lambert, who came into the tourney with a 2£fl recordwon his ^WerrilL V
Jaszewski finished the season with a 27-4 record, and teammate
first two matchesat 105 pounds. The durable senior openedhis bid
to Dean
for a state title with a 5-1 triumph over,BruceBruley of Oshkosh John Bagniewski, who lost
up his only 105-pound match
' ¦
r^mofDeForesiwound wiOiaaW slate.
. ., \x: ~y ~
North, and thentoe outlasted TimiPetrofsks of CameronS-l.;
But in tbe .semifinak, Lambert bad to contend with Scott V Attendance for Saturday's finals, held at the University of
Grudzinski of Milwaukee Juneau, and Gmdzinskiwon the match Wisconsin fieldhouse, were 9^98, about 600 less than last year's
105 and went on to claim the title. Lambert was pinned by Chris record number.
Rlaka of Menasha in the third-placematch, but be edged Les
Total attendance for the four sessions of the tourney totaled
Warner of Cedarburg3-2 for fifth.
39.113, also behindlast year's level.
Stoughton Coach LaVerne Piper, whose teams have won four
Lambert flnished^theseason with a 32-2 mark and wound up
state championships in nine years, said the tourney seemed
with an Impressiveiii slate for his career.
The Raiders'7 132-pound entrant, Bob BOberg, won his flrst almost easy compared with the Middleton sectionalwhere his
match against Charlie Wagner of Peshtigo, but then droppeda 3-1 squad lost •to Mineral Point but qualified six wrestlers for the state
verdict to Mark Conklin of Milton; Also a senior, Boberg con- .ytourney. .
"We won the meet last year with three wrestlers, and this year
cluded the season with a 27-3 record. '
Ned Crowley, Arcadia's junior 126-pound entrant, was leading -we had six," Piper said. "We wanted 1o get them down here.
ZO in the third period when be was pinned by Keith Jacobsonof St. That's the tough thing. That's a bearcat of a sectionalout there."

Sports
in brief j

which lost a 6-5 overtime
decision to St. Scholasticain the
semi-finals, took third.place
with a 5-4 victory over Bemidji
State.
4

the 220-yard - intermediate
hurdles. Stensland was fourth
as La Crosse's Sam Servaisran
a meet record 25.7.
WSU also got a fifth from Dan
Mueller in the 1,000-yard
(2:18.8) , a fi fth from
Washington in the 60-yard dash
(6.5) , a fourth from Luther
Manion in the triple jump (43i%) , a third in the mile relay
(3:32.1) , a fourth from Wayne
Clark in the shot put (48-1), a
third from Manion in the long
jump (22-7) , a fourth from
Manion in the high jump (64) ,
and a fourth from Daryl Henderson in the milerun (4:23.9).
The Warriors will compete in
the Mankato State Invitational
Saturday starting at 6 a.m

Bucks rip
New Orleans
by 112-99
NEW ORLEANS <AP)-"It
was a fiasco," snorted Jazz
Coach Bill Van Breda Kolff
after the Milwaukee Bucks
handed New Orleans a 112-99 .
National Basketball Association'
defeat.
"I keep.telling our players
that you don't shoot your way
back into a game — you have to
stop the other team."
Bob Oandrfdge netted 27
points and Elmore Smith added
24 to lead Milwaukee, now 26-34,
to its victory; The Bucks also
outrebounded the Jazz 62-41
behind 11 rebounds each by
Dandridge and Smith.'
New Orleans led 58-56 at
halftime, but a sticky
Milwaukee defense held Pete
Maravich to Just six points Id
the second half.
"We did a muoh better Job
defensively in the second haft,"
said Bucks Coach Larry
Costello.
"We were letting Jhe Jazz,
especially Fred Boyd, penetrate
too much In the first half and
that was setting up too many
things for them. We talked
about It at halftime because we
thought that If our. guards
played better defense, New
Orleans would not beat us with
their outside shooting-"
Maravich and Boyd had
oorflbitied for 29 points In the
first half, but could only
manage 10 potato betweenthem

Honest Pleasure, a threeyear-oldcolt owned by Bertram
R. Firestone, took an U-length
ln the Flamingo Stakes
.. ,lowa, getting individual titles victory
of
from Chuck Yagla (150), Chris at Hlaleah, shaving one-fifth
Flamingo
a
second
off
the
(177)
Campbell
and!Bud Palmer
(190), rolled tolls third straight recordset by BoldRulerin 1957.
Big Ten Conference wrestling
Cindy Nelson, the Olympic
crown. Iowa bad 07Wi points. bronze
in the downhill,
Minnesota was second with won themedalist
U.S. National Alphlne
57'A, followed by Wisconsin with Ski ChamplonsHtps. women's
54, Michigan with 47V4. slalom with a time of 1:48,04,
Michigan State with 35V4 ,
a second faster than
Purdue with 27V<,Northwestern nearly
runnemp Mary Seaton ol
with I8V4, Ohio Stflte with 16%. Hancock, Mich, Carry Adgate,
Illinois with 15%, And Indiana
a 22-yeat^old from Boyne City,
withS.
Mich., won the men's slalom
a time of 1:51.37, 22Larry SUIverberg of , Min- with
hundredths
of a second faster
nesota captured bis third
White Pass,
straight Big Tea title at 167 than Phil' Mhre of
A
pounds and .won the Big Ten's WWh.
Most Valuable Wrestler award.
Hans George Aachenbach of
Minnesota's Mike McArthur
also won at 113 and Wisconsin East Germanyestablisheda hill
got titles from Lee Kamp at 158 record of 505 feet to capture tho
and heavyweight'Gary Som- North American Ski Flylns
Championship at Ironwood,
rner. ,
Mich.
Jeff Bott em'B three-goal
performance heJped fourth- Thomai A. Bsckhui, 17, an
seeded UW-Superforto an 8*9 assistant at Iowa Stato for three
victory over St, Scholasticaand years, was named an offensive
tlie NAIA hockey cham- line coach for the University ef
In
pionship. Gustavus Adolphua, Wisconsin's football team,

tha

second

period.

that 1974 showdown for the title
in this ambitious event, pulled
his game together just at the
close of Sunday's action and
salvaged a 68 with some
brilliant putting. 7 .
"I wasn't as sharp as I could
be," admitted Nicklaus; who
has had his problems in late
rounds this season, "but
somehow I managed to get it iri
the hole when I needed to."
. His 20-foot birdie putt' on the
17th gave him a share of the top
spot, just one stroke in front ofa
couple of tour newcomers,
Roger Maltbie and Mark Hayes,'
tied at 205. Maltbie, the. 1975
rookie of the year, shot a
blistering, seven-under-par 65
and the 26-year-old Hayes had a
67. ' ' .
British Open champion Tom
Watson was at 207 after a 70.
Don January, the 46-year-old
veteran who led at the end of
two rounds, slippedto a 73 and a
tie at 208 with Hale Irwin. Irwin
shot a 70 despitea doublebogey.
Lee Trevino had a 68—210.

WHS B squad wins :
The Winona Senior Higtt
School "B" squad basketball
team concluded its season on a
successful note Saturday,
defeating Rochester John
Marshall. 5fr49. Brad Hitt with
18 and Rich Meier and Ed
Harkness with 14 paced the
'
JuniorHawks,

DID YOU KNOW THAT

BRAD RAGAN, Inc.

®following Services?
E-Z RIDE SHOCK ABSORBERS
• STJW0SRD SHOCKS -

18 Months or 18,000 Miles Warranty

• HEAVy DUTY SHOCKS UfetlmaWarranty

$Q QE

WnWII

$10 nfl
. |4
a UU

• EXTRA HEAVY DOTY SH0CHS-$1C QK
Lifetime Warranty

IVril
l
u

• LOAD LEVELER SHOCKS -

Per Pair

$QC QC
uUnVll

-INSTALLATION... NO CHARGE -

:

Alignments, Balancing (Bubble or Nortron
Spin),vTurie-up3 , Tie Rods, Exhaust Sys- ;
terns, Ball Joints, Brakes (Regular, or Disc),
Oil Changes, Filters, and Headlight Adjustments,

OUR NAME HAS CHAhSED!
;

Nelson Tire Service Is Now

BRAD RAG AN,NC.

•Same High QualityGoodyear Products
•
Same Excellent, Friendly Service
,
\
; •Same PJaces... Same Faces .
^
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DENNIS THE MENACE ~—^1

Today's markets
Stock prices
rise feebly,
fall by noon

- - -

.

Tl

NEW YORK (AP) - The
stock market drifted downward
today after a feeble early
attempt at an advance played
itself out.
The Dow Jones average of SO
industrial stocks, up about 2
points in the early going, was off
2;60 at 970.61 by noon. Losers
took 4 slight lead over gainers
among New York Stock
Exchange-listed issues.
Analysts said the market was
being weighed down by concern
that interest rates might be
,hehded higher following recent
signs of a move by the Federal:
Reserve to tighten credit. On
Friday, New York's Citibank
raised its prime lending rate
from 6>£ to 6% per cent, and
there was talk that the basic
charge on corporate loans
might soon go to 7 percent.
Merrill Lynch was the most
active issue on (he Big Board,
up % at 30%. The issue has
about doubled since New Year's
on the sharp rise in stock prices
and tradingvolume.
The NYSE's composite index
of all its listed'eommon stocks
slipped ,13 to 53.22. At the
American Stock Exchange, the
market value index managed a
.11 gainto 103.48.

7 "

THEY'RE DIFFRUMTKIMOS OF odss,3bEV..,LIKE SINA
. AM) i^RaftREr iS T)IFFFRENr KIMOS OF GfPtS"

1^ y Property transfers
Warranty Deed
, Robert H. Gol ish, el ux lo Bruce
Edward Volkmann — East 4 fl. of
Lot 63 and West 10 ft, of Lot 62 onefifth and part 61 East 31 ft. of W..41
ft, of Lot 62 one-fifthSubd.of Sec. 21' ;
107-7. •
Oaerge. M. Robertson,Jr., et ux fo
Dennis L. Cleveland — Lot 1, Block
,
' 7,Plumer sAdd.tb **llhona.
Einiria P. A. Roffler to Randy J.
Voelker, et ux— S'ly 50 It; of E'ly 48
ft ,of Lot. 1, Block 23; Hamilton's
Additionto Winona.
Roger F. Lutr, et ux to Scott G.
Gerson, et ux—Frac 'l Lot 6, Blk. 32
Taylor & Co's Add. to Winona and
Frac'l tot e, Blk. 32, Jenkins &
Johnson's.
tRandy J. Voelker, et ux to Adairi
N.;Garcla> et ux — S'ly 50ft.of E'ly
4J;ft. of Lot I, Blk. 23, Hamilton's
Add. to Winona.
> JVInona National and Savings.

j

Bank to Hiawatha Valley Corporation — Lands In Wincrest First
Add.; Wincrest Second Add.,- Replat
of Wincrest Second Add. and Skyline
Subd.
Ralph Shank, et ux .to Terrl
Dugan, et al — Pt. of NWV-. of SW'/l
and part of SWV, of NWV< of Seq. 35105-9.
Quitclaim Deed
Eric Aldlnger, et ux to Allan E;
Aldinger — Pt. of NEV4 of Sec. 35,
106-7 ex. Block 10 end the Streets In
the Vlllago of Wltoka; Also Lots 1,2,
7 and 8, Block 13 and Lots 3 and 6,
Block 12, VlllageofWltoka.
Final Decree
Christ M. Rdfller, Dec'd tb Emma
P. A. Roffler—S*ly 50 feet of East 48
feet of Lot 1, Block 23, Hamilton's
Add. to,Wlnona. / 7 ,

Winona markets

BAY STAT E MILLING CO.
Local Truck Cash Grain Prices
N6.1 N. SprlngWheal . . . . . . . . 3 .77 V.
No. 2 N. Spring Wheat
375'/:
N0.3N SpringWheat
.3 71V:
........3.fS7
'/!
No.4N..Sprln«Wheat
No. 1 Hard Winter Wheat
3 46' i
No. 2 Hard Winter Wheat . . . . . 3.44'/i
No. 3 Hard Winter Wheat . . . -3.40 'A
No. 4 Hard Winter Wheat ¦-. ...; 3.36'/!
7 . 7 ..2 .85
No.l Rye.'.., ..
No.2 Rye. 7. v ..:: .;.' ..:...,...;2.83
Each. 1 percent protein over 11
percent — plus five cents a bushel.
Each 1 percent protein under 11
percent—minus five cents a bushel.
No soft wheat accepted.
\<V'

Warranty Deed 7
. Kenneth F. Nowlan, et ux to State
of Minn. — SWV4 of.'NEVSi 8. part of
-¦
', ' - -.. — ' ' - •• -. . .'"v Gov't.Lot I, Self lop 27.104-5. -. '.
Henry F. Conhaughty, et ux to
'-•
Loppnow Bros., I nc. — Part of E% of
¦ ¦
"I .'
- . ¦
Section14-105-10.
i' . ' . .' : . ' . '. . ¦ : '
' - ,'
. John E. Nowlan, et ux to James
Alan Miller—Lot 4, Block 1, John
Knopps Add. to Winona.
Catherine E. Loppnow to Leonard
R. Loppnow — Part of Lot 712,
R udolph's Plat.,
Meta Veraguth to Duane H.
Beeman, et ux — W'ly 3o ft. of Easf
70 ft. of Lots 2 and 3 and the W'ly 34
feet of North 30 feet of East 70 feet of
Lot6, Block 137,0. P. to Winona.
Harriet. C; Schwanebeck to Irene
,M. Kwosek — Part ot Lot 5, Block
131,-OrlSlnal Plat to Winona.
'

'

More
I Spendable
: Income

¦: lax- Exempt
I Municipal

| Bonds!

C If you're in < 30% bracket 7
'.- or hi gher, our free book- '
7 lei could te; fi nanciall y
[- . Importanr to you.

'
^

¦

y

Call (612) 333-3475

j

or writ* to *<Jdr*u b-tlow.

t-

fAl- ALLISON -- :Aft WILLIAMS
\kk COMPANY
^
*

Honored by scouts

Wis. o
ARCADIA , :
(Special)-r-Dr. Todd Fetsch,
Arcadia, was among those
recognized at the annual
recognition banquet of the
Gateway Area Council, Boy
Scouts of America, Thursday at
Wisconsin State University-La
¦
Crosse. .
Dr.
Fetsch,
assistant
scoutmaster; received the
Wopdbadge Beads, ' highest
training award a scouter cab
•
earn. . . . ':

from

fy

'1445 Norlhwfrilern Bank Building :

7

Minneapolis Minnatola 55402
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'
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- ¦
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¦
'

'Piwni

Urban Matzke, et al to William H.
Theede, et ux '— Lot 3, Block "A",
Simon's Plat of Altura.
Florence Thompson, et mar to
Alton A. Blumentrltt, et uic — South
190 ft. Of West 80 ft. of SW'A of NWV«
of Sec. HOW.
Raymond D. Buchll, et ux to Lloyd
J. Rekstad, et ux — Lot 11, Block 1 ,
Wincrest First Add. to Winona.
Leonard C. Buctill, et ux to
Raymond D: Buctill, et ux — Lot 11,
Block 1 , Wincrest First Add. to
Winona.
r Richard J. Pozanc, et ux to Glen S.
Cochenour, et ux — M.V S of Lot 7 ,
Block 4, Laird's Addition to Winona.
7 Quit Claim Deed
• Donald H. : Anderson, et ux to
Cynthia S. Welgel — Lot 6, Block *,
E. R. Boilers.3rd Add. to Goodview.
Cynthia S , Welgel to Donald H.
Anderson, et ux — Lot 6, Block 4/ E,
R. Boilers 3rd Add. to Goodview ,
Harold J. Libera , et ux to Donald
F. ;Ehman, et ux — West 70 feet of
'
South 150 feet; - ex.- North 42 feet 2
Inches of Lot 28, Subd. of.Sec.21-107'-

•

- ¦
.

.

'

.

¦

'

.

.

J

Graft show set .

A craft show Tuesday at 8:15
pm. at Lincoln Elementary
School » being sponsored by
Nor-Win Lodge 505, Sons of
Norway.
The-public is invited to see
demonstrations and displays
which will include apple head
dolls, 'paper necklaces, spoon
rings, vases from bottles,
stichery, tnacrame, jewelry,
beadmaking and bread dough
craft.

.

Donald F. Ehrnah, et ux to Harol d
J. Libera - West 70 feet of South ISO
feet ex. North 42 leet 2 Inches ol Lot
28,Subd;ol Sec. 21.107 -7 .

Haake, el al - E'/i of NWV4»nc*W i/4
of- NW'A of Sec. 36-106-8 which lies
N'lyot T H . No. 90, ex.pt. ; SW'A and
S"j of NWV4 oi Sec. 25-106-91 NW/i of
NW'/., SVi pf NW'A and N'/i of SW'/i
of Sec..10.1067; Sfcof NEW ex. that
pt. which lies NW'ly of West Burns
Valley Road,- NEW , of SE'/i' ancf 6
acres Iri NW/,of SEV< of Sec. 9-1067.

.
Final Decree
Amelia Re Inke, Deed to Fred
John ' Relnke, et .al — Nto of Lot 7,
Block 4o, Wubbards Add. — Lot 13,
Block "BV, E. C. Hamlltons Add.
No.3toWlhona. - . - ¦ '•
George J. Heubleln , Dec'd. lo Ir is

CappHomes
1 Fmish-h-YwirselfHouse:
i Thehomeyouwantat the price
1 youcanaffordto pay.^
1-* '

fyfi \- *c2-^i This beautiful 4-bodroom, 2Vi bath Colonial lias
4J" « • **X£
room on,tha (lrBtfloorlor a d«n, Full-wl!illi |lvlngroom.

i *J
'
ti ;

UHJ ^^I^ TWO8TOBIE8,

,

SI>lrt8 FHOM $17,$40 TO «63,0b0 ANI>UP.

'

,

'

.

¦ '<¦
FINANCING-WE CAN HELP
»' CU8TOMIZE YOUR FLOOR PLANS
7 \\Ypur Capp Homes Representative can asChoose the plan you want, then
•¦ ¦ J :i
' •"' cu8torril2e lt to flt yourneed8.
. elst yqu In applying lodlnanclng through
Capp sources or your o,wn lender.
».<
„, ™ .
m^.
inn«inor
^Z. „--»„- MBW MOMe IDPA BOOK
(' CAPP QUALITY — NO COMPROMISE
maintainCapp
has
For
30
years,
over
rl
^*S^^*Sn?

g&
l&sds&ss^
WHAT WE DO( WHAT YOU DO

i. l
*.
?'«

¦Prlce« »howi)ire,lor tho hpua«. wml-C()h»lrucled on Ihn
.
o*n«rilol »nd Kundallon and includa malerlaltlo linlsli
We CllStoro-erect VOUT home On your
. Ihelntoflof. 8l»lf»'»nd tooal Uuet, l»rx)»eaplno, aepilo
iX.Ztlitlr
TonW
,
lr.JZ.rL u
Tho
flnlohlrin
'
It, The.iimsmrg

; foundation ana enclose
• ' work you do makes It affordable now.

(riki,»id««rtii<».iiii»««ay»,mM<imv *oik,bricii.
»ppii»nc«»«ncicMinijir»noiinciiid»ci.

1 p.m. New York
I
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^RESllLTSir

stock prices

Livestock

101

/D ADS a
UWORLD OFI

AllledC
43 ; ' -. InlPap . 73%
AlllsCh
16'/} Jns&l
18'*
'
21
11% Jostens
AmAlrL
354s
Alcoa
4IVt Kencott
-4 3
AHess
We Kraft
BLIND AD REPLIES
P 56,68,71
35%
AmBrnd
40'/! Kresge
1«?
NOTICE
AmCan - - .34*0 Kroger :
This newspaper will be responsible lor
3?%
ACyan.
25% loew 's
Incorrect Insertion of any
only
one
¦AmMt r
29*s
7
Marcpf
classified advertisement published hi
17!»
'ATH.T
the Want Ad taction. Check your ed end
»*» McDondD
68
Tel. 45J.332I if a correction must be
AMF
21 Vi Merck
¦
made.
Anconda ' ' ¦ ' .J'0% MMM
57'*
201s
ArchDn
J3V*, MlnnPL
In Memorlam
"53V„
MobOII
ArmeSI
33V*
95% IN MEMORY Of Oavld Pasklewlcz who .
AvcoCp
9'A MnChm
BekdFds
23V» Mont Dk
passed away 2 years ago today
You sheltered us froiri harm,
25'A
BethStl
44% MonP
keptus warm, kept us warm
Boeing
25% NorfkWn
- Yougave my Hie fo me
42
' 191* NNGas BolseCs
Set me free, set me tree
The tlnest years we ever knew,
Brunswk
lS'/j NoStPw
Were all tho yeers we had with you.
39a» NwAir
3V*
BrINor
And we would give anything we own,
45
CampSp
34',i NwBanc
Give up our lives our hearts
5-t'b
CatPIr
87
Penney
our h6mes.
71V4
From Wife, Daughters,
Chryslr
IB'* Pepsi
• 411V
Grandson.
41V4
PhlpsDg
CltSrv '.¦¦
ComEd¦ •'
57
28'/i Phillips
Lost and Found
- 4
ComSat
2W« Polaroid
3*%
im FOUND — white and yellow female cat,
ConEd
16% RCA
37V4
. Franklin Municipal parking lot. 221xi E.
ContCan
28V4 RopStl .
3rd. Tel. 452 1796,
CoriOII
64% Reylnd
is*
ZW, FOUND — Utile .brown case containing
"MVi Rockwl 7
CittlDat
Identification for Janet Oasklll. Please
. OV.
Dartrnd
37'/B Safewy
Tel. 454-2540,
Deere
65
SFeLn
24'^2
FOUND
—small black and brown dog.
5*0
DowCtn
111- ' SchrPI
Tel. 454-3519.
72
duPont
153
Sears
49
EastKod
108
ShellOII
Personals
7
17»»
Vis Singer
Esmark
HAVING A DRINKING problem?; For
Exxon
88
SouPac
M
experienced, CONFIDENTIAL eld fo
Flrestn
4J',fe
24'7« SpRand help men and women stop drinking Tel .
FordMtr
51
StBrnds
34
454 4410. ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS,
for yourself or a relative
30
GenEI
. 53'A StOIICal
KNOW YOUR blood pressure day or night
GenFood
28% StOIIInd 7 «
¦ '¦ '¦:.
anywhere! Accu Rx checks "wernlng
'
Telex
',
4%
GenM
30'A
.
sign" . oh the spot. S29.9S. Tod Meier
25
GenMtr.
M'/i Texaco
Drugs
.
GenTel
27W Texasln¦¦• . WW*
OUR MONEY Isn't worth a plug nickel
42H
Gillette
34H UnOII
until you put It lo work lor you MER
Goodrich
26
UnCarb. , 74*»
CHANTS NATIONAL BANK
'.
77'A
Goodyr
22% UnPac
RELAXWITHUSatthe ,
¦
'
'
61
CIO
MASSAGE
17
USStl
Greyh nd
80
107M Lafayette
23</4 WnAIrL
GulfOII
WM
Winona, Minn.
WA
Homestk
42 "i WesgEI
Tel 45313789
Honwywl
S3V> Weyrhsr
41
"Where comf off Is more than
a word.I'
40
V.
IniStl
WlnnDx
49'/4
^
CARE ABOUT PEOPLE? Care 16 Open
24
IBM7 256 « Wlwbrth
and
home to another human
your
heart
66'/i
IntlHrv
27 *» Xerox

J

SOUTH ST. PAUL, Minn. <AP)
(USDA)
-r Cattle, and calves
Monday 4400; slaughter steers and
hei f ers slow, mostly 50 and Instances
l .00 lower ;choice 1000-1200 Ib sleers
2-3 36.00-36J0; 1100-1400 lbs 3SM36.00; gexxf and choice 950-1300 lbs
34.50-35.50; good 34.0O-35.00( choice
2 3 1 20 0-15O0 Ib Holsteins 34.50 35.00;
good and choice 1100-1400 lbs 33.5b34.50j good 31.00-33.00; clwlce 2-3
900-1050 lb slaughter heifers 34.5035.00; Choice 3-4 900-1100 lbs 33.5034.50; good and choice 850-1100 lbs
33.00.34.00; slaughter cows scarce,
steady; utility and commercial 2-4
26.50-30.00;few 30J0-31.00; cutter 1-3
22 .00-27.00;slaughter bulls steady;
yield grade 1-2 1400-2200 lbs 34.0036.09; mO-1400 lbs 31.00-34.00;
vealers 800, steady; choice and
prime 45.00-60.00 ; lew 62.00-65.00;
choice 38.00-45.00;goOd26.00-40.00.
Hogs6,000; barrows and gilts 1 .001.50 lower ;1-3 200-240 IbS 47 .00-41.50;
240-260 lbs 46.00-47.00; 2 3 260-280 IbS
45.00-46.00 ; 280-300 lbs 44.00-45.00;
sows 50 lower ; 1-3 300400 lbs 42 .5043.00; boars 39.50.
Sheep and lambs 800; slaughter
lambS steady; choice and fancy 95110 Ib wooled slaughter iambs 49.0050.00; small lot 10fJ lbs 50.50; choice
45.00-48.50; few small lots clidlce and
prime 95:100 lbs with No. 1 pelts
49.50-50.00; slaughter ewes .about
steady ; utility to choice 10.00-15.00;
cull 5.00-8,00;, f6eder lambs 1 .00
higher; ctnolce and fancy 60-95 lbs
49.00-51.00.
V

(Pub. Dele Monday, Mar. 1,1976)
•
Notice is ti«reby given-thai a corporstlon
named Lewiston Community Health Care
Corporation has been Incorporated tinder
the Minnesota Statutes. The corporate
existence ; of said Corporation began
February 19, 19!t, and the period of Its
duration is perpetual. Said Corporation Is
organized lor the purpose of conducting a
general contracting and ; construction
business. . ' . ' ¦ '
- Said Corporation has authority lo Issue
2,500 shares of .common stock wltho<rt par
value. :
Tho address of Its-registered office Is
Lewiston, Minnesota. The name ot Its
registered agent at such address Is Roger
A. Neltzke. 'Thenamesandaddressnof Us
directors as designated In Its Articles of
Incorporation are Roger A, Nelttke, 75
Wilson, Lewiston, Minnesota; Thomas Ft.
Hennessy, f .0. Box 394, Lewiston.- Mln.
nesota; Keilh V. Wold, 70 Second Street
So., Lewiston,- .Minnesota; Bernard w.
Metake, 390 .1st Ave. • No., Lewiston,
Minnesota and Marvin B. Benike, 145 1st
St. So.. Lewiston. Minnesota.
(Pub. DateMonday, Mar. 1,19761
AN ORDINANCE PROVIDINO .FOR
CIVIL DEfENSE AND FOR PROTECTION OF PUBLIC SAFETY, HEALTH,
ANO WELFARE IN THE CITY OF
MINNBISKA OURINO CIVIL DBFfNSB
EMEROENCIBS
The Cltv Council ol MlnnelskaOrdelnsi
Section 1. The model municipal civil detense ordinance set forth In Bullttln.lio. 14,
dated January 22, 196a, preparad and
publlstied by fhe State of Minnesota,
Depactmentof civil Defense, ttiree copies
of which ordinance are on (lie In the office
of the City Clerk of Mlnnelaka, Is hereby
adopted as Ida civil defense ordinance (or
the Clly. Every provision contained in
such ordinance Is 'hereby adopted and
made part of. this ordinance as folly as If
set
¦ forth explicitly herein. Sectlon.2. Adopted by the Council Ihls 12
deyof F'b. 1974. . .
.
- . David J, Hager
Mayor of City ol
> Mlnneiska
.
Attest: " • ¦
Greta Konkel
Clerk of City of Mlnneiska
-7
(First Pub.Monday, Mar. 1,197s)
STAT60F WINNESOTA
COUNTY OF WINONA ,
DISTRICT COURT
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
InRtlht MiHtroli
KinitetltA.Wynlaanil
>,
Marilyn J, Wynia ' ;
for vacation ol streets in the Vlllioe of
Richmond, Minnesota.
MOTIC8 Of APPLICATION FOR
VACATION OP STREETS PURSUANT,
TO MINNESOTA STATUTE SM.I4
*
>TO WH0M IT MAY CONCBRNANOTHE
CHAIRMA N OP THE RICHMOND TOWN
BOARD
; - .. ¦ .
Notice Is hereby given trial applicants,
K ennett A. Wynla and Marilyn J. Wynla.
have applied to the District Court for Ihe .
County ol Wlnono; lor the vacation ot
certain streets In the Village of Richmond,
Richmond Township, Winona Counly,
Mlnnotota. Thai the specific streets and
alleys appl Itanti sei* to have vacated are
as lollowsi
1. Spring) Street, adlolhlng Blocks Four
(41 and Five (Sl, and Blocks ttx, <» and
Soven(7l. .
2, Walnut Street, adlolnlng dlocki Four
(4) and Plve (5), and Blocks Two <)) end
Three (II,
•¦
7
.
3. . Thai entire unnamed street ad|olnlrki
Lots One (I) and Twelve <1J) Irs Block
Three (3) ondlut Twelve (l») In Block
'
Twol i). . '•
. .
4 , Thai imnamed street adlolnlng Lois
Seven 17) Ihrough Twelve (121 In Blocks
Three (3) and Four (4), from lite easterly
edge of ttie Flat of Rlcnrond lo the
westerly edoeofSprtndStreet/
- ¦
_ 3. Thai unnamed ifreit edtolnlnj Lots.
One (l) ihrough Six (6).In Blocks Three (3).
and Four 14) and which divides Blocks
Three 13) 4nd Four 14) from Blocks Two
", , " ¦ •
(2>and pi\n(S>,
.4. Those llleys found In Blocks T#o (j>,
'
Three (3l;Pour (4),andP|v«(5l,
Thai well application shall be brought
before Ihe District Court on the Mtti day ol
Marc h, 197V at a special term thereof at
9,10A.M., or as soon
counsel
¦ fhereafttr
¦ ' .¦ ¦ , . ai
..
maybehewd. ,
PeTBI(SON,:DELAN9«.
THOMPSON, LTa - :.. .. .7.' .., .
ShsphenJ. Delano '
Attorney,for Applicant! '
P.O. Box204
Winona, MN S5M7

i.MMJH'
HIflH¦Hi BB H
CALL YbUR LOCAL CAPP ¦
¦
To: CAPP HOMBS '
;
0ep' m2U2 ":¦ ' ¦. m
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"Home of Factory Trained Experts "
Power Maintenance & Supply Co.

Business Services '7

'

^207 E.3RD:

. .Tol. -454.iatt-

14

ELECTRIC- SHAVER Sales and Service.
.. Yarollmek Barbershop,
3rd. Tel.
¦ ' ¦415 E.
¦- - ¦' ¦:¦ '¦ '
45J.3709. ¦'
. . .CARPENTER" SERVICE and remodeling.
Old and new construction. -Reasonable
. rates.' Free estimates. A t Contracting
Co., Garten Polus, Tel. 452-6447
or 454
¦ 7
' 1982.
. . -. ¦ ¦¦ ¦ . ¦ - '

FURNITURE REPAIR and small
household ; appliances. Dick's Fix-It
Shop, Tel.453-1315,
or bring to478 W.4th¦
¦¦
'.
' ¦ .
". i: ¦ ¦
st.
LEE'S ELECTRIC - Serving rural
Winona and Houston Counties, Including
, Houston, : . Minn. - Wiring, new or older
homes and farms. Tel. Lee Chadb5urh,
¦ Winona 454 464S,
¦'
ELECTRICAL W I R I N G - New homes,
rewire older homefr, additions, etc. Olson
. Electric, vTel. 61J-545 4087. Serving
, '
Wlnbna, Wabaiha Area.
BASEMENT WATER CONTROL - year
around, 1 day Installation. . 10 years
experience. Free estlmetes. Tel. Collect
(Zumbro Falls) 507753.2087.
INCOME TAX preparation, prompt,
Courteous service. A/larle Davis, Tel. 452¦ - ¦ ¦' ¦'.
- - ¦ ¦ ' . .. .
.7253.- . .
REMODELING—cabinet, building oreriy
carpentry work. Tel: Richard Becker
454-2726 lor Iree estimate. :Excellent
referencesand reasonable.
CARPENTER SERVICE—Experienced In
ail repair, . re.modeling and . new con- striiction. Estimates g|ven7 Ed Karsten,
¦ '¦¦: ¦ ¦: ' ¦ ¦ ¦ : '
¦ ¦
Tel.454.a8i. - '
.
REMODELING AND new construction.
Any sire lob. Expert craftsmen. Free,
estimates. Bruce McNally, Tel ,454.1059.

Plumbing, Roofing

21

TAKfe A TURN for the better wllh Moen
Dialect or 1-contrbl faucets tor .kitchen
and . bath. Convenient, economical,
beautiful. '

> OFFER EXPIRES MARCH 31

*

.

DYNA
GYM
¦

-

1
Your Chain Saw Headquar
t ers '
¦

' •: . - Winona,Minn: .',
- .' ;>;¦¦;;; ";\j y .;f^;'452-26 !7i;.

¦ '
'
43 Hay,Grain, feed.:.- - : "' .- -- :;SO

Horses,GatHe, Stocl*

SPOTTED BOARS and .M Slmmentel
bulls. Harlan Kronebusch,
Alrure,
¦ ¦ ¦¦ Minn.
¦
Tel. 507-79t:«52a.
i ¦¦¦ . '

SALE '-i Feb. 27 through' March 6. 20
percent, tack; • saddles, shirts, down
. leckets and vests; hats and boots, 10
percent on all regular stock. Mon.
through Sat. Hours:. 9-5:30, Frl. • «.»,
Klefter's Western Shop, St. Charles,
¦
' .. Minn. Tel.507.932.3044.- ¦ - . '
- • -.
WANTED -^ SOO- to800 1b. Holsteln steers.
¦ ¦Tel. Lewiston 523-3631.
.
.
TWO SPRINGING Holsteln helferss. Tel.
'
.
.
.
.
.
454-13.12. ' ¦
.
,
:
WW TRAILERS — horse stock, gooseneck
¦and pull type, ell sites and models.
February price cut. Gordy Ferguson,
Dover, Winn. Tel. 507.932-4557. PUREBRED YORKSHIRE and Cllestor
White boars available year: around.
Merlin Johnson, Durand, wis. Tel, 715.'
- . : ' .
672-5711.
'
WISCONSIN FEEDER plgi, 30 lbs , S35;
35 lbs., S39; 40 lbs., S42t also heavier
pigs, Erysipelas, vaccinated, castrated.'
Delivered. C. Acker, Middleton, wis.
Tel.*38.«M764. - • ' ' ¦

".

LIVESTOCK WANTED ^market COWS,
feeder-cattle. Holsteln springing cows
and heifers, Trucking to Spr/no Crove
Sales . Bern., Tues. Hubert Volkman,'
Lewiston, Minn. Tel. 523-2420.

NOIIGE
AUCTIONS
Eye.y Wed.-9 AM.

„ Frank O'Laughlin

. Fat Cattle.Slaughter CHrn Steers & Heifers
Situations Wanted, Fern. 29
. over 600.lbs.

V
; PUINB1NQSHEATING
¦
-''
761Eettl '
Tel 462-6340

LICENSED DAY Care mother will babysit
In her home, E. location. Tel, 454-4274. .

Regular Sates Every
42 ;¦ .;.- .-Friday;(!M2oWok- -. •' ..¦' •

Dogs, Pets, Supplies-

HABITRAiL FUN HOUSE

ffamstercage ,
Reg.ll0;»5
SPECIALSi.99
THE AQUARIUM PET CENTER„ ¦"
159 E. 3rd '
Downtown
^
TWO
YELLOW male lab puppies, AKC,
, papers, 5 /tionllis old, Tom Twesme,
Osseo, WIS. Tel. 715.597-3042.
IRISH SETTER ; Alrdale Terrier.- Airdole-mixed
pups;
pari-Beagle;
Shepherds. Tel. 452-4S57., ,
7
ONLY 3 LEFT purebred Basset Hounds;
Tel. 6M.BS;3)26,
7

Horses, Cattle, Stock

TWENTY HEREFORD-COWS to calve last
of Apr. Tel. 307-198-5248.
.. .
HEAVY BLACK Morgan mare, broke to
ride end drive. SJ50. .Big Valley Ranch.
Tel. 454 1305,

RANTED
Hbtetelri steers. We ' Have
orders tor all sizes!

¦ ¦

CA O- JOE HEIW
LEWISTON LIVESTOCK

MARKET

Te|. 507-523-21J 2
' ' ¦ .¦.' . or. ,:;'
. ;' .
507-523-2182 evenings
,(Pub, Date Nmdiy, MSrch 1,1»7«)
FUBMCNOTiesy
The Clly ol Vllnona hat sgbmltlpd III
197677, tominunlly Development Non.
Melropolllan Discretionary Oram Pre
application for. UOo.OOO, and Its 1974.77
Community Development Entitlement
Block Ortnt Application for 1341,000to tti<
United Slates Deportment of Housing and
Urban Development, at of February 4,
im. , TfjB*o, .grant appllcallom. are
available lor review at the Deportmentof
Community Development, Room |03, City
Hall.
- *
'. ' '
Roper H. Center
, Director onammunlly
¦
¦
Developmenfi i ' . " ' ' ,'
(Fin! Pub. Friday, F»b.27,1«76)
¦
.- . NOTIM
, ¦ '. .
After this dale will not be responsible
for any debts contracted by anyone olher
than myself.
,¦
Dated e» Wliipna, Mlnnesola ItilJ Hid
day of February, 1970.
tcott BoberlYoung
' ,7 Scotl Roberl.you'ng
.Subscribed
." '1, and:-VeWgra
to belore me this

25th dayol February, W«
¦

"¦" . Shirley A, ftlerok
Notary Public,
WinonaCo. Minn,

i

Special palf Auctions Will
Be.Announced In Advance

: LANESBORO SALES :
COMIVIISSION,INC.
.: ' Rhone Collect: ' '
507/467-2192 or contact :
PaulB/jwison - ... . 467-2190
43 Walter Ode ..... 467-3759 .'

FIVE SHORTHORN' Hereford; cross
heltere, 4 months old, also ivy year old
Hereford .bull. Roy Michaels, Tel, 408¦ 485.3527. '
. .
.
.
HOLSTEIN HEIFERS V- 250 to 80S lbs.
Also bee! cows due In spring. Tol. eoe'
687-B2SS.
. .

m

BkPi'wi
tfv^PTJSlw
Nov, 13, 1«77

Choose oneof the
selected models of

¦fiSSmmk m\Smw ful chain sawsand
get an extra loop
HONQJTE

being as an adult foster tatnllyt If interested, ' contact''W inona . Couiity
Department of Social
Services. >Tel. 4S2¦ ¦' ¦ - .1
.
8»0. '
GOT A PROBLEM ? Need Information or
lust werit to "rap"? Coll WE CARE
evenings 452-5590.
. GET IN SHAPE
: Improve Your Body
Look Betler>- Feel Bettet

VALUE UP TO
JJSSfSLS-Ynii

Virgil Bottiun .. , . 467-3407

Luther Olson.... 467-2295
Freddie Frlckson \ 643-6143
Poultry, Eggs, Supplies 44
PLEASE send tor FREEHOLDER on our
baby chicksand our ready to- lay Shaver
pullets, also ducks, Goslings and all
. . poultry needs. We have been In trie tame
bulldlna loroverSOyears. ' '
ROCHESTER CHICK HATCHERY
1001 lstAve. S.E.
Tel.507 2M 2439
ORDER- NOW — meal ind tog type
goslings
and ducklings. Ready to
chicks,
lay-pullets. We deliver, oene Aim, Box
381,' Winona. Located on Oreeiy Acres,
Tel. 452-1450.
BABY CHICKS r DdKalb, Klmber, White
Leghorn, California While, "Hesters."
. ¦ Order ' npw;
SPELTZ
CHIX,
- Rollingstone, Minn. Tel, toum.
.

Farm Implements

48

IHC - rmt. model 454 traclor w ith wide
(rent, 3 point hitch, power steering also
one Vsrmeer round baler. Myron
Scheevel, Harmony,
Minn, ¦ Tel.
S07 oS6¦
' ¦ ¦'. - ¦ :
' 4941.
TRANSFER SYSTEMS
Permanent or Portable >
. Ed's Refrigeration t, Dairy Supplies
1117 Mankato
Tol. fa 55337
ONE FOHD9Ntractor, Oliver double disc
. . S'graM drlll#Allls Chalmers rotor baler
and 3. 11 plow snap coupler Hitch. John
Tiwon,Cochrane, Wis. Tel, tol241 2SV4..
USED BOBCAT 444, In good condition,
. S2.JO0, Owald Rlnn, R t,¦ 1, Winona, Tel.
¦'
'
.
507.52J3744.
, . \
.
HOMBLITE CHAIN 8AV/S
E«perl Service Oepartmml ,
>
Tho No, I chain saw people,
POy/e* MAINTBrVANCe
iSUPPLY CO,
¦ ¦
20>E, 3rd 7
Tel,' 4J).Wl
.
s
¦ i

FlUO^RALDSyROf!
7 Sales (, Service •'
r«l, LeWl«lonJ23 'MS«r
SI. Charlee, »32 MM

.

ROCHESTER SILOS - Feed easy silo
.unloa dtrs, bunk 7 feeders... manure
storagxsystems, Pumps, tanks, new or
uied, . Everett ' Rupprecht, Lewiston,
Mlnn. teliSor.jji.jiSr,. '

WE CAN NOW..
FURNISH PARTS

for AHIs Chalmers and Jeoffrey plow8.

kOCHENDERFt=R & SONS¦
• FountainCity,Wla

¦

BALED HAY, good lor youna stock or
horses, priced to sell, all weather road,
no laid limit. Tel. Lewlslon SO-XlS6or
¦

. 5H-3m ' , .¦ - ' - .- .

¦• - .- ' ,

¦¦ ". .

CREE BARLEY sted tor sale, « percent
germination', . bin run, SCO laroo bales
straw. Also W»bo..shelledcont.
454.
¦ ¦ - - - Tel.
¦
' 5714. ¦ - - . :¦ '
.
BEEF0R borte hay, large bales,75c bale;
also straw for sale. Ken Spalding,
3,
¦ ¦ ¦Rt.
•¦ - ¦
Winona. Tel,454.)*35atter4. .
SECOND CROP hey, good condlllon. Tol.
Caledonia 724.-352. WANTED ear corn In 12 ton loads, paying
J2.M per bu. Call or writs Art Stlemke,
Rt. 2, Neillsville, WIS, 54454 or Tel. 7«743-2387, II no answer 715-743-2D27. '
¦¦

APPROXIMATELY 400 bales rt hay, tl
per baio. You haul. Farm located near
Wltoka. For further Information Tel. Mr.
Koby, 507-8?5-442S7 ¦ 7
7
Before you More that Item . . . think . . .
wouldn't vou be better oft selling It for
cash with a low-cost ad In Classified? Tel.
457.11!!.

Hav, Grain, F«ed

' ¦••;

Jo

GOOD ALFALFA HAY for sale, also good
oat straw. Wendell Drapir, Lanesboro;
Mm. Tel. 745-2314. .
WANTEDi cob corn, shell com and high
moisture com. Will pick up Inieml loads
¦
or smaller. Hay for tale. Emil Untied!
Jr., Rt. I, cwilss, Wis. Tel. nS-tn-Mi.
GOOD QUALITY 2nd and 3rd crop hay,
wllldellver.Tel.507 «6.»51;
DAIRY AND . beef > hay;. alto ttraw,
delivered.¦' Eugene Lebwrtz, Kellooo,
Minn. Tel. 507.534.3763.
. .. .

Antiques, Coins, Stamps S6
WANT TO BUY: old glass and china
dishes, oil lamps, glass shade electric
lamps, sterling sllverwara, watches,
: Picture poslcards, -thimbles, ate. furniture such as china cabinets, square
and round tables, chairs, desks, marble
topstands, rockers, stalnglasswlndows,
etc. Call or wrjte Markhem, 514 Ronald ¦
Ave., Winona, Minn, SSM7.T4I. 45«67S.
¦t after 5 p.m. or weekends. . - : •• ' ¦ •

Heli> W^

DEPENDABLE MARRIED rrien Wanled
. for year around work' on modem dairy
farm. Completely remodeled 2 bedroom
' home furnished. Located 1 mile N.E.
MondovlonHwy: 37. DanHelke, Tel. 715-,-- i
924 5318.
LADIES — w e have a full and-part-tlme
opeiilnB l We train. Top SSSI El CId
Massage, 107Vi Lateyette. Tel.452.3288.
HELP WANTED: 1 full-time and 1 part- .
time,, all types of work. Tel. 454.2988
alter 2 o'clock.
WANTED - Individual to sell lite Insurance part time tor well established
Fraternal. Insurance Company. Send
' resume to Lutheran . Brotherhood, 30?.
Exchanne Bldg., Winona, Minn. 55987.
COMBINATION . BARTENDER —
Cocktail
waitress, must be available for .
II a. m. to 2 p.m. shut dally, No experlence necessary. Tel.Jake452.5440.

ARMY JOEfS NOW ,

. ' '¦ ' ; ';. • will train .

Dental Technician
Caw Enforcement
Air Traffic Control
.
Truck Driver
Wheel Vehicle Mechanic

Tel. 454-2267

\

v
; SECRETARY
BOOKKEEPER .

tor busy front office..Must be
accurate typist. Bookkeeping
duties include, payroll, accounts payable and, receiveable and quarterry faxesi.
'Must,have pleasant personal- .
Ity and ability to wprit fast and
accurately at a variety of
duties. :
; "
For interview"" •¦•
TEL 452-123 1 -

SALES
HOMEBOX
OFFICE

^Present's late run movies,
sports and cultural, events
via teleprompter cable TV;
: We need people to present

¦
MAINTENANCE AND/OR " ¦' this fantastic programming
¦ . CHAUFFEUR
to our present customers.
,
Small company looking (or
We offer full-time career;
person with experience In- ¦
general
I n d u s t r i a l ¦'¦ v Ver^Hgh intoma arid
maintenance ,strong
capabilities In welding and
electrical trouble ' shooting.
Job could also include
driving, short V or 2-day
trips with.semi-tractor trailer.
Excellent starting pay based
on experience. Send resume
to P.O, Box 143.-. Winona.
List recent work references;

^ position.

Call today for Information.

IVIR. R. RUSSELL
452-6044

OPPDRTOifrY

EXPERIENCED
HQUS^ GONSTftUCTION
Potential 'of :
;v
;: '
;:'
,
- ' , ;;CREW ' , :: ; 'v' ' ' $20,000 to $50,000
¦
FOR CONTRACT
Per Annum v ;
,- .
FRAMflSIG'AND
Nip Investment ,
ProduotANeed ,
, " FINISH WORK ' '
Sales Background

SALES DISTRIBUtOR

RELIABILITYAND
EXPERIENCE
REQUIRED

Required

'Please 8enp!resume and
. phone number to:

PAYMASTER
A^SOC INC.
J£. Cosentino

• 3140 Harbor Lane
Plymouth,Mn, 65441
Tel. 612-559-3100 ,
.1

.

.

CONTACT

7

MICHAEL RIVfeRS

RIVERS AND PE0ERS0NS
¦
45^3630

V-

¦ - i- ^r<ryr«mHi *mi
,
a\

Articles tor Sale

57

Articles for jale

57

ZIPPERS
repaired or
replaced 8EDR0PAVI 'SET, 4-plcce Mediterranean
¦• style,
professionally. Opim'1.5 "d»lly. Te4. 454.
queen bid, cabinet chest, dresse r,
S342 anytime, cadyis ZipperService, 478;
¦ nldhiy.Btand.v French Provincial "blue
- . Iiiitctv,, small dlnatle- set; end tables;
¦
sftreo tape rocorder. OIHtr furnishings,
THE PLUMBING BARN '
:
. All very good-condition. Tel. 4SI-W5,
7, 154 High-Forest
Tel. 454-4246
"Featuring Kohle'r's Insu liner, (helps KITCHEN CABINETS (lid remodellna,
stopcondensaTlonon toilet tanks)" ' -. .. .
HAGER end PLATO Cablhels, IS-dow
styles, 14 finishes "to r cheese from.
BOLENS i H.P . rldlpg lawn mow, used
__GAIL'5 APPLIANCE. Tol, 452-4210. . ¦ 7
very1 IIMIe. Cone's
¦ • ¦ Ace hardware¦ . Tel.
¦
¦
¦
7 - . - .
452'i304. "
.
CLOTHES ORYING tl-eei home hobby
¦ ¦'
¦
welder i ¦ roller, skates) . child's 1ape
. -. 7 - . WHIRLPOOL
ricorder / blow torch vyllh Ironu minnow
Quetlly appliances tor tho home .
¦ palls.expansion reamers, Teh45J-WI15.
WINONA FIRE i. POWER EQUIP; c6.
54E.2nd
701.452^065
RCA 1»" black and white TV, Tell 454-5555.
CLEAN carpets profesiljneijy clean wllti ELECTRIC water healer, X eai. In pood
¦
neto portable .steam , cleaner. .Rent
condition.Tel.Lewiston 573 2610.
RINSE-H.VACatH;.ChiBte-Co.' : , '
KITCHEN SINK bue ur.lt,complete with
DOMESTIC SEWING nuchlne In console
link .and . .fixtures, - ranae tiood.' copcabinet, good condition. Fred ¦W. Linse,
¦
Alma,Wis.Tel.<Q|.t85-4811, .
7 . . . ' HEAVY.
DUTY trailers wllh 4 axles, on
- steel channel frames;
USED 17. cu, ft. relrigerator with freeier
Dexter axle, end
. comparlmenl on top, 6 years old, good
10-ply tires; blue print copier; drawing
ycoi)dltlon.
S100. T«ll4M.9a«9.
board and miscellaneous llemi. Toi; 454.
.

' pe rtone. Tel: 454-.47M. . ¦ ¦¦

AKAI260-0 reel to reel, dust-cover, 2 blank
tapes', excellent condition. Asking $275or
besl olrer. Tel. 452-1759 after 3. ¦ • • ¦
CAMPER TOPPER — IOIVJ" long, 54V."
high, 'In good condlllon, reasonably
priced. ' Nodine Creamery Association.
Tal.507M3.611l.

. 3533 or 454-2076; '

7

¦

;

SANYO WODEL 5211 stereo system . AM-FM, . . tape, turntable.. Excellent
condition. S200. Tel. 452-I541. ¦ ' ¦
'
¦WINONA FLOOR
* Wall Service. 'Sales
. and Installation ol carpeting; ceramic
tile ind .hard surface flooring. 0; j;
Stoltman, Tel. 4S4.24II.

Articles for Sale

57

FOUR-PIECE m«lcliln« black .walnut
- loveicat lot, nowly upholMtred, tgDOr 6'
tall 4' wlrjs chins cabinet, round glati,
. _00i black walnut focktri, cano Backs
- and Mats,. JIM each, . tlnlshad. Ray
Wllct»c, W23. W. Hlewatm Or. (near
, BlossorA Shop),¦ WabasliJ), Minn. Tol.
. .'.
. .
t1»t5-4 ;iO- ; '
.
ZENITH COLOR TV's starring al M19.95.
'
Open .Pr l. -wonlnoi; LIULA'S APp[lANCE *.TV ,7t1 EJIh.' ¦ '
BRANtV «EW 4.ply"«lore s'trlnu/ "J lb.
ball, SI. Limited supply. Winona
Dally¦
¦
Naws ClMsltlad Dap).
.
IkJC..'
EOUIPMEHT
Stockton,
KEN'SMlnri. Used 'Welroe Bolicals, rarttal.and
¦
¦ fapalrstfvke. Tal.50;.sa3-3564.
. '.
SPRAY TEXTURING ol celllntu or -walls.
Naw and old painting and. interior
•emodellno. ' Brooks
Aisoclates. Tei.
¦ ¦ 1
¦ ¦ ' ¦ ¦ ¦ '. - • ¦ ¦ ! .¦¦ ¦
. • ¦•454'.>3M. ' - ¦ '
¦
• '.' ". ' TORO SNOWBLOWERS ¦ •
'
.. Most models In slack,
WINONA FIRE
aV POWE R EQUIP. CO.
¦
.' - 7
Tel.452.S043
54E. ind ' •
5TEAWEX Carpet Cleaning and Rentals
' ¦' 0ra' p>es dry. cleaned, bulk dry cleaning
M)l Hull. Tel
presslrlB. Norse Village.
¦ ' •¦
-¦ ' ¦
.
. 4SJ.9B85, '
.

' y y - DID YOU KNOW?

¦
record-tilfiyrr.a t - .- , ,
^^^is^ss^Msszmsmmmm&.
^^s^miBseimsmm^-HARDT'S MUSIC STORE

vou i& n' find noodles tor ttl mak'os o'
- y \li I18PI4«'E.

Auction Sales

I Farm:& Jhdustrial Equipr I

WAR. t — Set. 10 a.m. 4 .miles E. ol
. Mondovi, Wis. -Sherman 8, Pat Olson,
- owners,' Werleln & Luettil, auctioneers ;
. :
Norltiem Inv. Co., clerk,,
•AAR. .6 — Sat; ll a.m. aw miles s. of
'
plainview, Minn., on Wajiasha Co. Rd..4,
thqn ''Vmlle E.. Mr.- _ Mrs. LaVern
Walch, owners ; Monloomery &/Olson,
auctioneers/
Flrsl Manorial/ Bank.
Plainview, cierk7
r?
MAR. 6 - Sal, 10 a.m.: Tri-State Bait &
Tackle, Hwy. 41. Nvend ol La.crescent,
¦ Minn. Beckman Bros., . auctioneers,,
Runninoena.Ziegler, clerks. , - .
M'AR. .6 — Sat. 11 a.m. 3»,> ral|es S.E. ol
• . Preston on Hwy. -32. ttien '2 miles W.
RobertMausf, owner,'Xrtudsen iOlson,
aucMorleers; Ttiorp SaleaCbrp., clerk,
'. -6 '--- Sat. ll:lJa.m. S miles W. 'ol
'MAR
¦
' Arcadia, Wis: , on Hwy..« to Cty. Trunk
E, tt?en.2.mlles N. on E and town road.
Joe Bremer, owneri Richard Krackow,
auctioneer; Northern Inv. Co, f clerk,
/MAR.. 2 — Tues., II a.m 5.mllos S. ol
'diaseburo, Jerry »'. Judith joffers,' owners,- -Olarud 4 Miller , auclloneers;
¦ ¦
Northern Inv. Co..clerk .' • ¦ - . --

j?IS

1 v¦ 'Fri
M Mar, $,:9 a.in.^harp • : |
$10.0p0new
1

I

tools.?oid9a.rn.. other 9:30a.m/

' Minnesota Implement Go., Inc. .
'

v|

|

Good Things to Eat

45

CHOICE CORNPEDboef halves,Angusor
' Hertford, 63c lb.'hanging ' weight. Tel;
' m-ti t Bat:
;
¦
.

Household Articles:.'

bl

YOU. -can
steam
clean
carpels
prolesslonally clean wllh new-portable
RINSE-N-VAC. Rent al COAST-TOCOAST, 109 Plata E.

Machinery andTools
-.

'

49

PRICEDTOBEPUTTO WORK I
!4-ATS FIELD OFF ICE
.
J8"ATS5th WHEEL.FLATBEO
!B'ATS 5* WHEEL CARGO CARRIER
ALL HEAVY-DUTY *.READY TO GOI
TOMMY'S TRAILER SALES,
•GALESVILLE, WIS.
¦ ¦7
Tel.6W W6-4036 or 582.ar1
.-

Radios, Television

n

SPECIAL PRICES on all BfcW icolor
TV's. Prices as low- as 169.15. B (
¦, B
' ELECTRIC,;i55E.3ra. ¦ ¦¦ ¦ " " :

Sewing Machines

73

FLOOR -CLEARANCE Sale now in
- '. progress. ' Big savings on new and used
sewing machines! WINONA SEWING
IAACHINECO;;tl5W.5tll . 7

Typewriters ; >

77

TYPEWRITERS and adding machines, for
rent, or sole. Low-rates: Try-us for all
' your office supplies, desks, f lles er office
ctialrs.
LUND OFFICE SUPPLY CO.,
¦¦
¦
T2IE. 3rd. Tel. 452-5228. - :

Wanted to Buy

81

WANTED TO BUY - 2whoel trailer. Tel.
'. '.
451 8247 alter 5.
.
WANTED -. USED PIANO, good con.
' d Itlon. Write or come.to 125 W, Howard,
»USED' ORIENTAL rugs,..old Indian
.' ' blankets, .old .wood duck Vtcoy's. Tol.
' . collect6».222.7535. Asklor Ver .
7 .
WAtKMN .COOLER and fretter, single
structure or combination. Tel. 452.7778.
JUNK CARS, trucks' and - tractors. Tel:
¦
Fountain Clly 6B7-601S. .
JUNK CARS, trucks and tractors. Kirk
. Brennan, Winona.
Tel. .1528844 or 452'-¦¦ ¦ ¦ • ¦ •
' . ¦ -' - ¦' ¦: - ¦ ¦
. 5387 .
,

'. I
•'
i7 ¦:
; . ; . Grand Meadow , Minn.
|- Tractors: . Include John Deere hew 8630. 2-4630's, V 1
WAA.. .MILLER SCRAP IRON a, METAL
I 2-4430's. 2-4230'si . 2^4030's, 2 used 4630"s; new ."& 1
CO. pays hlghost prices lor scrap Iron,
I used IH; Allis Chalmers, Case, MF, Oliver &yFords. .' : I
tiietel and iunk cars. Useable plate steel
and.pipe tor sale,
:
I To Sell Approx. 1 yp.m.: SO sets of new & used dual |
Closed Saturdays '
,
¦
¦'
¦
1252 Trempealeau Dr.
Ttl: 452,7047
' "•
¦
'
'
'
¦
'
•
'
'
wheels,
(riostsizes.
;
. : y .
;
J
.. " .
j
HIGHEST PRICESPAID
lor scrap Iron, metals/rags, hides raw
g Cofistructidn Equip.: End • loaders, backhoes. skid "1: MAR. 2 — Tues., 11 a.m. 3 miles E. ot St. fursandwooll
^'
Cbarrlts.
Minn.,
on.Hwf.
14,
then
i
miles
|loaders, log skidders, several crawlers., • loaders & § N: on Co. Rd. 37. Follow the.Thorp Sam Weisman & Soris
Arrows. JoeE. Walters,owner; ' . - ,
"• .INCORPORATED ' "
I dozers, fork lifts & other equipment.
p -Auction
¦
Roy AAontgom-ery t, Luther Olson,
Tei, 4525847
t^W.3rd
auclloneers; ThorpSalei Corp.. clerk ;
'
several
4,
5,
6,
Planters;
40
tandem
7-bbttom
|
|
Sjscs;
|
" .
FREDDY
FRICKSON
¦
Apartments, Flats"v .
-¦
90
. / . - . . - ' Auctioneer
I ' pull and steerable plows; 10 new & used grain drills; i
Villi
handle
all
sues
end
kinds
ol
ail kinds front erjd.eS-. rear wheel'weights to fit most §
SMALL 1 bedroom apartment In Fountain
i auctions'. Tel. Dakota 643-6143.
Clly. Stove and rofrlgerafcr furnished.
. ¦' - ¦ •
^
ALVIN KOHHER
alio. Tel.687-7191. . . . .
other items too numerous to mention. |. AUCTIONEER
- City and slate
I tractors; many
PLEASANJ3''i room apartment. , car¦¦¦
¦licensed

I' ,

'

¦
|
' . '' ' 7
;->i

'

• ¦

¦

' ¦:; Sale Conducted by
¦

¦¦

• ¦-' Midwest Auction Company
¦*' ¦

¦

¦

!i _*_5B_838* *8S^^

¦

¦

, .

and bonded. Rt. 3,'Wlnona. Tel.
' .' ; ' |
¦
-. ' 4j2-4080V,

¦
:' ¦%
- ;~<

FOR YOUR AUCTION - use'the Boyum
Sysloirii BERTRAM BOYUM. Auc
lloneir. RushlorrJ,Mlnn.Tel;864 93ai.

M INNESOTA LAND &
AUCTION SERVICE

^mmmmmzzzmmmz^z^^

H^
I A WHEftlj
lp____-r_f___r
,
f
f

V

: Sat., March 6,11:00 A.M.

¦'g '-

'

: ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦.:• ¦ 7 ' ' - . . , '¦

1
' *?

- .tveroltJ .Kohner — '. vyirlona Te'JS?- '8 i-i
(
\ 7 j.tnPapentucs.D. ^ola.TciG.l3-6l j? . '

Furn., Rugs, llncleum 7 64
SAVE »30 - Spring Air "Best Value" lullsite Mattress and box spring. ONLY SW.
BURKE'S . FURNITURE.MART. 3rd &
' Franklin. Open Monday 7.9, Friday until
¦ ¦
¦
¦
:.9p-.m7
. '' , . -

peted, garage for 1 car, garden spot. No
cMldren or pels. Tel. 454-3556
(ralween t
¦
' ' :¦ ana 6. -

- uuit i amuueKN
t
. 7 1 Ibodroom
' -. Air conditioning- .
.+ Shag carpotlng .
- 4 Drapes .
± Priva te balcony
¦
:
.f Laundry
+ Patio . .
¦ f Gas charcoal gr.nr '. ' .. - 7
. KEY APARTMENTS .
¦
1752W.
Broadway
¦'
*
Tel, 454 4909
.-. - ' ¦
T H R E E BEDROOM apartment available
March 10. No single students, no pets.
' Partly lurnlshed. Prefer couple with
small . child. May be seen . by appointment. Home Beverage Service, 553
'. -Hutf St.
: ¦ ALL MODERN 2 ,bedroom ground floor,
stove
.
and
:
refrigerator
• .furnished,
.
garage, centra l location, I year lease
and . references, S180.' Available.Marcti
21st. Write P .0. Box 654, Winona.
IN LEWISTON. - 2 bedroom apartment ,
appliances furnished. Available now.
-Tel. Lewiston 523.2860olter 5 p.m.or 454
-. . . - ¦
il(S8. -

Apartments, Furnished

91

ONE ilABSE. bedroom, suitable for. 3
sfutfinft with kitchen privileges, im
each, across stroet from WSU. Available
betwoen
• March 1. 377 Main, Tel. 4521Ml
¦ ¦' ¦, ¦
« a.m,.5c,m.

Business Pieces for Rent 92
OFFICE 'SPACE available /Hay 1, 1,200 sq.
ft. or Individual ofllces. 6J Johnson St.
Tel. John Freund 452-7321.
WAREHOUSE SPACE for rtnt. 900 sq. ft.
, Loading dock. $65 per month. Tol. 452.
¦ ¦ ¦ - ¦ ¦'
' 7193. ¦ . . . ' . - '
FOR RENT — 2 ofllces, 191 sq. ft. each,
and one 405tq. ft., separati or adlolnlng,
newly carpeted and paneled, utilities
and air conditioning furnlihed. Tel. 452.
2ri2.HARPT'S MUSIC STORE.

Houses for Rerif

• . ' '- -«

AVAILABLE MAR . 10 - 3 bedroom house
wltft- efectrlc stove and refrigerator,
carpeted living room, flnllhed basement
.' with fireplace, Attached garage, garden
. space. Close to schools near lake area.
-.References required. Tel, 452-9256 or 452¦
7434 between7:30.8a,m.

Wanted to Rent

96

WANTED TO rent or buy house In area
between Nelson and Cochrane, wis.,
preferably in country, or land suitable
fof buf Wing. Write or call John Taubel,
82) 5. 2!n_ St., La Crow, Wis. Tel. 408- 78513W.
MARRIED COUPLE needs 2-bedroom
house or duplex April 1, with stove and
refrigerator furnished. Tel. 613-432-7271
.
. ' • ,
collectafter6p.m. - ¦

Farms, Land fofr Sale

98

150 ACR ES In Houston County, 6 miles N.
of Spring Grove.-Oacrcs corn ground, 50
' acres open pasfura. 40 acres timber.
: Possible cabin .-slffij.' Trout stream.
Corncn- acrease. No buildings. $295
acre. Tel. 507-49B-5561 or507-498 -5391.
SUPER-SUPER Hobby Form in Pleasant
i/alley. 20 ace? of choice - fenced land,
wllh "3-bedroom split foyer home
highlighted by massive brick fireplace,
,. wlndov/ed walls tor viewing the beautiful
¦ landscape, TWO sprlng.fed streams, a
-"
. well-kept barn. Much more. Tel. Rlchter
Realty^ ,55ttabout MLS -flOO.
J8Q ACRE beef farm located 3. miles from
Brownsville and 7 mllej from Caledonia
on blacktop road. Approximately 135
. acres open. Personal property togowlth
larm. Terms available to riehf party.
Confact worey Agency; Caledonia,
-.
Minn. Tel. 724-3371 or 724-2712.
RUSHFORD wooded 55 acres bordeVed on
throe sides by state hardwood fofesf.
Contract for deed .' available, $400' per
¦ acre. Tei. Mike Dammen M4-7629 or 5072fl5.l9i6, Frontier Realty, Rochester ,
' ¦ ' "
Mlrtn.
'
•
.
160 ACRE Grade A dairy larm, 40 tie
stalls". 3 unit Surge milker, 2 silos, calf
and hog facilities, i107,000. Wend land &
Robertson Realtors, Poches*er. Tei. 2885098, Henrv DeCook, Tel. 282-4920.
IF YOU ARE In tho market for a farm or
home or are planning lo sell real estale
of any type contact NORTHERN INVESTMENT " COMPANY- Real Estate
. Brokers, independence, Wis., or Eldon
W.
Berg, Real- Estate Salesman,
Arcadia, Tel. 32J 7350.

BIDSTO
SETTLE ESTATE

325 ACRE FARM FOR SALE325 acres In Sections 8,.Q.and 16,
TovynshiD )06 (Warren), Winona
County, Minnesota/ owned by the
heirs of Amelia Burtelnd, Lewiston,
. ¦.¦•
Minnesota.

Houses for Sale

?f

FIVE YEAR old ranch style 4 oodroom
home in Buffalo Clly. Net* carpeting
throughout, drapos ondilr conditioner
Included: Hal 4 choice loll. l'/VCAr
. gi ' igoand lWtJencliMKl patlo. J24.M0.
Holka Realty, auctloiwir. Tal. Mondovi
- .. ¦ ' ¦ ¦ -' ¦ • ' ¦- ¦
924-4422;
;
GREAT MOUSE-IN THE COUNTRY Two bedrodm horrjo In-Wyattv ille. Full
basement, large lot, 2-cer attached
garage. MLS 17*4.
¦ ¦ Tel. Rlchter Realty
¦ ¦¦ ¦ •
452.1550.

OWNER SELLING large 5- or a-bedroom
home on West Broadway. Suitable for
lard* (amlly or can be remodeled Into
duplex. Will consider contract for deed.
• ¦¦
-- ' TcU52 f4».
WE'RE LOOKING FOR A SPECIAL
KINDOF FAMILY — Let your children
nye In a small ' town. In a beaulllul
location on a golf courie, only 2 blocks
Irom brand new elementary, school.
Almost new, beautifully decorated 4bedroom home with family, sire kitchen,
ftuge master bedroom. Almost 3,000 soft , of living space. MLS 1937 . Tel. Rlchter
Realty. 452- ISM. ' •
DUPLEX FOR sale In Winona ', certified
for 12. Tel. 408-SW.3743,
WHAT'S IT WORTH? to be only a few
blocks from shops, banks and bus In a
tredlllcnal. 2-story,, brick end stucco
home. New kitchen, stately, tlreplace.
formal dining, finished roc room. MLS
1821. Tel. RlchterRealty,452 »50.
TWO-BEDROOM'home, near Altura, - Ji*.
cor garage, owner financing: Tel. 5077H.2222after6o.rn.
OLDER IS BETTER—Especially when It
has been completely remodeled and updated. Four bedrooms and large eaf.fn
kitchen, pleasant living room with builtin shelving. Detached 2-car garage.
Established neighborhood near ,Winona
Slate. MLS 1742. Tel. RIcMor
Realty,
¦
¦ • ¦ ¦ : ¦ •• ¦
¦.45*1550.
WILL BUILD TO SUIT ON YO.UR LOT OR
OURS. Custom or pro-manufactured
. homes. Reliable end professional con;
tractors' to work tor you. Call for more
.
Information. .¦ Rlchter Really. Tel.
¦ ¦ ¦¦452.
'
.' ¦ ¦
-. " 1550.

BLUE JEANS SPECIALS - We have
;' three' 2-3 bedroom hontes ttiat need some
work and are priced In the teens.-Great
storter .homes. MLS 1910, 1157 and 1846;
¦ ¦
Tel; R Ichtor Realty, 4521550.
FOR PEOPLE who like to do homework .See FIRST FIDELITY. for a homo lm'
.
- provement loan. . ' -

VERY NEAT, newer 3 bedroom rambler

: located In tho new: development area of
. Rushford. Full basement, 1- car garage
end a large spacious lol. S37.50D. Call Joe
-iWaas Realty, ask for i7I. Tel. 507-288¦
"¦'
'"
I 'M,
-

WINONA REALT Y"
—Cares—
*
l'] E 2nd

. .

Tel.454-5141

Wanted—Real Estate

102

EXPERIENCED , FARMER with equipment wants small larm- with some
tillable acreage. Good house. Will pay
S40-5D.0OO. Tel. Rlchter Roaltv452-1550.
WANTED—.5 or 10 acres for building site
. close to Winona. Call Rod at Gerrerd
Realty — 452 1344 or evenings — 454.

im.

•¦ -

¦ ¦' . ' ¦

Trucks, Tract's, Trailers 108
FORD — 1970 . truck.' power brakes, dlae
brakes, automatic transmission, 302
¦' ' engine: Tel.-4i2-4i;i.
.
^
MASSEY FERGUSON tractor model 903,
oacKhoe with cab. Kent end loader and
baefcend weights, good ¦ condition, Tei.¦
• '¦ - ¦¦
454-4*a'a.
.
.
.
FORD-1973 Ranger XLT, F-250. 340 V I ,
power steering, power brakes. Tal. 507-¦
¦ '
:
. 898-3383.
GMC 1959 Mon truck with hoist and 8*U'
(approx.) steel bed! I960 International T
Ion truck with steel bo*, hoist ano* dual
wheels/ 1961 Dodge with 6x6x8 enclosed
van type box with door': Te|..45J 9J56 or
J52->434 between7:30and4 ,
CHEVROLET - 1975 Grsfom Deluxe to
Ion. 3-speed, 6-cyllnder, with topper,
economical, excellont condition. Tel.
,
4 U:MM ;
Low in c o s t . . . yet high in readership and
response • , . . that's the little ads In
ClassHlod.
.

Used Cars

109

CHEVROLET. - )9i< Nova ll station
wagon, ^cylinder. Cheap. Must sell f Tef.
- ¦¦ ¦
'
,,
452-7660.
TE RRIFIC SECOND car, 1967 Oldsmoblle,- 2-door , F85, 'automatic, clean
andrellable.Tel, 454 3979or 4S2-23l5. .
VOLKSvyAGEN — 1971 Super Beetle.
49,000 miles, engine completely rebuilt ,
¦
excellent condition,¦ tl,675.
Tel. 507-689
¦ ¦¦ . . .
. ..
.
7901.
LINCOtN — 1968 Continental, all power
accessories,motor A^v $675. Tei. 454
¦
' - ¦ • ' . .
• 5408. : - ..
INTERNATIONAL TRAVELALL — Ideal
lor campers, priced reasonable. Would
consider small car.
in trade. Tel. 452- . ¦ '- . ¦ ¦ 4537. NOVA . — - 1974 custom hatchback coupe,
mural painl, powor steering,: power
brakes, turbohydromatlc, lull factory
Instrumentation, bucket seats and only
B,O00 actual miles. Stored during winters. Tel.452-9502alter 5p.m.
PLYMOUTH - . 1969, 313, posltraction,
excellent condition, must sell , going to
sctiool. 929 E. 7th. Tel. 452 1579.
CHEVROLET — (947 2-dr. coupe, 67,000
actual miles, all original. Best oiler , Tel.
¦ ¦
4541705atler5.
COUGAR T- 1970, automatic, power
steering, air conditioning, new brakes
and tires, excellent condition,¦ s.1,200.
Tel. 452 6304.
FORD — 1969 LTD Country Squire wagon,:
¦lull power, 60,000 miles. -Excellent
condlllon. Tel. Bruce457.B750 or 452-8329.
CHEVROLET -, 1949 Impala, radio,
'
¦ power steering, power brake s, new snow
tires, S450. Tel. 452 920a.
CHEVROLET — 1941. slOOor best¦ oiler , . ¦
Tel. 454-2875, 4:30 6:30 p.m.
.
6U1CK — 1971 LeSabre Custom, 1 owner.
Tel . 507-689-2835aller6p.m.
.
'
MUST. SELL 1974: JMp Cherokee, 6
cylinder , standard transmission, radio,
- low
tape player, power steering,.
¦ ¦¦
.
mileage. Tel. 452 7B04.
CADILLAC —.1967 Coupe De Ville. Tel.
5O7 689-2044:
'.

Winona Daily Newsf-V":
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Us«3dCars

io?;

\F YOU HAVE a good, clean, later -modelr
used car you want to turn Into cash, see*
AAarv Mueller al Marv 's Used Cars, !ij
•¦ ¦
¦' ¦[
w.a 'rd.
-

Wanted—Autotmobiles

lip!

GET.YOUR top dollar for junk cers.i
trucks, tractors and farm machinery; *
. also car bodies with -frames. Tei. 454 1981'
¦ . ..
'
*
. anytime ;
CAMPBELL'S"GARAGE, .Wltoka, Minn.,,
is doing all types of mechanical work*
and paying top. dollar lor Iunk. cars. ' .
¦
Wrecker service. Tel. 454-5769,
. -. '

}'

New Cars
¦ . 1976AMC PACER .- .
Nowen Display
KEN'S SALES *¦SERVICE

Mobile Homes, Trailers 11V
ASIRACLE HITCH bv MULTI VERSE -- '
the hitch that "Unas" your trailer, This
unique hitch swings outward 14V' ina7
. large arc - allowing you to lust . "gel
up. Agrlculturai,close" to hook
indtistrlei and Recreationa l utilization. :
TOMMYIS TRAILER SALES.
.'¦ .¦
GALESVILLE. WIS.
Tel. 608 526.4Q3tor 582-2371
:'
MARK IV — l«56. 2-bedroom .mobile ' home, stove , refrigerator, washer and
dryer Included, utility shed. 2 Ontario
.
Lane, Lake village. ¦ ¦
FAN 22' luxury liner , finest travel tralleV
t}ullt. We use same model, loaded witfi
options, large relrigerator, moore rydt
. air conditioning, ducted lloor heat, elc.
Smart buyers buy now, S2.895. Free
trailers on hand delivery, other
Remember tor * (wheel estate) . it' s'
Haielton Trailer Seles. 217 E. 3rd. T«.
. 452-4004. For (real estate) It's Sobeck's
Realty, 218 E. 3rd. - Tol. 452-8677. You will
'
. get (lot) Irom either .
- •
TWO BEDROOMS— 1972 14x70 moWlf "
.
home in Buffalo City. Tel. Cochrane 2* B-»
2912.
' ' ' ¦ ' • '
.
WANTED TO buy a <iood used motorhome
with lowmlleagc. Tel. 507 896-3687.
;.
E X C E P T I O N A L L Y nice 2 bedroom '
firm.
mobile home,l2x fiO,
city
lot.
$4,800
¦
¦
¦ ¦
.
'
Tel . 452-4982.
GREEN
TERRACE
Mobile . Homes, '
.- Lamoille. Winn . . :'Your Homelli?
Dealer. " * Compare our quality and
. prices for 19761 I«x70 prices starting nt
: $7,995. Tel. 454 1317.
.
.
COACHMEN. HeADOUARTERS;
Travel trailers — motorhomes. ¦ '
F. A; KRAUSE CO. - Hwy. 14-61 E.-. . STARCRAFT CAMPERS
7 Travel Trailers 4 Pickup Campers ,-¦
• - ¦ PICK'SSPORTINGGOOOS. .
Durand, Wis; Tel. 71S.672.8873dr672.51W

Mobile Home Transporting

¦
Lowest rates , DALE BUBLITZ. ' ' " .
¦
64Lenox St .. Winona . . . -Tel.45J.94lf.

• •'¦ "

WANTED: 100 acre larm wllh ' j tillable.
Prefer livestock farm. , will repair
buildings if necessary. Tol . Rlchter
Realty, 452-1550.
'
WANTED — Rough: land — valley or
ravine, mostly wooded. Cash buyer 110720,000. Tel. Lee at Rlchter. ¦ Realty
¦ ¦ ; . ¦452¦ ¦
¦1550
-- .
LARGE OLDER or newer home desired
by on out ol town buyer. Price Is no
object. Must be-In good location. All calls
will be kept.confidential: Call Connie
fjederson at 452- 2951 or .Rivers &
Pederson'B Inc. Realtors: Tel . 452-3B30FIVE ACRES wanted, within 10. miles of
' . Wlnono.Tel. 452 5950,
-

WANTED

I

I ARE YOU GREATIVE?

¦

X

\

I Then this 30s30 schoolhouse on one acre of land could ff;
B \be your next project Just , imagine the many things
that could turn.this into your home in the country.
Call us for some ideas on MLS No. 1673;

Includes valuable house, barn,'two
65
1 SALE SITE: 3V. mi. southeast of Preston on Hwy. 52, Ihen 2 1 Good Things to Eat
1,000 bushel metal com' cribs,
I n^.west; or7V2 mi.north.of Harrn:onypn Hwy. 52, then2mi. |HOArtE CROWN rutabagas. 10c . lb.,40' x 60' metal.quoriset, timber and
on ions, 10 lbs;, S1.49,- Cherry Hump
|
w£st7 Watch for the Thorp auction arrows, Lunch served
i
by
vWe need
;
¦candy, 2 lbs, Sl.00.' .Winona - Potato
land tor lots near Farmers State
1 the Ladies of Preston Methodist Church. - .' . - .;
•
. f -, Market." .
Park.
LOTS AND/OR LAND
ANGUS BEEF COW HERD.:NOTE : These are young, pure- |
|
;
TWO STORY CHARMER
iii VVinona and the approxiI bred, top quality Angus;and Red Angus brood cows, bred to I ASH WEDNESDAY
Farmers Stale Park.220acres cropfamilywho
MLS
No.
1%3
is
designed
for
the
loves
to
for
home
conmate
area
¦
'
I performance tested sires; Due to calve in April, pregnancy j
'
'
WEEK SPECIALS Sugar Loaf Apartments lartdV; '
. .. - .¦;'
. entertain. The game room, family, room with brick
struction.
I checked, deloused, State Lab. Tube tested for Brucellosis and § Pan; fried fresh oysters and
2
bedrooms;
spacloiis
rooms
with
.
AJl
records
available
day
of
auction.
Anaplasmosis.
fireplace, formal dining room and 12x19 living room
I
The entire 325:acres.will be sold as
WE WILL FINANCE, ' ¦
1
I' (77). HEAD: (8) Bed Angus heifers, age 3 yrs.; (5) Red Angus 1 broiled Carfadfarr whitefish : ample closets, air conditioning. Adja- one unit bri the following basis: . ..
are all nicely
decorated
and ready for you to "MOVE
¦
¦
Contact
MIKE
RIVERS
private
balconies
and
cent
to
park,
(20)
(36)
age
4
yrs.
to
6
yrs.;
I
age
4
yrs.
;
Angus
cows,
and creamed red salmon on
|i cows,
" ¦ -; ' ' ' ; - ' .. . '
,' . - '.. . 7
IN.
'
Included;
No
pets.
patios.
Heat
Black
White
face
cows,
cows, age 6 yrs. to 8 yrs.;¦ <5)
t) Sealed bids will be accepted ep RIVERS & PEDERSDNS INC.,
I Aiigus
|
.
hot
toast.
All.
3
servings
in¦
¦ '|
358 E. Samla ''." ¦. '.- Tel. 452-3000 to :and opened at 3:0O p.m. on
fV 'agefiyrs: '.'•
. 77
. '¦;- ,
clude,buttered parsley potaREALTORS^DEVELOPERS
x x ¦: "¦
LUXURY LIVING :
March 15,' 1976 in . trust Depart'
iVTRACTORS, ACCESSORIES & TILLAGE EQUIPMENT: |to, . french fried. fc*niqn rings, Apartments, Furnished 9\ ment, First Northwestern
National Boats, Motors, Etc.
for you and your family in this stately 4 bedroom
»0o
a EC 656 hydrostatic utility tractor, wide front, wheel weights/ g cream styled cole slaw with
Bank,Winona,Minnesota. .
home. Family room has 6'x9' ; bath, sunporch,
COTTAGE, utilities paid, no
JOHNSON MOTOR - 1974, 25 H.P.. used 1
1 3 pt. hitch, radio engine heater, new 1973, 792 actual hrs.; IHC . I pineapple . tidbits, - hot garlic, FURNISHED
children, no' petSrOtf streel parking. Tel.
Tel. 60B
year. Fred W. Linse. Alma, Wis.
¦
¦' - : -' . . ' ¦
fireplace in" 14'x25' . living room. Natural woodwork.
¦
¦ ¦¦ : 4811.
.
i F65fi, -wide front, carrier tor 2 pt. hitch, radio, engine heater, § toast, coffee or milk.; Your JS7ZU1.
<85
2| Cash bfds will be preferred, but
;
FURNISHED EFFICIENCY. S92. 255 E.
Ij fluid in tires, new 1967, 2509 actual hrs.; IHC heavy duty No, '|
,
14'
and
tilt
trailer.
FIBERGLASS
BOA
T
'
.MLS
2018 is in excellent condition^
'sale on contract will be considered,
¦ 7
8th. Tel. 454-4059. . ' ' ' '" ¦ ¦
Tel. (54-3706. 103 ¦E.
m tvp. 'Evlnrude.
"t 2O0OTiyd. lojderwitH snowy_ manure buckets; IHC l^o. 60 I choice of 4ny 3 servings. 2
¦¦
¦ ' ¦
and . such bids should Include pur. 10th. - TWO-ROOM lurnlshed apartment, private
' ¦
I moldfoard plow 4x14, sealed coulters, 3 pt. hitch draw bar; 2.1 servings for ,$4.80 with .this shower bath. No children or dogs; West chase price, amount ol 'down payNEWLY REMODELED
end area. Tel . 452-4077,
Motorcycles, Bicycles
107
seta tractor chains (16.9x30 & 15.5 & 38) ; (3) hyd: cylinders; § ad. Serving 4 to 10 p.m.
|
ment,number of insiallments.and inKEY APARTMENTS ' .- large quiet 1and
cute
as
can be. This two bedroom home may be
¦
¦
¦
I'Kieat houiBer for 656 tractor; IHC No. ' 300 rear blade, 3 pt. fl
-¦¦•-•¦•
¦
—
RUW ENDURO - H74.- I0 CC, excellent
..
bedroom apar-»menli™beawWI**Hy—tor•terest fatei • -' -.¦-: •--'
condition. Laurel Thompson. Rt; 1.
just right for you and ymom. Convenient kitchen with
nishod with kitchen appliances and
hitch;-7 ft.; IHC 4 row rotary. ho«; IHC No. ,370 wheel type f Good on March 2, 3, 4 only.
|
6M.525.6a07.
Ettrick,
wis.
Tel
.
contemporary
lurnlture.
Private
!|disk,. 11 ft.; 18 in.- blades;
serving bar and formal dining room; Oil forced air
balcony, storage space and oil street
.3) The right Is reserved to re|ect YAWAHA — 1972 250 Enduro, excellent all
¦ ¦ Kewaunee 4 sect, steel drag; IHC 4 p
.parking. 1752 W.- Broadway. Tel.' 454Csect. steel. drag. : - ¦• . ¦. -.' ; ¦ ¦ _ . ' .;; . . . . .
purpose machine. In good condition, had
;
any and all bids, and approval Is sub|
heat. Call uSabout MLS No. 1969.'
¦
'
•
'
'
<909. '
roconfTmglne
overdll. Tel. Dakota 443¦
¦ ¦ '
¦ ¦' ¦ '
ject to the order of the Winona - .4322.
. '• - ¦ WANTED —2glrls to lhareanapartment.
t PLANTER _ DRILL: JD No, 1240 plateless planter, |
.Tel. 454-4238.
County Probate Court,
BSA 1968 450 Llghtnlno Hornet. Best offer.
|
insecticide _ fertilizer attachments, minimum tillage, ,
POSSIBLE CONTRACT FOR DEED
Tel. 452 8404.
-. I M * ^«- (* »'•¥ < ,* ~ j ^ !••» ' - - -H' TiS- 'ij J 'i *f»WS5j
i planted only 500 acres, like new ; JD dbl. disk grain drill, 10
formal dining room, IV2 baths, full base3
bedrooms,
^
"
4)
The
successful
bidder
shall
be
'
,
*
i Iii: *,
.
Have You Read This Ad?
1 ft. all steel o-r.
V
prepared to execute an earnest As a result " of this ad, orders have
ment with high ceilings. Call for more details on MLS
.
I HARViEST EQUIPMENT & SPRAYER: . JD No. ' , 1209 .
'
rnbney contract and provide earnest been cqrnlng In from as (ar away as
No. 1 933,
|' |
% haybine, 9 ft., new 1974, extra sickles; JD No. 640 side
totalling 5% of the purchase Sioux Falls, S. Dak.. Pes Moines,
|
|
C^ | i money
INVESTMENT
1 delivery rake, with caster wheel, o-r; IHC No, 46 baler; IHC | v# m NORTHERN
price In the form of . certified or Iowa. Milwaukee, Wis, and Omaha,
CENTRALLY LOCATED
I trail type mower, balanced head drive, 7 ft; IHC No. B flail J
cashier's chock on the -date of bid Neb.lt
(3)
sections,
pipe,
2
blower
blower;
%
f chopper; IHC No. 56
duplex. One two bedroom apartment and one
opening.
HONDA MOTORCYCLESI
I WAYTRAVELALLOWANCE!
*l adjustable, 1 flexible; Boom sprayer with pump & drops; ^ 1 Due to ill health, we will sell our personal property at a public I
I efficiency apartment, Some personal property
1,000. 52,649; CB 750 f . SI.895 . CB
Hy-Pro piston pump/
. |
| I auction: Located 4 miles East of Mondovi, WL. or 5 miles i Information concerning soil and OL
|
750, II.B49; CB 550 F. tl.S9Si.CB 550,
included. One, car garage. MLS No. 1840 can be
S1.550; CB500 .T .JI .395; CB400 F ,11,295,I STEEL WAGONS , AUGER & GREEN CHOP BOXES : NH JV § West of Eleva on State Highway "10", then 8 miles South on I terrain condition,, as well as aerial C B 3 6 0 T , J1.059 ; CB2O0T.M49 ; CB 125
shown
at your convenience.
hoist;
J509,'xl4',
sides.fc
maps,
aro
available
at
the
Lewiston
S,
XL
30
in.
350.
II.M9;
XL
150.
1979;
MT
.
j
County.Trunk "BB", on: .
1 steel wagon o-r with Calmar box 7
.%
250, 1909; XL 75, 5W; XL 125. J68P. MT
I
hoist
&
barge
box;
ASCS
office.
dbl.
cylinder
|
1 elect, wheel steel wagon with
124, $680/ XL 100. 1599: ^l 70. Sd39; CR
250M, 11.149 ; MR 250. 11,119; MR 175,
i Snowco auger wagon, 150 bu.; (2) Rufeeder green ¦ chop p
5799; XR 75, J4I9; CT - 90, J498; CT 70,
Btds should be mailed or delivered
"The Company You Can Depend On"
. '%
i feeder wagons, 20 ft., o-r, new 1975.
S439 ; AT C 90, $629; Z-50A, «29. If there
Sale tlme : 10:00 A.M. (large amount of small Items)
% Jn an envelope marked "Sealed Bid" Is o -better advertised price
^.
AUGERS:
JD
No.
54
"
GRAIN
&
Lunch will bo served.
- p, to:
p '$/%
A N Y W H E R E , we 'll beat II by at least 1
1 SPREADER, ELEVATOR
¦ ¦
percent.
I spreader with hyd. slop gate; Stan hoist elev., 44 ft., with h fi
25 HEAD OF HOL. CATTLE , ' - . . 7 ' X Administrator ot the Estate of y
. ROBBMOTORS
(5"xl0'
%
wlth.elect.
(3)
grain
augers,
;Winona — "iau Claire
After Hours:
I elect, motor * P.T.O. ;
| ElsleBurfelnd
. .
p ll Hbl. cows, fresh & open; 2 Hoi. cows, close springers; 6 |
hfrs„2yn. old, some fresh, some close springers; 3 Hoi. I Trust Department.
I motor, 6"xie', 5"x20 ').
Dick Peck. . . . . . . 4 5 2 - 7 6 2 5
Gale Pederson . . . 452-2951
'¦ ¦ ' ' " ' I !| . Hoi.
GREENLINE YAMAHA
$. yearling Mrs., open; 4 Cross-Breed steers (Average Wgt, 700 4 First Northwestern Nalional Bank
JeffThisius ' . . . . 454-4427 Mike Rivers . . . . 454-4427
I CATTLE EQUIPMENT - & PANEI^—- ETC : Power I s4 lbs.). A HERD OF. GOOD BREEDING, PRODUCTION & 11 P.O. Box 207 \
.Tel . 452 1280
11 9 Washinglon
Connie Pederson . 452-7376
1 River crowding alley, 20 ft., w-«xtra panel; loading chute; |> f TYPE . .
. X Winona,Minnesota 55987 '
I <2) cattle bunks; Tqx - A • Wick iron to fit 16 ft. gate; (2) & k MACHINERY - Ford 901 power master tractor; Pord 960 il
SPECIAL
PURCHASE
>»
|
mineral & sale feeders (Tox -A- Wick ASmedley); Ikk tank, |i tractor with P.S.; Ford 860 tractor;'Ford 602 2-row mounted
Howas for Sala
f| 2 wheel; (2) stock tanks; 250 gal. water tank; elect: tank ® I picker (picked less than 100A.) ; iFordPTO hay baler; 2-Ford fgt «25, '00 FOR nice J btdroom Townho use. LIMITED. QUANTITIES
or^ NEW1976KAWASAKIS
closots, L ihopcd dining living
__^ait Ou^WlceBi1Vn_^
_ heater; advanced cattle waterer, s.s., 6 ft. ; mineral feeder |I' hay conditioners; Ford mower (3 PT. hookup) ; Ford 8' fi : Lois ofgarogo,
KSUbRerj S800
. Spocal $609
loncod pfltlo. Shown by
room,
B (10 compartment); (2) 20 ft. hog troughs; mineral holders; 1 % double disk ; Ford 9' double disk ; Ford combine; 2-Ford 3 | acpolnlinent.
r 7 1 7b Reg S00S
Tol. 414 1059.
Spucal $790
", (8) heat temps; (8) wood gates, 16 ft. ; (10) steel cattle |
H
AU I97GKAWASAKIS
REDUCED W0 on now large i
bottom plows ; Ford front-end tractor loader with dirt blade - s PRICE
|
H Get The Facts^^^V| |T|JBl|iTsll iniC _^__ H
in slockrtt CpocwIPro-Uinsoiipricos
bedroom Townhoulo It pyrchawd by
|| panels; cattle oiler; hog pans; (30) calf palls; (1) aluminum |I M".FF. 130 spreader; front-end & wheel wgts. -<or Ford U
454.lllM.
Wnrcn n.Tol .
gate, 12ft. ; (5) hog panels.
BOB'S MARINA
____P%?lMI!
_Nv>9ffillvV___H
|
I
HOMES rondy lor occupancy, 3
|I tractors; trattdr chains; McD. ' 3-14" wheel Woe tractor M NEW
¦
24 Ljlird ¦
"The Cream of ^Hn'NVfviRffi
b«dro6m», Financing available Wllmcr
'
. Wtqcin,)
'
,
disk
openers,
H
with
fert.
boxes
corn
planter
JiD.Xw
,
(in Har vestor |f plowi
shelled
corn
Larson Construction. Tol. 452 4533or45J
I FEED: 4,000 bu. high moisture
¦
¦
¦
the Crop" of ^^WMNmy fllM
7714.
:\ ,
I rubber ho8e8;J.D.490 cornplarter! J.D.894-A hayrake; J.D. s
Snowmobiles
107A
i s(io), '• ' . .* . . . ¦
.i 1
G R A B BAG SPECIAL - lb ouortodhouie
BWInona
8' cult; J.D. 10' dble, wheel disk; Ford 2-rbw mounted
U3ti^os _ Bi_*i*
riil!M_Wr
(Wall
orders
50c
extra.)
pljn s lor Jl.
l^
A R C T I C CAT - 197) El Tlgro. 400 CC, Ilka
Power roller mill, 200 bu,,' w-5 h.p.'J 1 pickerfhyd, 2-way cyte. 4 hoses; 2-8 ton wagons: 2-Killsbros ^
S
Winona Dally t, Sunday News. P.O . Box
1 ROLLER MILL : Auto.
new, cover, all gauuu5,&575. Tol. 507-741.
r,
"
70,
vyinonn.
Winn.
55987.
E"
.
037.1.
$ ' elect. motor. , ; .
V
; . fi
350" all steel gravity boxes; 2-wagons wiih bale racks; k
'
fi
(5);c«mcr posts, 8 |
| pi Dearborn 40HO' elevator With transport;
il' FENCING EQUIPMENT: (3) light poles;
f
o
H.P:
dec.
motor; 3 elec. {?
It
1
Jack
S
OTHERilTEWS
—
Pump
wire;
¦_--BBBH-H_-_MH_ik__HHp__HH
woven
4
barbed
posts;
steel
(50)
,
1 I t - (3) steel braces;
275
gal.
fuel
barrel k
fencers:^ea«chaln8aw; 15''&16• tires:
on
6) Sdge pto; <7) new wood posts,_ 6 ft. ; (4) post anchors. I I
)
hay
unk
>
HAVE
YOU
skids;
SEEN OUR
feeder b
20' hay feeder r
6" - 10 12 ft; misc. fencing I B _ stand 4 hoBe^i4'
|new; (5) wood posts S bunk on-.transport; 200' manure carrier track; bucket .4 '(
^equipment.
|I boom; large beAch vise; foil of steel mesh; Van Brunt 8' y
"SOLD" SIGNS?????
I AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE CENTER"
»j Sli6P iSQUIPMENT &. MISC.: Chrtls Industrial air, \i 1 drill; Weather, Comforter; steel fence posts; grain sacks; ty
water tank; plow parts for IHC; galv, pipes; H.D. log chain; p
J ¦
|
i compressor w-2 h,p. motor, 80 gal: cap, ; lumber, piles, new & |
5-QUART
'
-L-_-_^^-_r: u
1 snow fence; ," "
" .
§ used- shop workVbenches; No. 30 engine oil; gas tank 4 |
-^ l
OILCHANGE
|
stand ; tlresV rlms. 7.60 x 16; 100 ft, heavy dutv 3 wire No, 6 I I Western cutting saddle; breast collar; blankets, & Btand; 6, f
r
wJQl
^
$ elect.t)ord; ' trouble light; dairy scale; halters: kitchen S S yr. old Morgan-quarter horse mare; Western saddle & bridle *j
ft cablnel; bale of twine ; 10 gal. hy.-trari. fluid; 78 ft, plaallc jj I DAmy EQUIPMENT -Van Vetter 200 gal. S.8, bulk .tank; ti
|i wafer hose V* In,; hand sprayor ; dual truck chains, 8.25; | g 3-Surge milker buckets; Dari-Vac; 52 gal. Blass-llnc,d elec. M
M a hot water healer; S:S, dble wash tank; utensil rack ; some vet %
tl roller chain; (4) ten gal. cans; (2) larlaU; neck chains;
.,
I supDlies;'SurgeS-22pumpwlthelec, motor.
|
'
13 forks; broom»; shovels; etc. •
. , . ,
^ 4 1 I FEED -UO0 hales of
ltay;WBales of straw; 400 bu. of ear |
n TW6K: 1944 Chevrolet truck i>,4 ton, dual wheels, new bed
¦
|
'
;¦
,
"
'
'
,
¦
'
'
¦
l-corn:- . '7 v.: '
"
•' ' ' , 1
^-—-^l Special Expires Saturday, Mar.6.
'
' 1-399 Nordic snowmobile; anowmo- %
*iHDw454-4ig6
wiNoM54-4196
¦¦
g S 2-Skl-Ddo .snowmobiles;
:
|
THORP ON THE SPOT CftEDIT
Stop In and get top
-, x - . '
YourCholce ot
I .bitesled; ,.
|
'
Bwhester,
,
Hwy.
K,,
llres.
ti
|
1731
N
4
speed,
fl
ply
Vcssey,
Ford,%
truck,
F-250
1868
ton
Clark
engine protection
• p.nnzoil
,
I Sale mahaBer:
1
Knudson,
1 Wllmcr 4-wlwel dr. industrial loader with hyd. controls 4 dirt |
1 MN M90l'(507-288-4(M5), Auctloneerei Howard
while
you
wait
or
• Tempo Premium
MN, Local .Rep,;. | f&manuro bucket "
,
• '
I
¦ ' r ¦
1 Cantorf MN & Luther Olson, Lanesboro,Thorp
'¦
delay!
• Quaker 8t_!o
i
shop.
Don't
Sales
Corp.,
Clerk
:
watt
,
110,
\
MN,
transport,
16,000
,
PTO
double
generator
with
Surge
^
^
J
?
'
|
I pS^VZn, Lan*boro
R J, 220 ordirect l)ookup alternator(uscdthour.)
. ..
|
FOR
THEMSELVES!!
I Rochester,MiN (5p7-288-4041),
SIGNS
SPEAK
. Includes Oil Filter & Lubrication
a 5ll,P,slrigl(*phn8eH,D;c!cc; motor. .
Q3ttiia
. | V
!,
trailer.
' v
8
2-whool
transport
I
,0WNEI1
MAUST
I
ROBERT
1 | Torms: NORTHERN ON THE SPOT CREDIT
Call Rich Today for an appointment '
i
' Tel. 454-1526
1
. SHERMAN ANDPATQLSON-Owners '
|
' 1
Francis \Verlelh-Tcl,'7l5-948*3131-Aucllonecr
I ,
hours:
S a.m. - 5 p.m. Tu»». thru Sat.
Weal
Broadway
Shop
>
103
(
I
BobLuelhl, Indcpi)r)denco, WI,-AuctionWr |¦
i
C)o»tdMonday»
,
454«41»8
Winona
T«».
\
,
.1
S . ". '
NdrUiern Investment Co., Lester Senty-Clcrk :
»^^<
>
l»^*^*^ MM*<^ '
1
lMM»_M>iMVWMy*
«^«^MM><W»eV»
^^*|
*
Wk^-i^M'.'
^

HILLSIDE
FISH HOUSE

A

II ^VIAII

Mvv i ivll

1

Saturday, March 6th

1

H

_______M_____AHH*I-_-_H___ >

I Tempo

7 SOLD Ij

SOLDk I

Q$$tG$Wt

\ #€Hl KciM4t&%£af of , VttC.

*^^

Buckeye

$666
JiF

_ ^ __—.—^—.—__

7
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.

.
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-

¦
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KrlarchcQrt^
lioniike, curs^ it!

Winonaand area rwictents, treated to unseasonablywarm ¦
7 temperatures during February, buttoned overcoats, {Hilled
bowedin
7 on mittens and got boots out of the closet as March
'
.today with the threat ofsnoworfreezing rain. '¦ "/
Sunday's 37-degreehigh dippedtoan overnight17 andwas
expected to climb into the mid-20s this afternoon.The
weatherman says there is a 50 percentchance of rain, sleet or
snow through Tuesday when temperaturescould reach 30
degrees. Occasional snow flurries and mere seasonable
temperatures are to continue throughFriday.
Meanwhile, March whipped into the nortoern Rockies
with heavy snow and high winds and set off showers and
; tlmnderstonrafrom the Midwest to New England.
Blowing and drifting snow madetravel hazardous east of
the ContinentalDivide in Montana, and a winter-storm watch
was hoisted for the Colorado Rockiest Travel advisories
ranged east into the Dakotasand Nebraska;rainwas mixed
with show into Illinois and Wisconsin, and freezing drizzle
glazed portions of Iowa, Illinois and Wisconsin. Showers and
. thunderstorms hit scattered areas from Iowa Unouah the
lower Great Lakes region into New England and splashed
nearlyan inch of rain OnChicagoovernight, ;

Local observations
(
^Official

J

Winona Weather Observations for the 24 hours
\
- . ending at noon today,
- ,
Maximum temperature 37, minimum 17, noon 24, no
precipitation. .
A year ago today : high 24, low l below, noon 15, no
; precipitktion. ". • ¦• '• '¦
- Normal femperature range for this date 33 to 14. Record
high 59 in 1878, record low 28 below, in 1962. r ;
;; Sunrisestomorrowat6:42, set8 at5:56. .
• Max Conrad Field Observations ¦
(Mississippi Valley.Alrlines) ¦ '
. Relative humidity 78 percent, wind from the east at 17-25.
'. ' m.p.h., cloud cover 2,000 broken and 7,000 overcast, visibility
< 1'Omiles. " '.
• Hourly Temperatures '
y , 7 (Provided by Winona State University)
• . . Sunday . ¦
'• *¦ ' ¦. ¦
; Mp.-m.
2 . 3 4 5 6 7
8 9 10 11 midnight
21 22
23 24, 24 23 23 22 22 22 22 23
¦
¦
<- ' . - ' -. '¦ . ' ¦. ¦:'.
Monday
¦ia:m. 72 3 4 5 6 7 ; 8 9 10 11 noon ' '
:-: 7 2 3 ' 2 4 24 24 24V 24 23 .22 23 237 24 24 .
^
Degree Days
(As temperaturesdtop, degree days rise) 7
',-] One method of figuring heating requirements is. to
;. . calculate how many degrees a day', average temperature
. fell belovv 65, ttie point at-which artificial heat is generally
considered necessary. The resulting figure can be used to
. estimate fuel consumption.
- For the 24 hoursending at 7 a.m.:
.;• Today .. ".¦
38 Season todafe . ¦:;,......5 ,520 •
. Year.agot o d a y . . . . . . . . . . . .50 To date year ago. 7 . . . . : .5,322

S E. Minnesota
Cloudy with a good et-iance of7
stiow tonlght and Tuesday. Lows
tonight from' 15 to '20; highs
Juesdayfrom25 to 30, Preclpltation probability: 50 percent
toKight and Tuesday.
_.

Minnesota

5-day forecast
. MINNESOTA
Occasional snovi^ and colder
Wednesday through Friday.
Hlghs.from 15to 22 north and 22
to 2» soutH. Lows from 4 below to
7 above north and 7 above to 17

\^;;:\.:d_^- _Sffil -ii^:::

of showers south Wednesday,
•Cloudy wlth light snow tonight
and Tuesday. Contimjlng cool, rColder , Thursday and Friday.
tows
from 5 to 15 north ahd 15 to
with lows tonight from 6 below
K-south. Highs from the mld-20s
north to 20 above south and highs
to mld-30s north and mld-30s to
Tuesday from 10 to 30.
¦
. . 7 ' > : " .' .-• " yy. ., j mid-40s south.

: Wisconsin

y

-upper 30s and low 30s south.
Snow likely north and central
Show or rain Tuesday In the 7
. -tonight, - possibly mixed with
north;rain and possibly thunder- -. . -I
freezing rain or sleet central.
storms
south. Hlghj from the 20s
Rain, sleet or snow lllcely south.
norlh to 40».south.
1 Lo_s-j»«8vnd 10 northwest to
J

WSHS, Potter log
speech tourney

Ex-Rushford
AApnandieS
in bathtub

ROCHESTER, M ian. Funeral services have been
scheduled for Mrs. Virgil R.
Elliott, S3, Rochester, a former
Rushford, Minn., resident, who
accidentally drowned in her
homebereFridaynhjht
She was a beauticianat the
Beauty Lounge, Rochester. Dr:
Paul Belau, Olmsted County
^
deputy coroner, reporefrMrs.
Elliott drowned in tier bathtub
after slipping and stunning
hcrseif.
Her body was.found about
9:30 p.m. Friday by her 13-yearold daughter, Tammy.
Dr. Belau said the woman had
been in tbe tub several minutes
before her daughterfoundher.
An autopsy showed water in
the woman's lungs and a bump
on her head from the, fall, Dr.
Belau said.
Funeral services will be at
3:30 p.m. Tuesday In Zumbro
Lutheran Church, Rochester.
Burial will be in Oakwood
Cemetery here! The Revs.
Lester Horntvedt and Harold
Usgaardwillofficiate.
Friends may call at Ranfranz
Funeral Home, Rochester, this
afternoonand evening and until
noon Tuesday and then at the
churc_after2:30p.m» '
The former Mildred A.
Waadevig, she was born Oct 23,
1942, in Rushford. She was
married in Chatfield on March
14, 1959. The couple lived in
Rochester until 1968 ana* then
moved to Pactfica, Calif. They
returned to Rochester in 1972,
where ''. ; 'he is employed at
Marigold Dairies.
Survivors include: her
husband; two sons, Roger and
Robert, and a daughter,
Tammy, all at home; her
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Gllflier
^
Rochester ; a
Waadevtg,
brother, Glenn Waadevig,
Longview, Wash., , and - two
sisters, Mrs. Orval (Alice)
EUiott, Chatfield, and . Mrs.
Clair ... -(Iflary)- Dahielsqn,
v
Rochester.

5 held after
fugitive tip
brings raid

WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
— Five persons arrested
Saturday evening in a trailer
house . in Centerville are being
held in theTrempealeauCounty
Jail pending appearances- to
Trempealeau County Court.
They include Jerome G.
George, 20, North English,
Iowa, identified as an escapee
from the Marengo County Jail
in Iowa ; Wayne L. Corey, 22,
and Diane M. Jensen, 18,
Trempealeau Rt. 1; Cynthia A.
Pomeroy, 18, 6Q2 Walnut St.,
Winona, and RandallD. Meyer,
18, Chatfield Rt 2.
Charges - will include harboring a fugitive, a felony, and
alleged
possession
of
marijuana, according to Sheriff
Wayne Holte.
Two male juveniles from
Chatfield, ages 16 and 17, have
been released pending appearances in juvenile court;
Holte said he got a tip from an
informant that George, who is
wanted for burglary in Iowa,
was in a trailer home to Centerville, rentedby Corey.
Darryl McBride,. special
investigator, apprehended all
served persons when he went to
the mobile homewith a warrant
Saturday evening.
The Ave defendants, who
were being held without ball,
were possibly" to appear to
Trempealeau County Court
today. Laverne Michalak ,
assistant county district attorney, was to prosecute.

MSisii p^iiii
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Final repair seen
in city derailing
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Two-State Deaths
William Hyde
MONDOVI; Wis. — Funeral
services for William Hyde, 77,
Mondovi, will be Tuesday.at 11
a.m. at Kjentvet & Son Funeral
Home here. Burial will be in
Maxwell Prairie Cemetery.
7 He died last Tuesday in
BuffaloMemorialHospital.
Friends may calf at the
funeral home after 6 p.m. today
and until time of services.
He was born Nov. 7, 1898, to
Maxwell Prairie, Buffalo
County, to Plina and Harriet
Deyore Hyde7 He. was a farm
laborer and bad never married.
Survivors areY a brother,
Warren Hyde, St. Paul, Minn.,
and nieces and nephews. V
-

Alfred W. Schuchard
Minn.
PLAINVIEW ,
7- Alfred W.
(Special)
Sctacbard, 83, Plainview^ died
today, in St. Elizabeth Hospital,
Wabasha, Minn. He' had been a
resident of Hillcrest Nursing
Home here five years, after
'
retiring from farming. / if ,
.He was:born at Hammond,
Minn., April 18, 1892. He never
married.
Survivors are: a sister, Miss
Bertha Schuchard, Lake City
Nursing Home; nephews, and
¦
nieces. ¦•" ' .¦
, '\
. Funeral services 'will be at 2
pim; Wednesday in Schleicher
Funeral Home, Millville, Minn,,
the Rev. Keith Schneider,
Immanuel : Lutheran Church,
Plainview, officiating. Burial
vi^b*toMiMHeCfemetery.
Friends may call .Tuesday
after 2 p.m. and until time of
services Wednesday at the
funeral home.
V
Mrs. Hoy Ludwitzke':¦
LAKE CITY, Minn. - Mrs.
Roy (Malinda) Ludwitzke, .70,
Lake City, died Saturday in Red
Wing, Minn., Nursing Home.;. "'
The daughter of Gustav and
Lena Nibbe, she was born to
Belvidere Township, Goodhue
County, Nov. 29; 1905. On April
22, 1949, ¦: she married Roy
Ludwitzke in Lake City. She
was employed at Zero King,
Lake City, until retiring to 1961
because of illness. She- was a
member of St. John's Lutheran
:' ¦¦' '¦ ¦' '
Chinch. :. '¦
. ..'. . . .
Survivors "are: her husband;
a son, Merlyn Nibbe, LakeCity;
three ' grandchildren;, u step
grandchildren; four brothers,
Orlin, Poy, Donald and Willard
Nibbe, Lake City, and a sister,
Mrs. Edward . (Ruthabelle)
Bninkow, Lake City. Two
brothers have died;
Funeral services will be at 2
p.m. Wednesday in St. John's
Lutheran Church** the Rev.
Ralph Goede officiating. Burial
Will be to the churchcemetery.
Friends may call after 3 p.m.
Tuesday and until noon Wednesday at Anderson Funeral
Chapel, Lake City, then at the
church from 1 p.m. until timeof
services;
Pallbearers will be Charles
Mark and Jay Nibbe, Dennis
Gary and Gary Jr. Ludwitzke.

- . '¦: Pour members of the Winona speech instructor, were among
x
Mrs. Elmer Anderson
: Senior High School speech team NrOO participants from 30 high
BLAIR, Wis. (Special) ' were among 88 in 11 categories schools^
Mrs. Elmer (Clara) Anderson,
Park was the first-place
who competed in the final round
80, Blair, died today in Lutheran
of the Park High School finisher, and Park Rapids High
Hospital, La Crosse, Wis.
placed
second.
invitational Speech" Tour- School
The daughter of Thorvald and
nament Saturday in Cottage Individual winners were not
Anna Hanson, - she was born
reported.
Grove, Minn..
Dec 29, 1895. On June J.6, 1917,
Winohans in the final round
Winona 's 15 students coached
she married Elmer Anderson.
by Char Shelgren, high school were Eric Lueck, radio
Survivors are: her husband;
speaking; Becky Olson, serious
a son, Edgar, Goldsboro, N.C.;
drama; Vicky Satkunas, nona daughter , Mrs. Walter
original oratory, and Paul
(Arlolne) Everson. Taylor,
Brosnahan, serious prose. •
Wis.; three grandchildren; a
Kevin C. Fleming, Cotter
brother , Theodore Hanson,
High School, also-participated
Blair, and two sisters, Miss
In the final round, In humorous
Victoria Hanson, Blair,, and
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP> .- interpretatioa
Mrs. Olga Lynnes; Clinton, Mo.
Cuban Premier Fidel Castro
Ten members of the Cotter.
Funeral services will be at
instigated the assassination of , speech team coached by Mrs,
1:30 p.m. Thursday in Zion
PresidentJohn F. Kennedy ahd ' Madeo Molinari participated in
Lutheran Church, the Revs. M.
"very probably" that of Sen. thefestival.
J. Larson and Erling Carlscn
Robert F. Kennedy ' in
Mrs. Molinari, alsowas one of
officiating. Burial will be in the
•
retaliation for five attempts on the 110 Judges.
churchcemetery.
Repair of damages caused
. his life which Castro believed
Cotter will participate in a
Friends may call Wednesday
President Kennedy ordered, the district speech contest Wed- Saturday by a two-car
alter 3 p.m. at Jack Funeral
Las VegasSun said today. 7
nesday in Chatfield High derailment near the Milwaukee Home, Blair; then at the church
Road's East 2nd and Wall
, In a copyrighted story by School.
Thursday from 12:30 p,mv until
; publisher Hank Greenspun, the
Other senior high school streets transfer point should be time of services,
Sun said Information for the students who participated completed Tuesday, Railroad
story came from a confidential were: Jane Mahlke, serious Agent James Hanscom said
source and was documented by prose; Ann Walker and Terry toitlay,
\^ Births elsewhere X)
; a secret report in the hands of Flanagan, serious poetry; Scott
The incident occurred about
LA CROSSE, Wis. - Mr. and
Sen. Frank Church's Senate Baron, discussion.; Greg Ready 3:30 p.m. as cars were being
IntelligenceCommittee,
backed Into the transfer point to Mrs. Wallace Vlestonz, 527 W.
and
Kevin
Connolly,
radio
'
. There was ho immediate speaking; Denise Duellman, pick up another car. Soft ground King St., a son, Saturday, at
. comment on the Sun's story original
oratory;/* Kevin conditions caused the tracks to Lutheran Hospital, La Crosse.
from Church or other officials in Poblocki, non-original oratory; spread, and two boxcars
ST, PAUL, Minn. - Mr: and
Washington.
Patti Nichols, serious prose; derailed
Mrs, Frank McCray, St. Paul, a
-According
to
Hanscom,
a
rail
story
telling,
Eliot
Herland,
: Viola woman escapes
daughter, Sunday. Maternal
and Marty Byman, ex- "curled," breaking through the grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
^
floor
of
a
car
loaded
with
wheat
temporaneousspeaking.
her overturned car
Bernard Jenkinson, 427 Grand
Other
Cotter participants and causing a small amount of St„ Winona.
>
; . ELGIN, Minn. (Special) —
'
the grain to spill.
Mrs. Dean Worden, Viola. were: TonyWalsh, non-original Hanscom said transfer of the
CHICAGO, IU.-Mr, and Mrs.
Minn., apparently escaped oratory; Brenda Baechler, wheat to another car.was ex.
Anthony Hume, Chicago, a
Injury about 11:20 a.m. today or i g inal oratory;. Maureen
pected to be completed today daughter Jan. 30, Mrs. Hume Is
; wnen she lost control of her car Welland, seriousprose; Jeanne
and that the two cars should be the former Judith Hanson,
Wetland
and
Katy
Plcard,
oh Highway 42, Vk miles south
humorous Interpretation; Eric back on the tracks . and the daughter of Mr, , and Mrs.
bfElf^n:
repaired Arthur Hanson, Sparta, Wis,,
extemporaneous - transfer, point
¦ .The Wabasha County sheriff's Swails ,
Tuesday.
off ice reported that as Mrs. speaking; Lori Fatten, serious He added it will be necessary former Winona residents,
Warden was heading north she interpretation of poetry; Kathy to jack one of the cars up to get
8PHING GROVE , M inn.
. lost control while negotiating a Goltz/story telling, and Nora
; rails beneath it, Mb estimate (8pecia!)'7-Mr,. and Mrs. Jerry
extemporaneous
Quinlen
,
curve. Her car careened off the
was available on the damaged Germundson , Northfield ,
roadway and flipped over on its reading.
Minn,, a son Feb. 17. GrancV
,
inona team wUl car.
^W
The
topin a dltch.
,
pjurenUare Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
the
compete
March
18
in
when the; Elgin Ambulance
Sanness, Spring Grove.
,
Service arrived at the scene, Rochester Mayo High School Equalityruling
the
Supreme
1974,
Speech
Festival
On
J
une
8,
invitational
y Mrs. Worden was sitting on aq
who do the ( Today 's birthdays )
embankment. She apparehtly and will enter the sub-regional Court ruled women
^
got out of the URslde-down car Minnesota High School Speech same work as men are entitled
JtnnKtr B«rgsooerd, Ml Dru«y
ContestMarch28inAlbertLea. tolhesamepayrates.
CI.,7,
by crawling out a window.
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Rt 1, reported to the Houston
County Sheriff's office Saturday
afternoon that his 1967 model
Bridgestone motorcycle was
'
oneMrs. FrankJ. Boland r ¦'.; Lester Olson residence, list stolen whlleit was parked
half mile.from his home. Value
Mrs! Frank J; (Louise 'Mj
: W. 5th St, between y4:80«:20 was iestitoatad at |_6o. •': y
Boland, 88, 1331 W. 5th St., died p.m. Sunday;
cish, wriBtPhilipNiesen, Houston Rt 2,
at 1:50 a.m. Sunday in Com-! watch valued at^
$20, multihand reported .Oie f^allowing Item
munityMemorialHospital
pqrtafalb
radio valued at 980,
his foreign
The daughter of Bernardand radio of unknown valulfahd two' were taken from
model car Sunday evening,
Charlotte Starr Morman, she savings
bo<*8 taken.
while it was parked at the
was born in Measaht Hill
John Kunda residence, 917 E. Sandbar Marina at BrownTownship, Winona County, Jan: 4th St , entry by forcing rear
Model 29, . 2830, 1890, and had lived in Winona door Saturday,night; Bteelsafe, sville: Cobra
cbannel citizens band radio,
. 80 years. Oh Jaa i0, !19l0, she three metal boxes wittrpersonal - valued at $200; amplifier,
nuurled Frank J.' BoUjnd at \papeirs; wristwateh ana pocket '
female's
Ridgeway, Minnb, Catholic watch, .radio arid $12.85 In valued at 9300 and a
92l6;
Church. She was a member of change taken, Safe and two hrown leather coat,
O'Bresky; Bllnr
St. Story's;, Church y and its boxes recovered : nearby by 7 Klemeris
iMinri., reported
neapolls,
RosarySociety and.the Catholic police, personal papers had
Daughters of America; and she been set oin firei rip estimate of Saturday the following Items,
valued fit 9289, ware takensome
was a former memberof Cotter total lossor .damage. .
time after December from his
Mothers ' Club y and Cotter
, iiabin, two miles south, of
Mothers' Singers.
'/ large ;wood:\/mdali$my
/Survivors are: -her husband; L
\ Brownsville;
sewing machine,
burning
store,
three sons, Bernard F. and
various tools, kerosene koRolland A!, Winona, and John
¦V . V-GITY
terns, and plywood paneling.
C.< Lodi, N.J., a daughter, Mrs,
Hudson Holte residence,
-teas gained by breaking
Alice M. Swfe*ney, Bloomfield,: 950M; W. 5th St., window in door Entry
into the front door. .
N.J. ; ,17 grariteiiildren; U broken about 9i:50 p.m. Sunday;
great-grandchildren; and. : a rioestiraateof value.
sister, Mrs;: Dick (Christine)
Doerer's Genuine P^arts, 1104
Hum!eld, La Crplsse, Wis'; Two,, W. 5th St.; front window broken
v
sons, six brothers and four Sunday, ho apparent entry ;f20O . ¦ '•V;' . :v V ,7 7.ciTY/ '' V' ; ' V .777 :
sisters have died,
¦:
Wis.
btjy,
17,
.
damage.
. Trempealeau,
V Funeral services will be at
Shumski's Floor Covering, apprehended by police near
7:80 p.m. Tuesday to St.- Mary's 173 E; 3rd St., front window West 3rd and Lee streets at 8:30
.
Church, the Rev.JamesRussell cracked, apparently with air p.m. Satur^day i for , alleged
officiating. Burial will be to St. rifle, i.Eriday; night; ;
$350 . drunkenness; referred to
Mary 's Cemetery. :
' • ¦ '. . ' • •: '"
juverjiieauthorit ies. v
damage.
Friends may call Tuesday
Goodwyn Erickson, 1769 %
from- 2 to 4 p.m. at Burke's Broadway, rear window Of car;
-Accidents ¦. . .' /)
Funeral Home, where the parked at residence Sunday' C
Rosary Society will say a rosary night broken with rock; no est'
:
7- V . ¦' - " . ' / ' .CITY "V¦
at 2:30 and Father Russellwill imate dfdamage.
... i ' Sortdiy ¦¦ '
lead the rosary at 3. The Rosary
2-.16 a.m. —.West Sarniaah'd Sloiix
.WINONA COUNTY
Society aiid Catholic Daughters
Rick Skappel mobile home, streets, traffic control 'slsn hit;
of America will provide honor rural Rollingstone, paint ap- Donald. L. Potter; Kent, Ohio,-IMS'
guarriVet the church Tuesday plied to door, side and window ¦(outdoor. .
evening. V
:- '/ ' . - since Feb, 14; no estimate of
A memorial is being damage.
arrariged.
. Pallb«fflrers will be grand*
sbhs; Michael, Thomas, Rolland
and Kevin Boland, Michael
Twbiney andEdward Scheli.
WINOISA^COUNTY
' From Wlijiam ; Bolster,
Altura, Minn., yellow ;Huffy '
Building in Winona got'a shot
At Community
bicycle taken Friday night; no
in
the armfrom two categories
estimate of value.
Memorial Hospital
last week, with major permits
'
¦'¦
. " ciTY. - ; - "
Frorn Mark-It Foods, Miracle drawn in both the residential
commercial areas.
¦
Mall,.
package - oi: cigarettes and
¦
SATURDAY "
•:.' Warner _ Swasey Co. Badger
valued
at
55
cents
taken
at
1:30
V /Discharges
p;m; Friday; Winona girl, 16, Division took the largest; a
Francis ¦Bauers, 40 Michigan
apprehended and referred
to $45,000 permit issued for conLane. : ¦.;. . '. .
¦
struction of a 25- by 160-foot
. Everett Larsen, Lamoille, juvenile authorities. ..
addition to its storage facility at
¦ '¦
.
'
From
Waynei
Krage,
561
W.
'
Minn; -. .
217 Industrial Park Rd. The
5th
St,
14-foot
boat,
oars
and
JohnJohnson, Houston, Minn.
structural steel building will be
MrsV Andrew Waletzke ¦616 life jacket taken from Prairie built within an estimated two
^
'
Island
since
Jan.,
'
2,
just
¦
-V
: -. - X .
W. 4th¦ St.¦
by Ebner ¦Construction
¦
¦•
reported for insurance pur- months
¦
':¦- ;sirNDAY :.
Ca ¦- ".' - . ¦:• ' ¦ .7/ - - .- :
7
poses;
$200
loss.
. Discharges
GHK Construction Corp. took
Herbert Wenzel, Rushford,
HOUSTON COUNTY
the second largest permit,
"
'
Minn.. ; ;.
Tom JohnStoin, La Crescent which allows constructionor/ a
Mrs. Bruce Whetstone and
$43,920 heme at 776 Bluflview
baby, 30 Michigan Lane.
Circle.The three-bedroom
wood
Timothy PalubicW, 519 E.¦ ¦2nd
frame home will 'be completed
¦ ¦ Scottish Rite
;
y
•:¦
:. .
st- -v .
. ..
:
in four
The first session of the spring by the/ cdirpQratiori
Mrs. John Roach, 618 Grand
,
:. '" . . '. •
reunion for 30 new members of months.
St. ¦ ' "¦
Those permits and six others
•' ¦' 7 Births y ' 7.
the Scottish Rite Bodies,
.
brought the J976 total of
Saturday
at
the
Masonic
Dr. and Mrs. Dennis Dambuildingin the city to $2,156,323,
men, Minnesota
City, Minn,, a Temple here, was directed by L. compared with $167,343 a year
¦
¦ ' ¦ ¦ ' ¦'
¦¦
'
Donald
¦
Mcleod
¦
'
,
Lewistori
.
. . :;.: .
i/ ago. .' :. " . ' , 'U .- ':¦ • ¦¦
son. • V.
' ¦'. ' ¦' - ' ' ¦
Mr. . and Mrs. James Lang, Minn., venerable master of the
Other permits:
Lodge of Perfection,
Lewiston, Minn., a son. V'
Fiberite Corp., 501 W^Jrd St.,
A second session, Saturday, $2,400
for Installation of Office
will be directed by Vernon partitions. ' 7 ,
Anniversary marked Barker, Rochester, Minn., wise Royui Construction.Co., Wnbna,
master of the Rose VCafolx. S2,000 for construction of home
by MarinLika Manor
at S54 Kerry Dr.
Sessions for the new members, foundation
Ron Bartt,4t6Clarit's. Lane,tl^M
GALESVILLE, Wis. X Ah from throughout Southeastern forkltchenremodellfiB.
: ¦
Orvllle Byboth, Lake Village,
estimated 200 residents at- Minnesota, will also
¦ '¦ - be M^rch tl,000 for Interior remodeling at 511
tended the first anniversary of 20 and March 27. .. . . .
.E.2ndSt.
the Marinuka Manor here
James Thompson,722 E, King St.,
Sunday, according to Richard
t4O0for construction of Btoregeshed.
Bird club meets
Richard klelst, 220 Mechanic St.,
Tinnius, administrator.
S200foraarage addltlon.
The 59-bed , skilledrcare
The March meeting of the
Wrecklnu permit; Robert Westnursing borne Is located across Hiawatha Valley*
Bird Club of berg, dismantling of home at B68E.
the road from the Gale-Ettrick,,
Winona will be held Wednesday Sanborn St,
Trempealeau HighSchool.
in Lake Park Lodge. The
In
Forty-three persons are living
Building winoiia
program will feature slides of
j
in the new facilities. The first native
birds presented by club ^
anniversary observance was
member
Jim.
Walz
,
former
Volume
»2,159,323
sponsored by the manor's
assistant Winona postmaster Commercial
(9,600
auxiliary, which had charge of and a
wildlife
photographer.
Residential
2,088,523 ,
decorations and served lunch.
The meeting will begin at7:30 ' Public ( nontaxable)
1,200
p.m. and will be open to the New houses
6
'
public. . .
New multiple
'' Ul
famllyunlts
Volume same date
in 197S
167,343
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" Sheridan 8. Jackson
LAKE CITY, .Minn. Sheridan S. Jackson, 78, Inver
Grove Heights, Minn., former
Lake City resident, diedFriday
in(St, John'B Hospital, St. Paul,
Minn. He had retunedas a farm
'
laborer in the area. , . ¦
The son of Williamand Anna
Jackson, he was born iri
Wisconsin, April 1, . 1897; He
married Frederica Wohlers in
West Florence, Minn., in 1921.
She died In 1934. He had lived
With a son to Inver ' Grove
Heightssince 1964.
Survivors are: a son, Merlyn,
Inver Grove Heights; a brother,
Keith, Eau Claire, Wis;, and a
siBter, Mrs. yHaflfy (Ruth)
Moen; Minneapolis,,
Funeral services will be at 2
p.m. Tuesday i* Anderson
FunejralChapel, Lake City, the
Rev. Ralph Goede, SL John's
Lutheran Church, officiating.
Burial will be in West Florence
Cemetery.
Friends may call today after 2
p.m. and UntU time of services
Tuesdayat the funeral home.
Pallbearers will be Roy and
Eldon Steffenhagen, Donald
Voigt, W erner Tackmann;
William and Neiel Wohlers. .
. Mrs. Helene Heimerdinger '
¦
Mijjn.
. CALEDONIA ,
(Special) -^- Mrs7 Helene
Heimerdinger, 91, died at . 4:30
a.m. Sunday in the Caledonia
Nursing . Home where she had
been a resident nine years;
The daughter , of Henry find
Elizabeth Backhaus 'Beneke,
she was born July 2, 1884, in
Union City Township, lowa. On
Dec. 12, I918r she married
George Heimerdinger. They
farmed to the Freeburg, Minn.,
area. He has died.;
Survivors are: a son, Adolph,
Caledonia; two daughters, Mrs.
Erwin (Margaret) Welke,
Hokah, Minn., and Mrs. L. G.
(Luella) Martin, Albuquerque,
N.M. ; 13 grandchildren; two
great-grandchildren, and- a
sister,. Miis. Dortliea Pohlman,
Caledonia. Six brothers have
died. ".
Funeral services will be at 2
p.m. Wednesday to Peace
United Church of Christ,
Crooked Creek Township! the
Rev. Clyde 7 Lee officiating.
Burial will be Ln the church
. : .'y
cemetery. . . :
¦
Friends .niay call Tuesday
afternoon and evening at
Pbtter-Haugen Funeral Home,
Caledonia, then at the; church
Wednesday from l p.m. until
timb of services.
\Mrs. Alma Gunderson
BLAIR, Wis. (Special) fMrs. Alma Gunderson, 62,
Blair, died Sunday in Langlade
County Memorial Hospital,
;
Antigo, Wls. y
The daughter of Ole and
Nettie Brekke, she Was bob
April l, 1913. She married
Leonard Gunderson inJanuary
1933. He diedin January 1970.
Survivors a*e: a son,
Richard, Holmesi, Wis.; five
grandchildren;her stepmother,
Mrs, Sybil ftrekke, La Crosse,
Wis. ; two brothers, Irwin
Brekke, Blair, and Kermit
Brekke, La Crosse, Wis., and a
sister, Mrs. Theodore (Olida)
Anderson, Blair. A daughter
' has died. . . "'
Funeral services will be at
1:30 p.m. Wednesda
y in Zion
Lutheran Church, the Revs. M.
J. Larson and Erling Carlsen
officiating. Burial will be in the
church cemetery .
Friends may call Tuesday,
after 3 p.m. at Jack Funeral
Home, Blair, and at, the church
Wednesday from 12:30 p.m,
until time of services. •
. Elmer E. Samuelson
PEPIN , Wis. (Special) —
Elmer E. Saniuelson, 93, Pepin,
died Friday in the Wabasha
Nursing Home, Wabasha, Minn.
_ , A retired farmer, he was born
Dec. 29, 188*2, in Maiden Rock
Township to Andrew and
Christine Samuelson and attended the Nerike Hill School,
A fanner for 58 years, he
married Anna Lewis at Lund
March 17, 1912. He was the
oldest living member of
Sabylund Lutheran Church,
where he bad been a member
since 1980 and had served
several years on the church
board. ' • ; ¦¦ '
Survivore ore: his wife, a
resident of the Wabasha Nursing Home; a son, Vincent,
Durand, Wis, ; a daughter Mrs,
Howard ' (Eivelyn) Hoehier, La
Crosse , : W is. ; five ! grandchildren ;
seven , greatgrandchildren and . aV sister,
Mrs . Ellen
Hokenstrom,
Chetek, Wis . A son, four
brothers and a sister have died,
Funeral services will be at 2
p.m. Tuesday in Sabylund
Church, the Rev. Carl
Oronqulst
officiating!
*;Entombment will be at Maiden
Rock Cemetery/
Pallbearers will be Rogerand
W illard Johnson, Glen Mollne,
and James, Ralph arid Clemens
Nelson,
y
Friends may call at Swandby
Funeral Home, Maiden Rock,
today from 7 toft p.m. and at the
church Tuesday after noon.
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Good driver
rates
Savhigii for good drivers.
¦
Are you one J Eight out "
of ten Allstate
policyholders qualify
for these rates.

/instate

Se«or Phonii

GENE REGAN
SEARS STORE
fir on tht Plaza East
Phoh»482-77S0
R»a.Phon« 484-22r«

' x .r .

. ;;

7 . 7Volunteers, Including itiem-

: bers ^of Winona State Unl*
Campaign
r

,i °"
verslty Alpha Xi pplta and
. '
Delia Zeta sororities; . will call on Winona
residents this week asking tor funds for the
HeaH Association. AArs, Eugene Brink ,, Heart
Drive volunteer, asks Scott Plulni fpr a donation,
Monies are used for research and education on
,
heart diseases. (Dally News photo)
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